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The writer introduces the subject with a brief history of 
wave refraction analyses. 
An alogrith~ is developed for the computation of wave 
orthogonal progression, and hence a computer program is 
developed. 
Various examples are investigated to verify the solutions 
obtained by the program. 
The writer's opinions on the applications and interpret-
ations of refraction diagrams in practical cases are 
presented. 
The writer evaluates the program, and gives a method for 
modifying the program to incorporate a study area of almost 
limitless size. 
A comprehensive User's Manual, documented according to 
the A.S.C.E. Engineering Computer Program Documentation 
Standard, is appended. 
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1.1 WAVE REFRACTION PHENOMENA 
When an undisturbed wave train is travelling in deep 
water, it consists of a series of parallel wave crests, or 
wave fronts, moving at constant speed. 
1 
A wave orthogonal, or wave ray, is the path that a theoretical 
point, on a wave crest, would follow as the wave progressed, 
given that the point moves perpendicular to the wave fronts. 
As a wave enters shallowing water the wave celerity (wave 
speed) decreases. 
Consider the hypothetical case of a wave train approaching a 
beach, with parallel and straight depth contours, with the 
initial wave fronts parallel to the contours. It is evident 
that all points on a specific wave front shall experience 
the same depth effects as the wave approaches the beach, thus 
the wave would retard uniformly along the wave front. The 
wave fronts would remain parallel but would become more closely 
spaced. A set of wave orthogonals would thus also remain 
parallel. 
Let us now consider the case of a wave train approaching the 
same beach at an oblique angle. It is apparent that if one 
considers an arbitrary section of a wave front in shallow water 
the inshore part shall be travelling slower than the offshore 
part, by virtue of the shallower depth, consequently the wave 
front shall tend to rotate and become parallel to the contours, 
similarly the orthogonals shall tend to become perpendicular 
to the shoreline. 
2 
As a general rule it can be said that for any wave travelling 
through shoaling water, if depth is reducing,the wave front 
shall approach parallelism, and the orthogonals shall approach 
perpendicularity with the contours. 
1.2 REFRACTION DIAGRAMS 
A refraction diagram is a diagram which shows the path 
followed by a set of wave orthogonals over a scaled plan of 
a specific area of water. 
The orthogonals generally have selected starting positions 
on a wave of set period and deep water wave direction. 
A refinement of the above mentioned refraction diagram is a 
diagram which has the cumulative time of travel, from the 
starting point, indicated on the orthogonals. 
Refraction diagrams often have arbitrary wave fronts shown on 
the diagram. 
1.3 THE USE OF REFRACTION DIAGRAMS 
Generally refraction diagrams are used to determine wave 
conditions at a site of interest resulting from prevailing 
deep water wave conditions in the area. 
The requisite data for a single refraction analysis (in a 
study area of known bottom topography) is the deep water wave 
direction, deep water wave height, and period of an incident 
wave. 
The output of the analysis is the resultant wave height, or 
heights, and wave direction, or directions, at an arbitrary 
point in the study area. 
It should be noted that owing to refraction phenomenon over 
various topographical features of the sea bed, (such as reefs), 
a single incident deep water wave train can result in a 
3 
superposition of two or more wave trains, of different heights 
and directions. 
Refraction diagrams which indicate cumulative time, as described 
in Section 1.2, can be used to determine time taken for a wave 
to travel between two points in the study area. 
1.4 DETERMINATION OF REFRACTION DIAGRAMS 
Two methods are commonly used for obtaining refraction 
diagrams, these are; (a) manual graphical methods, and 
(b) computer numerical methods. 
(a) Manual graphical methods 
The general method currently employed is as follows: 
(i) Discrete contours, ignoring minor bottom irregu-
larities, for the study area are established. 
(ii) Mid-contour lines are drawn in on the plan. 
(iii) The sea bottom is then assumed to be a set of hori-
zontal steps with vertical rises occurring at the 
mid-contour lines. 
(iv) Snell's law is applied directly to the orthogonals, 
with a discrete angle change occurring at each mid-
contour line. 
The application of this method is discussed in detail in the 
U.S. Army C.E.R.C. Shore Protection Manual (29). 
(b) Computer numerical methods 
The general method employed in computer analysis is to 
numerically calculate the progression of an orthogonal by 
incremental progression, with orthogonal curvature being 
determined for each increment. 
To determine the curvature of an orthogonal at a point in 
the study area, it is necessary to ascertain, directly or 
indirectly, the rate of change of wave velocity with respect 
4 
to distance travelled along the wave front (see Section 2.3). 
This derivative is most easily determined via the bed slopes, 
in two vertical perpendicular planes, at the point being 
considered. 
The normal method of determining the bed slopes at a point 
in the study area, is to set up a rectangular grid system 
with the depth values given at each grid node. The bed 
slopes can thus be determined by fitting a surface through 
the relevant grid points. 
The path of an orthogonal can thus be ascertained by analytical 
geometry, and can be represented on a scaled plan by use of an 
incremental plotter. 
1.5 THE RELATIVE MERITS OF COMPUTER REFRACTION DIAGRAMS 
AND MANUAL REFRACTION DIAGRAMS 
Generally a refraction sut~y_involves the ascertainment 
of several individual refraction diagrams for a single study 
area. 
The features of (i) the manual method and (ii) the computer 
method are as sketched below. 
(i) Manual methods 
(a) Preparation work 
There is little preparation work needed for this 
method, namely a suitable contour map must be established. 
(b) Construction 
The actual construction of the refraction diagrams 
is a tedious and time consuming operation. 
(c) Accuracy 
The method lacks the accuracy that can be provided 
by a computer analysis. 
(d) Complications 
Complications occur when an orthogonal approaches 
parallelism with the contours. 
(ii) Computer method 
(a) Preparation work 
There is considerable preparation work needed in 
establishing a grid, ascertaining nodal depth values, 
and physically punching the depth data. (For a 
5 
practical example the number of grid nodes could be well 
in excess of 50 000). 
(b) Construction 
Once the preparation is done, the establishment 
of a refraction diagram is very simple and quick, the 
only requisite data being the incident wave characteris-
tics, and the orthogonal starting positions. 
(c) Accuracy 
Computer methods can be considerably more accurate 
than the manual methods. It can be said that the 
accuracy of a refraction diagram, that can be conveniently 
obtained using a reasonable refraction program, exceeds 
the accuracy that the general wave theories model the true 
life situations. 
(d) Complications 
An efficient computer program which determines ray 
progression using orthogonal curvatures, as discussed in 
Section 1.3, is not subject to complications with various 
bottom topographies. Such as in (i) above. 
It can be concluded that manual refraction diagrams are of 
considerable use when one or two refraction diagrams of an 
area are desired, especially if no great accuracy is required, 
however if a large study of the area is required, computer 
solutions have an undoubted advantage. 
1.6 THE HISTORY OF WAVE REFRACTION ANALYSIS 
The decrease in wave celerity resulting from decreasing 
water depth can be considered to be analogous to the decrease 
6 
in the speed of light resulting from an increase in optical 
density of the transmitting medium through which the light 
is travelling. 
In 1942 it was first suggested by Professor M.P. O'Brien (21) 
that this analogy may be used for the solution of water wave 
refraction caused by changing water depth. 
Though O'Brien only published this in 1942, he had had 
graduate students, who were working under him, constructing 
refraction diagrams for complicated hydrography as far back 
as 1937. 
In 1948, Johnson, O'Brien and Isaacs (15) developed graphical 
methods for application to the complex ocean bottoms of nature. 
The solutions are based upon the condition that Snell's law 
correctly predicts the refraction of water gravity waves. 
The assumption that Snell's law can be applied was verified 
mathematically, for linear wave theory in shallow water,* by 
Lowell (18) in 1949. 
Experimental verification of Snell's law in shallow water was 
established by Chien (5) in 1954. 
Chien conducted his experiment in a 4 ft wide, 20 ft long, and 
5 inch deep ripple tank. A plunger-type wave generator was 
located at the one end of the tank. 
in Figure 1.1. 
The apparatus is shown 
A beach was made of a\ inch transparent lucite plate. The 
wave and beach characteristics are shown in Table 1.1. 
* Shallow water is considered as the region in which the wave 
celerity is given by c = /gn, where g is the acceleration of 
gravity, and his the water depth. Generally this case is 
assumed when h/L is less than 0,05, where Lis the wave length. 
7 
(Scale ratio of the model beach: length scale, 1/500; time scale, 1/22.4) 
Beach Waves 
Still Wave period 
Wave length ln 
Run water- Orientation Profile Description deep water 
number depth Model I Prototpye Model I Prototype 
ft sec sec sec sec 
1-A} Slightly { 0.83 18.5 1-B 0.068 50 concave Uniform 0.60 13.4 




2-A} Uniform { 0.81 
18.1 
2-B Essentially 0.60 13.5 waves 
8.7 2-C 0.069 34 at 1/40 0.39 
slope Non-uniform { 0.30 6.6 2-D 






3-A} Essentlally Uniform { 0.77 17.2 3-B 0.069 15 at 1/40 0.59 .13.l waves 




Table 1.1: Characteristics of waves and beaches, model tests 
by Chien (5) 
Runs A represent long period uniform waves, Runs B represent 
intermediate period uniform waves, and Runs C represent short 
period uniform waves. 
The non uniform waves, Run D, w~re generated by continuously 
and quickly increasing and reducing the speed of the wave 
generator motor. 
The experiments were photographed at a speed of 28 frames per 
second, with a time clock being photographed for time reference. 
The photographs were analysed to determine scale factors and 
wave periods. 
For the non uniform waves, the time intervals at either side of 
the wave, Ti and T2, were measured, and the period T, of the 
relevant wave was determined by linear interpolation as follows; 
8 
T = 
The refraction angles, both measured and calculated were plotted. 
The results of the experiments are shown in Figure 1.2. 
Chien concluded that "within the limits of accuracy of the 
experiment, Snell's law was verified, except that possibly the 
refraction angle was slightly less than that indicated by 
Snell's law for large wave periods". 
In 1956 the investigations of Chien were extended by Ralls (25). 
Ralls used the same apparatus that was used by Chien (see 
Figure 1.1) but used different beach slopes, namely 1:20; 
1:40; and 1:60, and extended the investigation to include 
intermediate water depth zone.* 
Ralls concluded that the study essentially verified Snell's 
law on refraction of uniform, long crested waves in the region 
0,10 < d/L < 0,70. 
Ralls' graphical results for intermediate depths are shown in 
Figure 1.3. 
In 1957 Wiegel and Arnold (31) performed model studies of wave 
refraction of uniform period waves travelling over various 
submerged shoals. 
parallel contours. 
1:5; and 1:10,62. 
· investigated . 
The shoals had constant slopes with straight 
Slopes investigated were: vertical; 1:2,47; 
Incident angles from 10° to 70° were 
* The intermediate depth zone is the zone between the deep water -
where a change of depth does not affect the wave celerity - and 
shallow water, as· described before. Generally the intermediate 
zone is assumed when h/L is between 0,5 and 0,05. 
The wave tank used was 150 ft long by 64 ft wide by 2,5 ft 
deep, which is considerably larger than that used by Chien 
and Ralls. 
It was found that Snell's law was valid over a large range 
9 
of wave periods even for the case of refraction over a vertical 
step. 
Wiegel and Arnold's graphical results are shown in Figure 1.4. 
In the meanwhile work had progressed in the establishment 
of manual methods for constructing refraction diagrams. 
Early refraction diagrams were drawn by sketching successive wave 
fronts. Each projection distance was based on the wave speed 
at the corresponding crest position, projection being perpendi-
cular to the wave front direction. 
In 1948 Johnson, O'Brien and Isaacs (15) greatly improved the 
construction of refraction diagrams, by devising a method for 
the direct construction of orthogonals, hence eliminating the 
need for prior sketching of the wave fronts. 
This method was based on an approximate formula, which was 
derived from refraction geometry. The equation that was 
derived for determining the changes of angles experienced by 
an orthogonal travelling between two discrete contours was; 
where a is the angle between the wave crest and the depth 
contour, and Lis the wave length. 
In 1952 Arthur, Munk and Isaacs (2) presented a modified 
procedure. They approached the problem by considering the 
curvature of an orthogonal by solving the governing differential 
equations. 
The final equation derived was; 
= sin-1 [<1 + t.L/L) sin a J - a • 
This method yielded more accurate results. 
The real significance of this approach however, is that it 
provided a stepping stone to the development of algorithms 
suited to computer usage. 
10 
Essentially all the significant computer programs developed 
have calculated refraction diagrams by solving the governing 
differential equations to establish the curvature of an 
orthogonal increment. 
In November 1952, Munk and Arthur (20) further investigated 
the governing differential equations to establish wave intensity 
along a refracted ray. They developed a theory that predicts 
the relative wave height (neglecting shoaling) along an ortho-
gonal, knowing the orthogonal path and the wave celerities 
both on and near the orthogonals. 
Some programs have been written to include the calculation 
of these refraction coefficients.* 
The first refraction program was developed by Griswold in 
1963. 
Griswold's algorithm had the following features: 
(i) The study area is split up into a square x - y grid system. 
(ii) The increment size used was half a grid square length. 
Though Griswold used a constant distance increment, he 
pointed out the advantage of using a constant time step. 
* The writer's view is that these coefficients should be care-
fully considered, especially when used in areas with complex 
bottom topography. The writer's opinions on interpretation 
of refraction diagrams is given in Section 7. 
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The advantage of this method is that increment step 
lengths decrease in shallow water, where curvatures 
tend to get greater. A greater accuracy is thus given 
in the regions where it is needed. 
Griswold also pointed out that an advantage of having a 
constant time step is that wave front positions could be 
determined by joining points on adjacent orthogonals 
which had had equal times of travel. The writer, however, 
would like to point out that the orthogonal position at 
any arbitrary selected time of travel can be determined by 
interpolation, regardless of whether a constant time or 
constant distance increment is used. For a method of 
performing this operation the reader is referred to 
Section 5.8. 
(iii} The curvature at any point was calculated by converting 
depth values at grid points to wave celerities and solving 
the governing differential equations by modelling the 
surface of wave celerity in the x and y directions. 
The pertinent curvature equation is thus; 
da 
ds = 
1 de . de 
[ 
** c dx (sin a} - dy (cos a)] • 
(iv} Refraction coefficients were calculated along the orthogo-
nal according to theory developed by Munk and Arthur (20}. 
Calculation of this coefficient essentially requires the 
calculation of the first and second derivative of wave 
celerity with respect to x and y. This is ascertained 
from the surface of wave celerities in the grid system. 
** See Equation 2.22. 
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In 1964 Lepetit developed a computer program for refraction 
which used a constant time step increment. The major difference 
between Lepetit's algorithm and Griswold's is that; where 
Griswold had used a two dimensional array to store values of 
wave celerity at node points of the grid, Lepetit set up two 
dimensional arrays of celerity and the derivatives of wave 
celerity, with respect to x and y, in order to solve the 
governing differential equations. 
Probably the best known, and most monumental, refraction program 
is that due to W.S. Wilson (32) .* 
Initially Harrison and Wilson (13) developed a computer program 
to calculate wave refraction in 1964. This work was extended 
by Wilson, and in 1966 the program was published by C.E.R.C. 
Locally, this program is currently used by the National Research 
Institute of Oceanology (branch of the C.S.I.R.), and the 
Fisheries Development Corporation of South Africa. Work per-
formed by these institutes, especially the N.R.I.O., has shown 
that results obtained from the program indicate a very close 
correlation with observed ocean phenomena. 
This program was the first one developed that not only calculated 
the orthogonal paths, but also traced them by use of an incremen-
tal plotter. 
The other major development was that Wilson developed a method 
of calculating the curvature of the orthogonals by determining 
the derivatives of the water depths with respect to x and y, 
as opposed to determining the derivatives of the wave celerities. 
Subsequent to Wilson various programs were written. The reader 
is referred to the works of Dobson (1967) (8), Jen (1969) (14), 
* This program has been used as a standard of comparison for the 
evaluation of the program developed by the writer. 
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Coudert and Raichlen (1970) (7), Keulegan and Harrison (1970) 
(16), Chao (1970) (4), Orr and Herbick (1970) (22), Collins 
(1972) (6), and Skovgaard, Jonsson and Bertelsen (1975) (28). 
The only significant development was that of the inclusion of 
the effects of bottom friction, this factor was included 
initially by Collins and subsequently by Skovgaard et al. 
Generally speaking the algorithms employed by the various 
programs are similar. The accuracy of a specific program is 
generally dependent on two factors, namely (i) the accuracy 
with which the program models the topographical surface, and 
(ii) the accuracy with which the computer calculates the curvature, 
given that the surface is correctly modelled. 
The general evaluation performed on programs is to run an 
analysis over a straight beach. The suitability of the example 
is that there is an exact solution given by Snell's Law (see 
Section 6.2). 
The straight beach example is a good test of the second factor, 
mentioned above, but does not test the adaptability of the 
program to complicated bed topographies. 
The ideal test on a program is to run an analysis on an example 
which has got both complex topographical features, and an exact 
solution. Every aspect of the program could thus be evaluated. 
Such examples are given by Arthur (1). 
One such example is a point island on which any orthogonal shall 
follow the path of a logarithmic spiral (see Section 6.3). 
The writer's opinion is that most published programs do not 
include enough verification by use of examples with exact 
solutions. 
Ripple tonk length: 20 feet 
width: 4 feet 
depth: 5 inches 
LABORATORY EQUIPMENT 
Fig. 1.1. Wave tank for model studies performed by 
Chien (5) and Ralls (25). 
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1.7 GOALS AND OBJECTIVES OF THIS THESIS* 
The primary goal of this thesis is to develop a computer 
program to analyse and plot refraction diagrams for practical 
applications. The basic objectives of the program are listed 
below: 
(i) Accuracy 
The results achieved from a practical application of 
program must be sufficiently accurate to give a realistic 
representation of the natural conditions being investigated. 
(ii) Output 
The computer output must be in a suitable format such 
that the user can with ease determine the various parameters 
he requires. 
(iii) Data 
The requisite data for operating the program must be of 
a format such that the user can operate with maximum ease, and 
such that probability of erroneous data insertion is limited to 
a minimum. 
(iv) Users Manual 
A comprehensive users manual must be compiled, such that 
a user can, with ease, know what data is to be inserted, what 
the available options are, and in what format the data is to be 
inserted. For a user who is not accustomed to computer operating, 
ease of understanding the instructions is of primary importance. 
{v) Internal Documentation of the Program 
The program should be sufficiently internally documented 
to facilitate the determination of the program logic, such that 
a user can understand and locate the program sequences, in case 
he might want to make additions or alterations to the program 
* For assessment of achievement of objectives see Section 8.1. 
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for his own applications. This can be achieved by inserting 
'conunent' cards in the program. 
(vi) Program Speed 
It is advantageous that the program be relatively quick 
in operation, such that large computer expenses are avoided 
when running examples. 
As a brief sununary the ultimate goal of the thesis is to produce 
a well documented computer program, which can satisfactorily be 
used in practical applications for determining wave refraction 
diagrams for arbitrary prevailing deep sea wave conditions, in 
an area where the bottom topography is known. 
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SECTION 2 
DEVELOPMENT OF THEORY 
2.1 BASIC WAVE THEORY 
A wave is a variation in water surface elevation which 
travels across a mass of water with a general deformed water 





Figure 2.1: A typical wave 
Points of maximum surface elevation are crests (A and C), and 
points of minimum surface elevation are troughs (B). The 
speed of travel of the wave is the wave celerity, c. 
Essentially we do not deal with individual waves, but with wave 
trains, consisting of a series of similar waves. In a wave 
train the distance between adjacent crests (or troughs) is the 
wave length, L, and the time taken for a wave to travel a 
distance of one wave lenth is the period, T. It can thus be 
stated that; 
L = c T • ( 2 .1) 
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The wave height, H, is the difference in elevation between 
the crest and the trough, and the water depth, h, is the 
undisturbed or still water depth, as shown in Figure 2.1. 
The general wave used to simulate ocean waves is the Airy 
(first order) wave. According to the Airy wave theory, the 
wave celerity is given by; 
C = [~ tanh 2~h] ~ (2.2) 
substitution of equation (2.1) in equation (2.2) yields; 
C = [~ tanh ~;h] (2.3) 
As the period remains constant for a wave train, it can thus 
be seen that the wave celerity decreases with decreasing water 
depth. However, the tanh (x) function approaches unity 
asymptotically with increasing x, and it is thus generally 
considered that a wave is in deep water when the water depth 
is greater than half the wave length. The deep water wave 
length L0 is given by; 
= ~ 2 n ( 2. 4) 
When his equal to L0 /2, tanh (2nh/L) is equal to 0,996. 
Hence we can assume the wave train shall be unaffected by the 
bottom topography in deep water. We can thus say that deep 




2.2 THE THEORY OF REFRACTION DIAGRAMS 
( 2. 5) 
The main use of a refraction diagram is for determing 
wave conditions at a site of interest for prevailing deep water 
wave conditions in that area. 
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If we have a deep water wave of set period and wave direction, 
we can plot the path of a selected set of orthogonals with 
starting points on an arbitrary wave front in deep water. These 
orthogonals naturally represent the direction in which the wave 
is travelling, hence the direction of the wave at a specific 
point can be determined. 
It can be assumed that there is no energy flow sideways along 
a wave front, and that all energy flows in the direction 
the wave is travelling - in the same direction as the ortho-
gonals - thus we can assume the amount of energy flow between 
two adjacent wave orthogonals shall remain constant. Thus as 
adjacent orthogonals converge or diverge the energy concennration 
shall increase or decrease. 
Quantitatively the energy flow per unit length of wave front, 
P, is given by; 
p = 2 wH cg/8, { 2. 6) 
where w is the specific weight of sea water, and cg is the 
group velocity of the wave, as defined below. In the S.I. 
unit system P shall be in watts per metre. 
The group velocity is the speed at which the wave energy 
progresses, and is generally less than the actual wave celerity. 
The group velocity is given by the expression, 
Cg = nc, 
where n is given by the expression, 
n = 2n h/L O,S + sinh (4nh/L) 
(2.7) 
(2.8) 
In can thus be seen that the group velocity is equal to half 
the wave celerity in deep water, and is theoretically equal to 
the wave celerity in zero water depth. 
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Considering a specific lane between adjacent orthogonals, we 
specify initial wave height, H0 , and initial spacing between 
orthogonals, as length measured along the wave front, b 0 • At 
a certain subsequent point between the orthogonals we specify 
a corresponding wave height and spacing of H, and b, respective-
ly. As the total energy flow between orthogonals remains 
constant we can thus say that; 
Po·bo = ( 2. 9} 
By combining equations (2.6) and (2.9) we can derive that; 






= ( 2. 10} 
(2.11} 
(2.12} 
where Ks is a shoaling coefficient which can be determined from 
the shoaling wave charts in Appendix B, or by other means, and 
Kr is the refraction coefficient which can be determined from the 
refraction diagram. 
2.3 THE DETERMINATION OF ORTHOGONAL CURVATURE 
Consider a point on a wave crest at any time (t} in the 




Figure 2.2 Instantaneous orthogonal axis-system 
We set up an instanteous orthogonal axis-system n(t) and 
s(t), where s(t) is the direction of the wave orthogonal in 
the direction the wave is travelling and n(t) is the direction 
of the wave crest at ninety degrees anti-clockwise from the 
s(t) direction. Let 9(t) be the angle between the x axis and 














cos e (t) , 
-sin e (t) , 







If the wave celerity increases in the n(t) direction,(i.e. depth 
increases in the n(t) direction), the wave will swing round in 
a clockwise direction and will cause 9(t) to decrease. 
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Consider a time increment, dt, and an increase in wave celerity 
with respect to distance along the wave front in the n(t} 
direction, dc/dn(t}, as shown in Figure 2.3, where point A 








Figure 2.3: Increment of wave progression corresponding 
to time increment dt. 
/ 
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Enlarging circled area we get Figure 2.4. 
/ 
/ 
Figure 2;4: ·Enlargement of Figure 2.3 
As e is decreasing, de is negative, hence from Figure 2. 4 
we get; 
- de de · dt = dn(t) 







- de · dt 
dn (t) ds (t) 
C dt. 
















From equations (2.14) and (2.16) we can thus see that; 
d = - sin e a + cos e a 
ax ay dn(t) 












Hence we can state that the curvature of the wave orthogonal, 
de/ds, depends on the wave celerity, c, and the gradient of 
the wave velocity in the x and y directions, ac/ax and ac/ay 
respectively. 
Restating equation (2.3) the wave celerity is given by; 
C = S.'!: 








1 + ~ sech2 (~;h) 
* (2.24) 
As c and~~ are functions of h alone, (g and Tare constants), 
ah de 
and h, c, -:J"i and dh are all continuous, we can state that; 
= (2.24) 
* For derivation of Eqtn. (2.24), see Appendix D. 
That is the rate of change of wave celerity with respect to 
x, (keeping y constant), equals the rate of change of depth 
with respect to x, (keeping y constant) , times the rate of 
change of wave celerity with respect to depth. 
Similarly, 
= ah ay 
de 
dh 













. e ah 
~in ax ah] - cose -ay (2.26) 
Substituting eqtn. (2.24) into eqtn. (2.26) gives our equation 
for curvature at time t as; 
de 
ds(t) = 
1 + ~ sech2 (~;h) 
[ 
~h 
· sine ax 
(2.27) 
ah] cos~. 
As c is a function of g, hand T, we can say that the curvature 
of a wave orthogonal in the x - y plane is dependent on: 
1. The acceleration of gravity, g. 
2. The water depth at that point, h. 
3. The wave period, T. 
4. The wave direction at that point, 
5. The rate of change of depth with respect to distance 
travelled in the x and y directions, ah/ax and ah/ay 
respectively. (These two values are in fact the negative 
bed slopes in the x and y directions respectively). 
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2.4 THE GEOMETRY OF INCREMENTAL ORTHOGONAL PROGRESSION 
Assume we have a wave of known period travelling in the 
x - y plane, for which we know the water depth and negative 
bed slopes in the x and y directions at any point. 
Consider a small increment in wave orthogonal progression 
distance of length 6z, corresponding to a time increment of 
bt, and an orthogonal rotation of 69. Let the increment 
have starting conditions t 0 , x 0 , y 0 and 9 0 ; and final 
conditions t2, x2, Y2 and 92; with central point x1, Yl and 
91. As the increment is small we can assume it has constant 
curvature, d9/ds(t0 ). 
As shown in equation (2.27) the curvature at a point can be 
determined from our known information. Hence the curvature 
of the increment can be approximated by the value of d9/ds 
at the central point (x1, Y1). 
y 
X 
Figure 2.5: A typical increment 
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Considering Figure 2.5, as 68 is very small we may make the 
following assumptions for the purpose of calculating the 
curvature of the increment: 
81 = 80, 
(2.28) 
* x1 = x1, (2.29a) 
* Yl = Y1, (2.29b) 




Yl = (2.32) 
Hence the curvature of our increment, d8/ds(t0 ), can be 
determined by using the appropriate values for point (x1, y 1 ), 
as given in eqtns (2.31) and (2.32), in equation (2.27). 
·we can thus determine the radius of the circular increment 
according to; 
= 1 (2.33) 
The change of direction of the orthogonal is given by; 
= de . 6z, (2.34) 
and hence; 
= • 6 z. (2.35) 
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The time taken for the orthogonal to travel the distance of 
the :increment shall be; 
= (2.36) 
where c 1 is the speed of the wave for a depth corresponding 
to the depth at point (x1, Y1), as given in equations (2.31) 







· Figure 2. 6: A typical increment 
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Considering Figure 2.6 we see that; 
= (2.38) 
and = (1 - cos t:.e) (2.39) 
Alternatively if t:.e is very small we may assume that; 
= t:. z , ( 2. 40) 
and = (2.41) 
z 
Equation (2.39) is prone to computational errors for small 
t:.e, hence we can use equations (2.38) and (2.39) for t:.e 
greater than 10-2 radians ( -o,5°), and equations (2.40) and 
(2.41) for t:.e smaller than this value. (For t:.e equal to 
10-2 radians we get approximately 2 x 10-3% error in t:.s(to) and 
5 x 10-6% error in t:.n(to) when using the approximations in 
equations (2.40) and (2.41). 
We can now obtain X and y from; 
l:,X = t:.s (to) cos e t:.n (t ) sin eo ' 0 0 
(2.42) 
and t:.y = t:.s (to) sin eo + t:.n (to) cos e O • 
(2.43) 
We now know t2, x2, Y2 and 82 and could now proceed to the 
next point. 
2.5 SUMMARY 
It has been shown that if we have an area represented on 
an x - y plane, such that at all points the water depth and 
negative bed slopes in the x and y directions can be determined, 
then for a wave of set period, we can compute the path traced by 
an orthogonal of arbitrary starting point (usually in deep 
water) and initial direction. 
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Assuming the determination of depth and bed slopes is exact, 
the only factor to affect the accuracy shall be the chosen 
increment size. 
One problem that arises is the fact that the wave celerity 
needs to be calculated for determination of the curvature, 
as given in equation (2.27). We see that the equation for 
determining wave celerity, equation (2.23), is implicit, 
hence some form of iterative process shall be needed to 
determine this parameter. 
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SECTION 3 
DETERMINATION OF DEPTHS AND BED SLOPES 
3.1 GRID DEFINITION 
In order to determine depths and bed slopes, the area 
through which the orthogonals travel is divided into a 
rectangular grid system consisting of a set of equally sized 
squares. 
The rectangular grid has an x dimension of £x, and a y 
dimension of ty· The rectangular area is divided into nx 
equally spaced lines parallel to the y-axis, and ny equally 
spaced lines parallel to the x-axis. The spacing between 
adjacent lines, in both directions, is s, corresponding to 
the side lengths of the individual grid squares. 
It follows that the x-axis shall be divided into (nx - 1) 
equal divisions, and the y-axis shall be divided into (ny - 1) 
equal divisions. 
= (nx - 1) • s, 
and ty = (ny - l)·s. 
From equations (3.1) and (3.2) it is seen that; 
i y = 
(ny - 1) 
(nx 1) 
(3.1) 
( 3. 2) 
( 3 • 3) 
There are a series of grid points set up which are generally 
referred to as points (i, j), where i refers to the x value, 
and j refers to they value. Thus i can be any integer value 
ranging between 1 and n inclusive, and j can be any integer 
between 1 and ny inclusive. 
Special note must be given to the fact that the origin of the 
grid is point (1,1), and not (O,O) as in the normal cartesian 
system. 
It is convenient to refer to the grid points as nodes. 
The total number of nodes, N, is given by; 
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N = (3.4) 
Consider for example an arbitrary case where nx = 10, ny = 7 
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Figure 3.1: Example of a typical grid 
For depth and bed slope determination the water depth at each 
node is needed. The general nodal depth is referred to as 
h (i, j), which corresponds to a point (i, j) as discussed 
above. There shall thus be N depth values. 
In a practical example one could superimpose a rectangular 
grid over a contour map of the area through which the orthogo-
nals shall travel, and read off the nodal depth values. 
3.2 DETERMINATION OF DEPTHS IN THE GRID SYSTEM 
As discussed in Section 2.3 we need to be able to determine 
the depth at any point in our grid system. 
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We now define our general depth as h(x,y), where x ranges 
between 1 and nx' and y ranges between 1 and ny. Note that 
x and y have the same range as i and j respectively, but that 
x and y are real values, whereas i and j are integers only. 
The problem is thus to determine the generalised depth, 
h (x,y), from the known set of nodal depths, h(i,j). 
Let us assume a specific value of (x, y), and a corresponding 
value of (i, j) such that O ~ (x - i) < 1, and O ~ (y - j)< 1. 
Thus i is the integer part of x, and_ j is the integer part of y. 
We now define Ax and Ay as; 
= X - i, ( 3. 5) 
and Ay = y - j. ( 3. 6) 
Diagramatically point (x, y) and the four closest nodal points 
are shown in Figure 3.2. 
1- s ~1 




( X' y) . 
T(i,j) (i 
I AX. s 
+ 1, j) 
I 
Figure 3.2: A typical grid square 
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A surface is fitted through the four closest nodal points 
such that there is continuity of depth over the boundaries. 
The surface that satisfies the above is one which has linear 
displacement variation in both the x and y direction for a 
general fixed y or x value. The equation for depth shall 
thus take the form; 
h (x, y) = a + b. AX + C. AY + d. AX. AY, ( 3. 7) 
where a, b, c and dare constants which are determined by 
substitution of the nodal depths with the corresponding values 
of AX and Ay. 
Solution of equation (3.7)*yields; 
h(x, y) = K1 h(i, j) + K2·h(i, j + 1) + K3•h(i + 1, j) 
+ K4 •h(i + 1, j + 1), 
where; 
K1 = , - AX - AY + AX· AY I 
K2 = AY - AX"AY 
K3 = AX - AX• AY and I 
K4 = AX·Ay· 
(3.8) 
( 3. 9) 
( 3 .10) 
(3.11) 
( 3 .12) 
Thus the depth can be determined at any point in our typical 
grid square. 
3.3 DETERMINATION OF BED SLOPES 
Bed slopes are generally determined by partial differentia-
tion in the x and y direction of the equation of a surface which 
has been fitted through a set of points. 
* For solution of equation (3.7) see Appendix C. 
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Wilson (32) used a least squares method to fit a plane through 
the four closest grid points, whereas Keulegan and Harrison (16) 
used a modified second degree surface fitted through ten of 
the twelve closest points. 
The writer decided not to determine the bed slopes by fitting 
a whole surface, but by using the twelve closest points as 
described below. 
Assuming we are determining ah/ ax and ah/ a y for the same 
point (x, y) as discussed in Section 3.2. 
Considering Figure 3.3, 
( i, j+2) ( i+l, j+2) 
I 
_.i_x,y+l) 
( i-1, j+l J ( i, j + 1) ( i + 1, j .. 1 J ( i+2, j+1 J 
I 
[(X-.!_, y) (x,y) - i(x+l,y) I l -
( i-1, j ) (i,j) ( i+ 1, j ) ( i+ 2,j l 
I 
_.(2<,y-1 J 
( i, j-1) ( i+l, j-1 J 
Figure 3.3: Localised grid system 
we see, from equation (3.8), that, 
h(x-1,y) = K1 •h(i-1,j) + K2°h(i-l,j+l) + 
K 3 • h (i, j) +. K4 • h (i, j + 1) , (3 .13) 
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h(x,y-1) = K1 •h(i,j-1) + K2·h(i,j) + K3·h(i+l,j-l) 
+ K4 · h ( i + 1 , j ) , (3.14) 
h(x,y+l) = K1•h(i,j+l) + K2·h(i,j+2) + 
K3•h(i+l,j+l) + K4°h(i+l,J+2), (3.15) 
h(x+l,y) = K1·h(i+l,j) + K2·h(i+l,j+l) 
+ K3•h(i+2,j) + K4 •h(i+2,j+l). (3.16) 
where K1, K2 , K3 and K4 have the values stated in equations 
(3.9) - (3.12). 
To determine ah/ax at point (x, y) a parabola is fitted through 
points (x - 1, y), (x, y) and (x + 1, y). The slope of the 
parabola at point (x, y) is given by; 
ah/ ax (x, y) = {h(x + 1, y) h(x - 1, y)} . (3.17) 2s 
Similarly, by fitting a parabola through points (x, y - 1), 
(x, y) and x, y +1), we see that; 
ah/ay (x, y) = {h(x, y + 1) h(x, y - 1)} -------------'---,-2-s ____________ _ . (3.18) 
As the dept~s are continuous over boundaries it is clear from 
equations (3.17) and (3.18) that the bed slopes shall also be 
continuous over the boundaries. 
It should be noted that though one model has been used for 
fitting a surface to the nodal depths, as described in Section 
2.2, the modification of the model used for bed slope determi-
nation shall have an effect similar to smoothing of the ocean 
bottom. 
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In conclusion it should also be noted that the bed slopes 
cannot be calculated, by this method, for a point closer than 
one grid square length, s, to any of the boundaries. 
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SECTION 4 
PRACTICAL GRID AND NODAL DEPTH SELECTION 
4.1 INITIAL REQUIREMENTS 
Let the coastal area of interest be specified, and the 
set of relevant periods and initial wave directions {Ti, Yi} 
be given. A bathymetric chart of the area is needed so that 
nodal depth values can be determined. 
4.2 SELECTION OF GRID BOUNDARIES 
A rectangular x, y co-ordinate grid boundary is imposed 
on the chart of the region. 
The boundaries represent the lines; x = 1, x = nx, y = 1, 
and y = ny, as described in Section 3.1. The grid may be 
oriented at any angle on the chart. 
It is preferable that the x dimension of the grid be the 
larger dimension because, for the purpose of plotting, they 
axis length is restricted to the width of the plotting paper, 
whereas the x axis length is unrestricted. 
The position of the boundaries generally depends on three 
factors. The factors are; firstly the maximum water depth 
at which refraction occurs for the given set of periods {Ti}, 
secondly the given set of deep water wave directions {Yi}, 
and finally the bathymetry of the coastal area. 
(i) The sub critical-depth region 
It is convenient to initially establish a depth 
region, in which refraction would occur, around our area of 
interest. This region shall be referred to as the sub critical-
depth region. 
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The critical-depth, he, where refraction starts is given by 
= ( 4 .1) 
as stated in equation (2.5). In the S.I. system we have 
= 0,780 T2 metres. ( 4. 2) 
The largestvalue of {Ti} shall be taken to determine he· 
The seaward extent of the sub critical-depth region can thus 
be determined by drawing the he contour on the chart. If a 
reef or island lies seaward of this contour, the sub critical-
depth region must be extended to incorporate all the surrounding 
water of a lesser depth than he. For example see Figure 4.1. 
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Figure 4.1: Example of the sub critical-depth region 
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The lateral extent of the sub critical-depth region that now 
must be considered is dependent on both the set of deep water 
wave directions {yi} and also the bathyrnetry. Two regions 
are set up independently, they shall be termed the angular 
region and the intra-perpendicular region. 
(ii) The angular region 
Let the outer limits of the set {y i} be Yl and Y2· 
The two directions Yl and y 2 are projected from the outside 
limits of the area of interest, so as to give the widest 
lateral spread. The angular region is the portion of the 
sub critical-depth region which is bounded by the he contour, 
Yl and r2, as shown in Figure 4.2. 
LEGEND 
r.:z:za LAND 
1111111111111 AREA o~ INTEREST 
,.:.: ·-'·:>.:I SUB C.D. REGION 
11 I 11 ANGULAR REGION 
/'"..__,, he CONTOUR 
Figure 4.2: Example of the angular region 
(iii) The intra-perpendicular region 
From each extremity of the area of interest a line is 
drawn such that it remains perpendicular to the contours till the 
he contour is reached. These lines shall be called L1 and L2 . 
The intra-perpendicular region is the region bounded by the he 
contour, L1 and L2, as shown in Figure 4.3. 
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Figure 4.3: Example of the intra-perpendicular region 
(iv) The pertinent depth region 
The pertinent depth region includes all areas in which 
nodal depths need to be given. This region can generally be 
said to be the union of the angular region and the intra-perpen-
dicular region. 
It should however be stressed that this is a general rule, and 
in cases of unusual bathyrnetry the users discretion must be used. 
The two most common cases are when offshore reefs or islands 
occur, and when the area of interest lies in a bay. 
In the case of the former it should be noted that a reef generally 
acts as a converging lens, and thus should be included in the 
pertinent depth region. For example see Figure 4.7. 
In the case of the bay, Yl and y 2 should be drawn from the 
headlands, as shown in Figure 4.8. 
The grid boundaries are set up such that the pertinent depth 
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Figs 4.4-4.8. Examples of grid selection. 
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with the smallest area, as this shall correspondingly have the 
fewest nodal points for a set grid square size. 
4.3 SELECTION OF GRID INTERVALS 
Generally speaking the smaller the grid interval, s, the 
more accurate the determination of bed slopes shall be. 
For practical examples, s should be chosen such that the bottom 
topography would be reasonably represented by fitting a parabola 
through three consecutive nodal depths of fixed x or y value. 
The storage space is of course limited, depending on the computer. 
In general the maximum number of grid points should be limited 
to about ten thousand less than the available core space for 
computer being used. 
Once the grid interval has been chosen, and the origin selected, 
the grid can be superimposed on the chart. 
4.4 SELECTION OF DEPTH VALUES 
From the bathyrnetric chart the depth values at each nodal 
point, which does not occur on land, can be determined. 
As refraction does not occur in water depth greater than he, 
given by equation (4.1) all depths in our grid area with actual 
values greater than this may be equated to he. 
Generally the nodal points that lie on the land can be given a 
value of zero. For the purpose of bed slope determination in 
the shallow water, however, the nodal points on land but adjacent 
to the shoreline should be given appropriate values as discussed 
below. 
It can be seen from Section 3.2 that for slope determination near 
the shore, nodal depths shall be needed for all grid points lying 
two grid units or less from the shoreline. 
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Normally these values shall be negative, however in the case of 
a clif~ shoreline they could be positive. In general the 
bottom should be extrapolated so as to give a true representation 
of the bed slope till the shoreline. 
A method suggested by Wilson (32) recommends drawing 'reflected 
depth contours' on the land. In effect this method gives the 
depth at a point on land as the negative value of the depth at 
a point an equal distance from the shore, on a line drawn from 
the inland point, perpendicular to the shoreline. For example 
in Figure 4.9, h1 = -h2. 
Figure 4.9: Example of a reflected depth 
This method is reasonable as long as the shoreline is not 
clifflike. {i.e. the bed slope is not discontinuous over the 
shoreline). 
Alternatively, if the chart has land contours on it, the 




5.1 OPTIONAL USE OF COMPASS BEARINGS 
As yet only cartesian angles have been discussed, where 
positive angles are measured anti-clockwise from the direction 
of increasing x. It is however often convenient to refer to 
directions as compass bearings, where angles are measured 
clockwise from the direction of North. 
All calculations are performed using cartesian angles, thus 
if compass bearings are being used they need to be converted 
to cartesian angles after data input, and similarly the carte-
sian angles must be converted to compass bearings before output. 
Given that compass bearings are being used, we specify¢ as 
the compass bearing of the increasing x direction. Assume 
an arbitrary direction with angle e in the cartesian system, 
and a corresponding compass bearing of Sas shown in Figure 5.1. 
NORTH 
Increasing X 
Figure 5.1: A typical wave direction 
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It is clear that; 
¢ = e + 8 • ( 5 .1) 
Thus if a general compass bearing, 8 is read, the corresponding 
cartesian angle, e, is given by; 
e = cp - B (5.2) 
Similarly if the direction with cartesian angle needs to be 
converted to compass bearing for output, we get the compass 
bearing is given by; 
B = cp - e . ( 5. 3) 
5.2 SELECTION OF RAY ORIGINS 
To determine the refraction diagram for a given wave, a 
set of ray origins are required. Generally speaking these 
origins should be in deep water. 
Normally a segment of a single wave crest is drawn on the chart. 
Origin points for the rays are selected along this crest, and 
the co-ordinate values are recorded. 
To determine what section of the segment should be considered 
for a particular area of interest the reverse tracing procedure 
can be used, as described in Section 5.11. 
5.3 OPTIONAL RAY ORIGIN GENERATION 
Normally a refraction diagram has its ray origins equally 
spaced on a section of a straight wave front in deep water. If 
this is the case, the set of ray origins can be computed, given 
one ray origin 7 the wave direction, and the spacing between 
orthogonals in deep water, b 0 • 
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We specify the position (x0 , y 0 ) as the ray origin on the 
extreme left of the section when facing the direction in which 
the wave is travelling. This orthogonal shall be called the 
leading orthogonal. Let there be m orthogonals. 
(x m-1, Ym-1 ) 
Figure 5.2 Generated orthogonal starting positions 
From Figure 5.2 we see that the general ray origin, (xk, Yk), 
is given by; 
= (5.4a) 
and Yk = Yo+ k·b0 ·sin (y - 90°) , ( 5. 4b) 
where k ranges between zero and (m - 1). 
5.4 TIDAL SHIFT MODIFICATION 
The values read for the general depths, h(i,j), pertain 
to a set tidal condition , usually mean sea level. Thus if 
the refraction diagram is desired for a different tidal 
condition, the tidal shift,¢, can be added to each of the 
general depths. 
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Our modified general depths, h*(i,j), are thus given by; 
h * ( 1' , J0 ) h ( ' , ) + ,/, = 1,J ljl • ( 5. 5) 
1/; shall be positive for a rise in tide (i.e. an increased 
water depth) . 
5.5 COMPUTATION OF WAVE CELERITY 
The equation for wave celerity, as stated in equation 
2.3, is; 
C = (5.6) 
As there is an implicit relationship between wave celerity 
and water depth, for a particular value of water depth, h, 
the wave celerity, c, must be computed by some iterative 
procedure. 
As the wave celerity needs to be computed a great number of 
times in a typical refraction problem, the writer has decided 
to initially compute wave celerities corresponding to set 
water depths between zero and deep water. Subsequently wave 
celerities are determined by interpolation between these set 
values. 
The writer has chosen to use a bisection method to determine 
the wave celerities for the set water depths. 
The celerities are computed at half metre intervals in depth 
from zero to ten metres depth, and at one metre intervals from 
ten metres depth to deep water. This is done because the rate 
of change of wave celerity with respect to depth is greater in 
the shallow water, hence more accuracy is required. 
The wave celerity for a general water depth is determined by 
performing a third degree interpolation between the wave 
celerities for the four closest depth values, as shown below. 
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(a) Computation of wave celerity for water depth greater than 
ten metres 
Assume the wave celerity is needed for a water depth h, 
greater than ten metres, with the corresponding integer value 
k satisfying 
(5.7) 
(i.e. k is the highest integer less than h). 
Let lih = h - k . ( 5. 8) 
The wave celerities for the four closest set water depths 
of (k - 1), (k), (k + 1) and (k + 2) metres are ck-1, ck, 
ck+l and ck+2 respectively. 
Assuming that the relationship between water depth and wave 
celerity can be approximated by a third degree polynomial 
in that range, by substituting the known values of c for the 
four closest integer depths it can be shown that the wave 
celerity at depth h, C(h), is given by;* 
(5.9) 
where a1, a2, a3 and a4 have the following values; 
a1 = ck , ( 5. 10) 
{ - 2·ck-l - 3·c + 6·ck+l - ck+2 } a2 = k (5.11) 
6 
, 
{ ck-1 - 2ck + ck+l} (5.12) a3 = , 
2 
* for solution of equation (5.9) see Appendix E. 




(b) Computation of wave celerity for water depth less than 
ten metres 
Assume the wave celerity is needed for a water depth h, 
less than ten metres such that the integer value k satisfies, 
1 > 2h - k > o. (5.14) 
Let ~h = 2h - k (5.15) 
For example, if his 7,8 metres, k shall be 15, and ~h shall 
be 0,6. 
The wave celerities for the four closest set half metre 
depth values are once again ck-lr ck, ck+l and ck+ 2 , however 
these speeds correspond to water depths of (k-1)/2, (k)/2, 
(k+l)/2 and (k+2)/2 metres respectively. 
Thus in the previous example where h was 7,8m, Ck-1 is the 
celerity at depth 7 metres, ck is the celerity at depth 7,5m, 
ck+l is the celerity at 8m and ck+2 is the celerity at 8,5m. 
Equations (5.9) to (5.13) shall still hold provided the appropri-
ate value of ~h, as given by equation (5.15), is used. 
5.6 SELECTION OF INCREMENT SIZE 
Clearly the smaller the increment size the more accurate 
the results obtained. 
Since the computation of orthogonal progression is more error 
prone in shallower water a smaller increment is desired in this 
region. 
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This is obtained by using a constant time increment rather 
than a constant increment in 6z. Because the wave speed 
reduces in shallowing water a constant time step will cause 
correspondingly smaller increments in 6Z. 
It is however necessary to choose an initial increment size, 
6z 0 , which corresponds to the increment size in deep water. 
The desirable increment size is dependent on the specific 
example, and though the smaller the increment size is, the more 
accurate the results shall be, the increased computation time 
should also be considered. 
Griswold (11) suggests using an increment size equivalent to one 
half of a grid side length, the writer however found one quarter 
of a grid side length as being more appropriate for this program. 
Various examples are considered in Section 5. 
5.7 COMPUTATION OF A TYPICAL ORTHOGONAL 
Given the starting parameters of a typical orthogonal as 
position, lx0 , y 0 ) and direction, 
n increments in 6z the parameters 
tn. To calculate the parameters 
we proceed as follows. 
The increment size 6Z is given by; 
6z = 6z • C o (previous) 
C (max) 
e 0 , at time t 0 = O. After 
have values (xn, Yn> ,~ n and 
after the (n + l)th increment 
(5.16) 
where c(previous) is taken as the computed wave celerity for 
the previous increment, and c( ) is the deep water wave max 
celerity. 
The central point of the increment, (x*, y*), is approximated 
by equations (2.31) and (2.32). 
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The water depth, h, and bed slopes, ah/ax and ah/ay, are given 
by equations (3.7), (3.17) and (3.18) respectively. 
The wave celerity is now determined by interpolation according 
to equations (5.9) to (5.15). 
The curvature of the element, d8/ds, the radius of curvature, 
R, and the angular change across the element,~8, are given by 
equations (2.27), (2.33) and (2.34) respectively. 
~sand ~n are now given by equations (2.38) and (2.39) or 
equations (2.40) and (2.41) depending on the value of ~8. 
The final parameters (xn, Yn), 8n and tn are now given by equa-
tions (2.42) and~.43), (2.35) and (2.36) respectively. 
Successive points are computed until the central point, (x*,y*), 
is in less than one metre water depth, or falls within one grid 
length of any of the boundaries. 
5.8 PRINTED OUTPUT 
As data the user can specify the time interval, t*, in 
seconds between successive output time values of the orthogonal. 
t t t t 
We specify the general output values as (x., y.), 8. and t
1
,, 
J. J. J. 
representing the various orthogonal parameters corresponding 
to a time value of i•t* from t 0 , (i being any integer). 
In order to determine the parameters assume that t* lies 
between tn and tn+l as discussed in Section 5.7. A linear 
interpolation is performed between tn and tn+l to determine 
the relative position oft*. 
We define pas; 
p = (5.17) 
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Assuming a linear relationship between time and (a) the xvalue' 
(b) they 1 and, {c) thee 1 
. va ue va ue 
t 
xn·p(xn+l Xn) x. = - I 
l. 
( 5 .18) 
t 
Yn°P<Yn+l Yn) y. = - I l. (5.19) 
and e: = en·p(8n+l - en) 
l. 
( 5. 20) 
There is an error in the above assumption, but if ~z is small 
this error shall be very small. 
tive. 
Also the error is not cumula-
5.9 PLOTTING OPERATIONS 
This is an optional operation, and a plot is only given if 
specified in the data. 
The y-axis length in inches is specified in the data and the 
x-axis length is calculated according to equation (3.3). 
The shoreline is entered in the data as a set of consecutive 
points along the shoreline which are to be joined by straight 
lines, the accuracy of the plotted shoreline is thus dependent 
on the users selection of representative points. It should 
also be noted that the shoreline will keep the same position 
regardless of the tidal shift value,~. 
t t 
The orthogonal is plotted by joining successive points (x., y.) 
l. l. 
as described in Section 5.8, by straight lines. 
It is also optional to have the wave front directions -
represented by a dash - drawn on the orthogonals at set time 
values. If this is desired the crest marks shall be drawn 
at a chosen integer, n, multiple value oft*. That is for a 
selected n, specified in the data, we 
d t ( t t) 't' rawn a every nth xi' yi pos1. 1.on. 
to have the time value printed. 
shall have a crest mark 
It is also optional 
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For example if we want to have crest marks at every ten minute 
interval, and desire printed values of the orthogonal at every 
twenty seconds, '(this may be desired to obtain a smooth plot), 
we would specify t* as 20 seconds and n as 30. 
Each orthogonal is numbered at its termination point for easy 
identification. 
5.10 REVERSE TRACING PROCEDURE 
This method as described by Dorrestien (9), is very useful 
as an initial plot to determine the ray origins (see Section 5.2) 
for a set period, if only interested in a point of interest. 
It can also be used to determine the range of wave directions 
which can be expected at the point of interest, and the deep 
water wave directions that cause them. 
Dorrestien suggested that the value of the refraction coefficient, 
kr,could be determined for a general deep water wave direction 
from this diagram alone (drawn for a set period). The writer 
investigated this but did not get answers in agreement with 
the standard theory. 
In effect this method sends out a set of rays from the point of 
interest at varying angles, and traces the path backwards to 





In this section the writer's program, REFRAC, is verified 
and compared with the program written by Wilson. It should 
be noted that whereas the writer has a changeable deep water 
increment size z 0 , which is read as data, Wilson sets his z 0 
as s/2, wheres is the side length of an individual grid square. 
Four examples are covered. These are; a plane beach with 
straight parallel depth contours, a point island, a conical 
island and a real bay. 
6.2 EXAMPLE 1 - A STRAIGHT PARALLEL CONTOURED BEACH 
The advantage of this example is that exact theoretical 
values of orthogonal direction can be determined for any general 
depth. This can be determined because according to Snell's law, 
which states that c/sin e must remain constant, we get that the 
wave direction is given by 
8 = arc sin 
sin e
0 
( C • ) 
Co 
( 6. 1) 
The beach chosen has a slope of 1:25 and the grid has the 
following properties, as defined in Section 3.1: 
.tx = .ty = 4 200m I 
nx = ny = 43 I 
s = lOOm 
The shoreline is the line y = 42, and the generalised depth is 
thus; 
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h(x, y) = (42 - y) · 4 • ( 6. 2) 
Hence for a given period and deep water wave direction the true 
angle of the orthogonal can be determined. The grid is shown 




(1, 1) (43,1) 
Figure 6.1: Example 1, a straight beach. Grid properties. 
It should be noted that the computation of bed slopes shall 
be exact in this example, it shall thus only test the other 
aspects of the program. 
The writer has arbitrarily chosen a wave of twelve second 
period and deep water wave direction of fourty five degrees 
for this example. 
The results of three orthogonals computed by the writer's 
program, with different deep water step lengths are shown in 
Table 6.1; where the theta 1 values are the computed values 
of orthogonal direction, and the theta 2 values are exact 
values obtained from equations (6.1) and (6.2). Consecutive 
results are at ten second intervals. 
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The three orthogonals, all with starting point (2,2), have 
initial step length, z 0 , of lm, lOm and 50m respectively. 
The computer plot of the orthogonals is shown in Figure 6.2, 
and it is seen that the difference is too small for visual 
separation of the orthogonals. 
The writer has combined his program with the Wilson program to 
plot on the same axes, with the Wilson solution being a solid 
line, and the writer's solution being a dashed line. The 
initial step size is 50m (orthogonal three in Table 6.1) and 
the plot is shown in Figure 6.3. It can be seen that the two 
orthogonals differ. 
Figure 6.4 shows a graph of error in degrees versus depth in 
metres for solutions obtained by the Wilson program (line 1), 
the writer's program with z 0 being 1 metre (line 2) 1 and the 
writer's program with z
0 
being 50m (line 3). 
The initial error of - 0,02 degrees exists because at 160 
metres water depth a change in direction of 0,02 degrees would 
already have occurred. 
The error in line 2 is so small that it can reasonably be 
assumed that the writer's solution when using a one metre step 
length is correct. 
The Wilson program, represented by line 1 in Figure 6.4, assumes 
that no refraction occurs in water of greater depth than he 
(112 metres for a 12 second wave), and thus accumulates a 
relatively large initial error of - 0,2 degrees. The error is 
thus carried through till the wave ray is stopped, and hence, 
as would be expected, the ray lies on the clockwise side of the 
correct solution. 
In the shallow water the writer's solution with z 0 being fifty 
metres, represented by line 3 in Figure 6.4, develops a larger 
angular error than the Wilson program. This is because Wilson's 
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ORTHOGONAi. NO, 1 • STARTING PT,: ( 2, lll'l, 2, l'Hl) z =lm 0 • 
X y THETA 1 THETA?. DEPTH 
2, lll'll'lll 2,IH'll'lll 45, lll'lll 
3.3194 3.3195 45. 01'l5 45. l'l 19 154 "'" 4,6307 4.6392 45.012 45,025 149,44 
5,9578 5.9590 45.ll?.1 45,035 144, 16 
7,2766 7.2790 45.033 45.047 138,88 
8,5951 8,5994 45,049 45. l'l63 133.60 
9.9132 9.921'l2 45,l'l71'l 45, l'lB5 128,32 
11,231 11,242 45,fl99 45.115 123, 1'13 
12,548 12,564 45,138 45,154 117,74 
13,863 13,887 45. 191 45,206 112,45 
15.177 15,211 45,261'l 45,276 107. 16 
16,487 16,535 45.352 45,367 101. 86 
17,792 17,859 45,473 45.489 96,565 
19,090 19,182 45,632 45.648 71,270 
21'1. 381 211. 506 45, 841'l 45,856 85,976 
21. 661'l 21,829 46, 110 46,125 80,683 
2?,925 23,152 l\6,457 46,472 75.393 
24,172 24.474 46.900 46,915 70,11:16 
25. 396 25.794 47.459 47.474 64,825 
26,590 27,111 48,158 48,173 59,554 
27.751'l 28,425 49, l'l23 49, l'l37 54. 31'll'l 
28,865 29.732 50,078 Sil. C91 49,070 
29,928 31. 030 51,350 51,363 43 .• 879 
30,927 32,314 52,863 52.875 38. 74~, 
31,854 33.577 54.640 54,651 33.694 
32,698 34, 811:1 56.699 56.709 2B,761'l 
33.447 36.003 59,l'l53 59.l'l62 23. 99E 
34. 096 37.141:1 61,71'l9 61,716 19,438 
34.636 38. 207 64,664 64,669 15. 173 
35.065 39,182 67.909 67 .• 913 11,272 
35.386 40. 045 71,424 71.425 7,8202 
35,606 40.774 75.179 ~'5. 17B 4.9036 
35,738 41,348 79, 135 7c , 131 2.6065 
35, bl'l 1 41, 750 B3.244 B3.23B 1.01'113 
ORTHOGONAL NO, 2, STARTING PT,: { 2. 00, 2. 01'l) z 0 =10m. 
X y THETA 1 THETA2 DEPTH 
2. 0r.00 2. 01Hl0 45,IHlll 
3.3194 3,3195 45. 005 45.019 154. 72 
4.6387 4.6392 45,012 45.025 149,44 
5.957B 5.9590 45.021 45. l'l35 144,16 
7.?.766 7.2790 45,033 45, l'l47 138.88 
8,5951 B.5994 45. 049 45.063 133,60 
9,9132 9. 9202 45, l'l71 45.085 128.32 
11.231 11 . 242 45 .• 11Hl 45.115 123. fi3 
12,547 12,564 45.139 45.154 117.74 
13,863 13,887 45 .. 191 45. 206 11?.45 
15,177 15.211 45.260 45.276 107, 16 
16.487 16,53S 45,352 45.367 1 ll 1. 86 
17,792 17,859 45,474 45.489 96,565 
19,1190 19. 183 45,633 45,648 91,270 
21!!. 3fl 1 20, 51/16 45,841 45.856 85 .. 976 
21. 660 21,B?.9 .46, 11t 46.125 80,683 
22,925 2:-:. 1~,2 46,458 46,472 75,392 
24. 172 24.474 46,9Cfl 46,915 7fl, 105 
25,395 25,794 47,4611 ,17, 471\ 64,824 
26, '.,90 27.112 48,160 •HJ. 173 59,554 
27,749 28,425 49, fl,'4 49,037 54,299 
28,865 29.?33 50, rAl1 50, 1191 49.fl69 
29,927 31, e 3r, 51,353 51,363 43,A78 
3fl, 927 32.314 52,868 52,876 38,744 
31, fl54 33,577 54,646 54,6~2 33.69?. 
32,697 34.fl111 56,?llB 56, 7'd'I 28,758 
33.447 36, 1103 59.1165 59. llf:.3 23.987 
34. fi94 37. 141 61. 725 61,718 19,435 
34, (,34 38,208 64,686 64. 672 15. 171' 
35. f'!63 39. 183 67,930 67.916 11,2()] 
35.384 41l. 046 71. 463 71,429 7.8163 
35.£,33 41l, 775 75. 2311 75. 183 4. 91HHl 
35.734 41. )49 79. ::>.Ile 79.136 2,6C32 
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ORTHOGONAL NO. 3, STARTING PT. : ( 
2. ""· 
2, l'I 11) z
0
=50m. 
X y THETA 1 THETA2 OEPTH 
2, lllHlll 2.001l0 45,IH'lll 
3.3194 3.3195 45. 01l5 45.ll19 154.72 
4.6387 4,6392 45,012 45.025 149.44 
5,9578 5.9590 45.021 45,035 144. 16 
7.2766 7.2790 45.11'33 45.047 138.88 
8,5951 8.5994 45.049 45. ll63 133,61! 
9.9132 9.921'13 45.1171 45.ll85 128,32 
11,231 11,242 45. 11l0 45.115 123.1:13 
12.547 12.564 45. 139 4 5, 154 1i7.74 
13,863 13, l'87 45. 191 45,206 112.45 
15, 1?? 15.211 45.261 45.276 H!7.16 
16,487 16,535 45.352 45.367 101. 86 
17.792 17.859 45.474 45,489 9"'. 565 
19,090 19.183 45. 633 45,648 91,270 
21l. 380 20.506 45. 841 45.856 b::,.976 
21,661l 21,829 46, 111 46.125 80.683 
22.925 23,152 46.458 46,472 75.392 
24, 171 24.474 46.902 46,915 7:', 105 
25.395 25.794 47,462 47.474 61:..824 
26.591l 27, 112 48,162 48,173 59.553 
27,749 28.426 49,029 49.037 54.298 
28.864 29.733 50,088 5111.1'192 49.1'!68 
29.926 31.031 51, 363 51. 364 43.876 
30.926 32.315 52.883 52,877 38,740 
31,852 33.578 54.670 54.653 33.688 
32,694 34.812 56.742 56,713 28.753 
33.444 36. 01115 59,112 59.ll68 23.979 
34,090 37.143 61.794 61,7:>3 19.426 
34.62C 38,210 64,781 64."30 15. 159 
35,055 39.187 68.067 67.930 11,254 
35.373 40.049 71.637 71,444 7,8039 
35.590 40. 780 75.458 75.210 4,8819 
35.718 41 .• 352 79.503 79, 16ll ~.5927 
35.778 41. 752 83,725 83.272 .99106 
Table 6.1. Example 1, a straight Beach. 
Comparison of varying initial step length. 
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Figure 6.2. Example 1, a Straight Beach. 
Comparison of varying initial step length. 
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Figure 6.3. Example 1, a Straight Beach. 
Comparison of results obtained by writer's 
program and Wilson's program. Wilson: 
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Figure 6.4. Example 1, a Straight Beach. 
Angular error versus depth for various methods. 
(Line 1: Wilson, Line 2: writer with z = lm., 
0 
Line 3: writer with z = SOm.) 
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Figure 6.5. Example 1, a Straight Beach. 
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Figure 6.6. Example 1, a Straight Beach. 
Reverse tracing method. 
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step lengths are more greatly reduced in the shallow water 
than the writers. (The writer uses a constant time increment, 
as described in Section 5.7, whereas Wilson uses a reducing 
time increment.} 
This error however only occurs at the end of ray progression, 
and as errors are cumulative it is far less important than 
errors incurred towards the beginning of ray progression. This 
point is confirmed by Figure 6.2 in which, the difference 
between the orthogonals with z 0 being 1 metre, 10 metres and 
50 metres cannot be seen. 
A full plot of five orthogonals for a.wave with the following 
parameters is shown in Figure 6.5. 
T = 12 secs, 80 = 45°, b 0 = 200 metres (2s}, leading orthogonal 
starting position (2,8}, and successive crest marks at 24 
second intervals (every alternate crest}. 
An example of the reverse tracing method, as discussed in 
Section 5.10, is shown in Figure 6.6 This example is for a 
twelve second wave, with initial angles of 270, 265, 260, 255 
and 250 degrees. The ray origin is point (42,41}. 
6.3 EXAMPLE 2 - A POINT ISLAND 
In 1964 Arthur (1) investigated the refraction of waves 
by islands and shoals with circular bottom-contours from an 
analytical standpoint, to obtain a precise determination of 
resulting wave patterns. 
Arthur applied Fermat's principle to obtain the exact solution 
for five examples. One such example was a point island. 
The island has the following features: 














i. The island has an outside radius of r 0 • 
ii The water depth at any value of r, greater than r 0 , is 
infinite. 
iii The water depth, h, at r, given that r is less than r 0 , 
is such that the wave celerity at this point c is given 
by; 
C = (6.3) 
where c 0 is the deep water wave celerity. (The geometry 
of the island is thus dependent on the wave period and the 
outside radius.) 
The generalised polar co-ordinate of an orthogonal, travelling 
over the island is shown in Figure 6.8. 
Arthur determined the solution to be; 
ro 
r = exp {( e - e) 0 cote 0 } 
Equation 6.4 describes a logarithmic spiral. 
thus converge towards the centre. 
( 6 • 4) 
All orthogonals 
The writer selected a point island, with outside radius of 
200m, corresponding to a twelve second wave. 
Wave celerity is given by; 
C = gT . tanh 2nh 2n CT 
Thus deep water wave celerity is given by; 
= gt 2n 
( 6. 5) 
( 6 • 6) 
Deep water wave celerity for a twelve second wave is thus 
18,736 m/s . 
. The writer established a study area with the following parameters; 
lx = R..y = 1400m, 
nx = ny = 141, 
s = 3m. 
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The centre of the island was centrally placed in the study area, 
i.e. co-ordinates (71,71). The radius of any co-ordinate (x,y} 
in the study area is thus given by; 
r = 3 / (x - 71} 2 + (y - 71} 2 . (6.7) 
According to equation (6.3) the depth, h, at any point, (x,y} 
in the study area, provided that r< r 0 , must be such that the 
wave celerity for a twelve second wave in h metres of water is 
given by; 
C = 18,736 r 200 










Solution of equation (6.9) would yield the corresponding depth. 
This equation has however an implicit relationship between r 
and h, and must be solved by an iterative method. 
The writer developed a program* to calculate the depths at each 
grid node using a bisection method, and to write the depths into 
a data file, which would be compatible as input for his program. 
For any value r ~ r
0
, the depth was set at 112. Sm (the standard 
approximation of deep water). 
The writer considered five orthogonals with the following values 
of 80 : o
0 , 10°, 45°, 60° and 75°. Orthogonal progression was 
terminated when a water depth of one metre was reached. 
The exact solution of r as given by equation 6.4 for various 
values of e is given in Table 6.2. 









60° 153,9 200,0 
90° .91,2 147,8 186,5 
120° 54,o 109,3 162,0 
150° 32,0 80,8 140,8 
180° 59,7 122,4 
210° 44,1 106,4 









Example 2, a point island. 
Radius in meters for orthogonals, for various 
values of e. 
The comparison of the solution given by the writer's program 
and the exact solution is shown graphically in Figure 6.9. 
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It is reasonable to say that this example tests every aspect of 
a refraction program, as it necessitates the correct modelling 
of a complex surface, to determine depths and rates of change of 
depth in the x and y directions, over and above the factors 
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Fig 6.9. Example 2, a point island. 
Graphical comparison of solution obtained by writer's 
program, and exact solution. 
{Solid lines are writer's solution, dotted lines and 
crosses represent exact solution, as given by 
Equation 6.4.) 
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6.4 EXAMPLE 3 - A CONICAL ISLAND 
This example has been used with two grids with the same 
boundaries but with different grid square sizes to test the 
sensitivity of the program to grid coarseness. 
The geometric features of the island are shown in Figure 6.10. 
The two grids are grid 1 and grid 2. 





island centre (61,51) 
general pt X 
+~+ (x' y)* 22,5 






1 X + 1, L + 1 90 90 
Table 6.3 Example 3, a conical island. Grid system 
characteristics. 
* The general point (x,y) represents a point which is x metres 
from they axis and y metres from the x axis. 
For the purpose of this example eleven orthogonals shall be 
considered, each with starting angle of zero degrees and with 
starting position listed in Table 6.4. 
A plot was drawn using the writer's program with grid 1, with 
deep water step length, z 0 , set at one metre. The solution 
obtained should be very accurate in view of the small step length, 
as discussed in Section 6.2, and the fineness of the grid. 
A subsequent plot was drawn using the writer's program with z 0 
set at 11,25 metres on the same grid. There was no visible 
difference between the two solutions. 





SCALES: HORIZ: 1:20 000 VERT: 1:2 000 






















Table 6. 4 
General 
Starting Grid 1 Grid 2 
Position 
{90, 225) (5, 11) (2, 3,5) 
{90, 405) (5, 19) { 2' 5,5) 
{90, 585) { 5' 27) { 2' 7,5) 
{90, 765) { 5' 35) { 2' 9, 5) 
{90, 945) ( 5' 4 3) { 2' 11,5) 
{90, 1125) ( 5' 51) ( 2' 13,5) 
{90, 1305) (5, 59) ( 2, 15,5) 
{90, 1485) (5, 67) ( 2, 17, 5) 
(90, 1665) (5, 78) ( 2' 19,5) 
(90, 1845) (5, 83) { 2' 21,5) 
{90, 2025) (5, 91) (2, 23,5) 
Example 3, a conical island. Orthogonal 
characteristics in the two grid systems. 
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A plot was drawn, showing the refraction diagrams obtained by 
both the writer's program, and Wilson's program, each using 
grid 1, with an initial step-length of 11,25 metres. The 
solutions are presented in Figure 6.11 where the Wilson solution 
is a full line, and the writer's solution is a dotted line. 
It can be seen that visible differences occur only between the 
two orthogonal pairs, 1 and 11, and 2 and 10. The differences 
are relatively small so it would be reasonable to assume the true 
solution must lie close to these solutions. 
A plot was then obtained using the writer's program with the 
coarser grid and with z 0 set at one metre. This example would 
thus test the effect of a coarser grid on determination of bed 
slopes and depths. 
It was found that a deviation occurred in the orthogonal pair 
1 and 11. This difference can be seen in Figure 6.12, where 
the solid line is the solution obtained using grid 2, and the 
78 
dotted line is the solution obtained using grid 1. 
were used with z 0 being one metre. 
Both grids 
A plot was then obtained using the writer's program on grid 2 
with z0 set at 45m. This solution was compared with the 
solution obtained using the same grid with z 0 being 1 metre. 
It was found that the only difference occurred in the orthogonal 
pair 2 and 10. This difference was however very small, with 
divergence only occurring in the very shallow water. 
Superposition of Figure 6.11 on Figure 6.13 yields Figure 6.14. 
This figure represents the complete set of results using both 
programs on both grids. Writer's solutions are dotted lines, 
Wilson's solutions are full lines. 
The most critical differences occur on the orthogonal pair 1 
and 11. It can be seen that the Wilson solutions for the two 
grids, represented by the solid lines, differ far more than the 
writer's solutions. 
As the writer's two solutions and the Wilson solution using 
the finer grid are all in close agreement, it is reasonable to 
assume these solutions are satisfactory. It could thus be 
concluded that the writer's program seems to give better solutions 
than Wilson's when using a coarser grid. 
In conclusion a full refraction diagram for this example is 
shown in Figure 6.15. Crest marks are given every twelve 



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































6.5 EXAMPLE 4 - A REAL BAY 
The bay considered in this example is False Bay, which is 
situated at the Cape of Good Hope. 
A contour map of the area and the selected study area are shown 
in Figure 6.16. 
A detailed contour plan, showing ten metre contours inside the 
bay is shown in Figure 6.17. 
The study area as shown in Figure 6.16 has the following 
properties • 
.t X = 60km I 
.ty = 66,75km I 
nx = 81 I 
ny = 90 I 
s = 750m . 
The actual depth data used in running this example was supplied 
by the Fisheries Development Corporation of South Africa. This 
data had previously been used by them in doing a refraction 
study on the area using Wilson's program. 
A typical refraction diagram for False Bay is shown in 
Figure 6.18. 
The diagram pertains to a twelve second wave, with a deep water 
wave direction of 45°, which approximately simulates the 
general prevailing conditions. 
It is interesting to note that the eastern shore of False Bay 
is subject to sporadic freak waves, of exceptional wave heights. 
85 
This phenomenon is explained by the focusing effect of Rocky 
Bank (see Figure 6.17) and is evident in the refraction diagram 
given in Figure 6.18. 
Further examples of False Bay, illustrating the program 
features, are given in Appendix A, section A 2.9. 
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Fig. 6.16. Example 4, False Bay. A contour map of False 
Bay, showing the selected study area. 
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Fig. 6.18. False Bay. A typical refraction diagram. 
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SECTION 7 
THE APPLICATION OF REFRACTION DIAGRAMS 
7.1 GENERAL 
As previously mentioned a refraction diagram will give 
the wave direction and wave heights at a point of interest in 
the study area, resulting from a selected prevailing deep 
water wave direction, wave period, and wave height. 
In reality two main problems arise when considering a refraction 
analysis. These problems are; firstly, when a wave train 
travels over a submerged shoal or round an island, orthogonals 
often cross each other and a caustic condition arises; and 
secondly,the prevailing deep sea condition is generally not 
a monochromatic wave train of set height, but is a spectrum of 
waves with various heights, periods and deep sea directions. 
7.2 THE INTERPRETATION OF REFRACTION DIAGRAMS WITHOUT CAUSTICS 
According to the standard theory, the refraction coefficient 
at a point of interest can be obtained from the relative 
breadths of the relevant orthogonal lane in deep water and at 
the point of interest. 
The refraction coefficient, as described in Section 2.2, is 
given by; 
= (7.1) 
Considering Figure 7.1, according to the theorylthe wave height 
at point A shall be considerably bigger than the wave height 
at point B. 
The theory in fact implies that wave heights along a particular 
wave front shall be discontinuous across orthogonals, unless 




/ I 3 ,/ 
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Fig. 7.1. A hypothetical refraction diagram showing 
mid orthogonal lines. 
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reality this does not occur. Two suitable methods for over-
coming this factor are as follows. 
(a) Mid orthogonal method 
The two mid orthogonal lines shown in Figure 7.1 represent 
the lines that shall bisect the wave fronts between the corres-
ponding lanes. 
Figure 7.2 shows the wave front that passes through point A. 
The distance, along the wave front, between A and the two 
adjacent mid orthogonal lines is da and db, as shown in 
Figure 7.2. 
A linear interpolation shall give the relevant lane width, 0 






If da = 0 (that is, point A lies centrally between orthogonals 
3 and 4), equation (7.2) gives d1 as b1a, as one would expect. 
Also, if da = db, (that is point A lies centrally between the 
two mid orthogonal lines), equation (7.2) gives d1 as being 
the average of b1a and blb (i.e. ~ {b1a + b1b} ) as one would 
also expect. 
Thismethod gives wave height continuity across the orthogonals. 
" . 
The deep water lane width, b 0 , for use in equation (7.1) 
is given by; 
= ( 7. 3) 
where bob and boa are the deep water lane widths between 











Fig 7.2. Enlargement of circled area in Fig. 7.1. 
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Generally, however, the values of b 0 shall be constant for 
all lanes. 
In a practical example, the mid orthogonal lines need only 
be determined in the localised region of the point of interest. 
(b) Averaging method 
This method only applies to a refraction study where all 
deep water lane widths are the same. 
The solution obtained at a point of interest by equation (7.1) 
is generally dependent on the actual starting positions of 
the orthogonals in deep water. 
Considering Figure 7.3. The solid lines represent Run (a), 
a typical refraction diagram with equal deep water lane widths. 
The dotted lines represent Run (b), another refraction diagram 
with the same deep water lane width as Run (a), but with the 
orthogonal starting positions off-set by half a lane width. 
Clearly the refraction coefficient obtained from Run (a) shall 
be far greater than that obtained for Run (b) . . . , ._ 1 l ;)·""- "" n---~~t~> ... -, ... , 
The writer's suggestion for obtaining a representative solution 
for the refraction coefficient at the point of interest, is to 
perform five individual analyses, each time shifting the starting 
positions of the orthogonals by one fifth of a lane width, in a 
direction along the initial wave front. 
The refraction coefficient is then given as the mean of the 
five results obtained from the individual studies. 
7.3 THE INTERPRETATION OF CROSSED ORTHOGONALS 
The fundamental theory of wave refraction analyses assumes 
that energy flows perpendicular to the wave fronts, and hence 
the total energy flow between an adjacent set of orthogonals 
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Fig 7.3. A hypothetical refraction study, showing two 





sets of orthogonals cross, at the point of crossing there 
would be infinite energy flow concentration and thus infinite 
wave height. 
In reality however, the wave front between adjacent orthogonals 
discontinues when convergence of the two orthogonals begins, 
this phenomena can be seen in Figure A8,between orthgonals 
6 and 7 after travelling over Rocky Bank. 
The energy is thus not focused on a single point, but forms 
what is called a caustic envelope. Furthermore, the convergence 
of wave orthogonals is accompanied by the generation of a 
discontinuous wave crest which has a phase lag w.r.t. the 
original wave front. This phenomena is shown in Figures 
7.4 and 7.5 from Pierson (23). 
Pierson has discussed the subject in detail, in a memorandum 
of the Beach Erosion Board (23). After the orthogonals 
have crossed, and divergence takes place, the distance between 
adjacent orthogonals is still a reasonable measure of the wave 
heights. 
When orthogonals have passed over a topographical feature that 
causes caustics, a superposition of wave trains occur. 
The writer's opinion on determining the wave parameters at a 
point of interest, in a caustic condition, for a particular 
incident wave, is as follows. 
(i} Determine the set of resultant wave directions at the 
point of interest. 
This can be done by using a reverse tracing diagram. 
A set of rays are sent out from the point of interest, 
with a general angle, e, and the corresponding deep 
water wave direction, e0 , is ascertained for each e. 
(When using the computer program the actual angles used 
will differ by 180°, as the wave is being reversed.) 
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Fig.7.4. Shadowgraph for waves passing over a clock glass, 
from Pierson (23). 
A2 • 
/ 
Fig.7.5. Schematic wave crest pattern for waves passing 
over a clock glass, from Pierson (23). 
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The values of 8 versus 8 0 are graphed, and hence the 
resultant wave directions, at the point of interest, for 
any incident wave direction can be ascertained. 
For example, in Figure 7.6 an incident deep water wave 
with a deep water direction, e 0 , of 60° shall have 
three resultant wave sets, at the point of interest, 








70 80 90 100 110 120 130 
e 
A typical example of e versus 80 , for 
a point of interest, as obtained from a 
reverse tracing diagram. 
{ii) Determine the refraction diagram for an a~~i~~ary set 
of orthogonal starting positions, with equal deep water 
lane widths. 
{iii) Ascertain between which sets of adjacent orthogonals the 
point of interest lies, regardless of whether the adjacent 
orthogonals have crossed or not. 
For example, in Figure 7.7, point A lies between orthogo-
nal pairs 2 and 3, 3 and 4 ,and 4 and 5. 
.. .... 
... 
1 2 3 
... A .,. ,. .... , ... , --~'- -, ~ ' ... ,, ,, 
5 6 
Fig. 7.7. A refraction diagram showing a point of 
interest in a caustic zone. 
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These lanes will generally represent the wave sets 
ascertained in 1. 
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(iv) Ascertain the refraction coefficient and directions 
for each set, using equation (7.1), given that if the 
ratio b 0 /b1 is greater than four, it shall be assumed 
to be four. 
(v) Repeat the analysis five times as described in the 




A typical example of the results obtained for a point of interest 
with three resultant wave sets, for a specific incident wave, 
is shown in Table 7.1. 
S E T 1 S E T 2 S E T 3 
ANALYSIS 
Kr e Kr e Kr e 
1 1,5 98° 0,3 73° 0,6 112° 
2 1,7 96° 0,3 78° 0,9 108° 
3 * * * * 1,2 115° 
4 0,9 91° 0,1 69° 0,8 109° 
5 1,2 93° * * * * 
MEAN 1,3 95° 0,1 73° 0,7 111° 
* Indicates that for that particular analysis, the point of 
interest did not fall inside an adjacent set of orthogonals 
representing the corresponding wave set. For Kr determination 
assume the value to be zero, for angular determination neglect 
when calculating the mean. , 
Table 7.1 
'\.., /v-
A typical example of wave parameters, at a point 
of interest, obtained from a single refraction 
analysis. 
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The mean angular values obtained should correspond with those 
ascertained in part (i). 
The wave condition at the point of interest shall be a super-
position of the wave sets ascertained. 
7.4 THE APPLICATION OF MONOCHROMATIC WAVE REFRACTION DIAGRAMS 
TO WAVE SPECTRA 
The prevailing deep water wave parameters are usually given 
as continuous wave spectra of heights, periods and directions. 
These spectra can be approximated by a finite sum of discrete 
long crested waves. These waves can be each separately 
refracted and then recombined to approximate the resultant 
refracted spectra at the point of interest. 




EVALUATION AND CONCLUSIONS 
8.1 EVALUATION OF OBJECTIVES 
The objectives of the program were given in Section 1.7. 
A brief discussion of the attainment of these objectives is 
given below. 
i. Accuracy: A set of examples were given in Section 6, 
which tested all aspects of the programs accuracy. 
The results show that the program is sufficient to 
give an accurate representation of the refraction 
phenomena implied by the basic wave theory. 
ii. Output: The user can select any time interval of 
orthogonal travel, such that the orthogonal parameters 
are printed at each multiple of that interval. The 
parameters are: the x and y co-ordinates; the wave 
direction in degrees as a cartesian angle, and if desired, 
as a compass bearing; and the time of travel in seconds. 
The plotted output can take one of three forms: 
(a) a plot of the orthogonals alone, (b) a plot of the 
orthogonals with selected wave front directions, and 
positions being shown (at multiples of a selected time 
value),or (c) a plot of the orthogonals showing the 
wave front directions with the time of travel being 
printed adjacent. 
Examples of printed and plotted output are given in 
Appendix A, Section A2.9. 
iii. Data: All data is entered in free format, as this is 
the simplest method of data insertion. A comprehensive 
documentation of the data input is given in Appendix A, 
Section A2.5. 
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iv. Users Manual: A comprehensive users manual is given 
in Appendix A. The documentation of the program was 
done according to the American Society of Civil 





This standard is included in 
Internal documentation of the program: The source 
program listing, which is given in Appendix A, 
Section A3.3, includes a set of comment cards. 
At the start of each subroutine, the function of the 
subroutine is given. All major program operations 
are preceded by a short explanation of the operation 
being performed. 
Program speed: The speed of execution is discussed 
in Appendix A, Section 4.5. This program operates 
accurately with sufficient speed to be economically 
viable for practical use. 
The program itself has been used successfully for a refraction 
study by Gara (10), for a B.Sc Civil Engineering Thesis at the 
University of Cape Town in 1976. 
The program was subsequently used by Rosenthal (26) for teaching 
purposes in a postgraduate M.Sc course on Coastal Engineering 
Practice in 1977. 
8.2 SCOPE FOR MODIFICATIONS 
The basic limiting factor for a computer refraction study, 
is the size of the depth matrix, which corresponds to the total 
number of nodes in the study area. 
The writer's program has been written with a databank core space 
of 27K, of which 22~K is for the depth matrix. 
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When specific depths are wanted, the corresponding values in 
the depth matrix are used. This is the most efficient way of 
running the program, but the permissible size of the study area, 
in combinat~on with the fineness of the grid, is limited by the 
core space of the computer. 
An alternative, though inefficient, method exists whereby a 
study area, with a depth matrix of unlimited size can be 
considered. 
The method, in its simplest form, is as follows: 
The depth data is written into a data file in which each line 
represents a nodal depth. The sequence of inserting the data 
is the same as that described in Appendix A, Section A2.4. 
If the program wants to use a depth h(i,j), this depth is 
represented by line Nin the data file, where N is given by; 
N = (i - l)ny + j , (8.1) 
where ny is the number of y co-ordinates in the study area. 
The program can then be made to read a variable, h, N times, 
starting at the beginning of the data file. 
When this has been performed, the value of h stored by the 
computer shall be the correct value of h(i,j). 
Each increment requires the reading of twelve depth values, 
hence the inefficiency of the method can be easily appreciated. 
More complicated methods, which are in turn more efficient, 
exist for performing this operation. 
One such method is to write every set of depth values, for a 
specific x value, into a data element of the program file. 
There shall be thus nx data elements. 
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The jth line of the ith data element shall thus correspond to 
the depth h(i,j). 
When using this method, the appropriate data element is inspected, 
hence less data needs to be read to get to the correct value. 
The operation shall thus be quicker than that mentioned previously. 
The most efficient method is to use random access files, or direct 
access files. 
These methods are however very hardware dependent, for example 
a method developed for a Univac computer will not be compatible 
with an IBM computer. 
For the Univac the direct access files form part of the ERTRAN 
system. (Exclusive to the Univac.). 
The method employed is to set up a file with a specified number 
of records, each record having a specific number of words. 
Logically the specified number of records would correspond to 
the number of x co-ordinates, and the number of words per record 
would correspond to the number of y co-ordinates. 
When an increment is projected, with the central point of the 
increment being (x,y), the twelve depths needed for calculation 





h(i-1,j); h(i-1, j+l) 
h(i,j-1); h(i,j); h(i,j+l); h(i,j+2) 
h(i+l,j-1); h(i+l,j); h(i+l,j+l); h(i+l,j+2) 
h(i+2,j); h(i+2,j+l) 
(See Figure 3.3). 
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Each set has a specific integer x value. For computation the 
computer shall in turn access each specific record into core 
and select the desired depth values. 
For example, when record {i+l) - set {iii) - is accessed from 
the direct access file, words no {j-1), {j), {j+l) and {j+2) 
are selected and recorded as the appropriate depths. 
It can thus be seen that at any time the maximum number of 
depth values using core space is ny. 
This will enable a study area of almost unlimited magnitude to 
be investigated. 
These methods need only be employed when a study area of great 
size and grid fineness is to be investigated, as the method 
used by the writer's program will suffice, and be superior, 
in most practical applications. 
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A P P E N D I C E S 
ERRATUM 
Page No. A25, of Appendix A does not exist. 
Script reads from A24 directly to A26. 
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A P P E N D I X A 
USERS MANUAL 
FOREWORD 
The structure of the program documentation herein has been based 
on the proposed ASCE Standard for Engineering Computer Program 
Documentation, as described by the Sub-Committee on Program 
Documentation of the Committee on Computer Applications of the 
Soil Mechanics and Foundations Division. 
A copy of the standard is given in Appendix F. 
Figure Al shows an outline of the standard. 
AMERICAN SOCIETY OF CIVIL ENGINEERS (ASCE) 
Engineering Computer Program Documentation Standard 
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Al PROGRAM IDENTIFICATION 
Al.l Program Title: Calculation and plotting of ocean wave 
refraction. 
Al. 2 Program Code Name: REFRAC 
Al.3 Writer: A. Wale 
Al.4 Organisation: University of Cape Town, Department of 
Civil Engineering. 
Al.5 Date: May 1977 
Al. 6 Updates: None Version No. : O 
Al.7 Source Language: Univac 1106 Fortran V. 
Al.9 Abstract: The Program computes and plots orthogonal 
paths for selected orthogonals pertaining to a wave 
of set period and deep water direction travelling over 
known bottom topography. 
Orthogonal starting positions and directions may be 
individually read, but if starting positions are to be 
equally spaced along a straight wave front (all orthogonals 
having same starting direction), then starting positions 
may be computed. 
The rectangular study area is subdivided into a square 
grid system, with water depths being given as data at 
each grid node. 
Orthogonal directions may either be cartesian, (measured 
anti - clockwise from the horizontal x-axis) , or compass 
bearings, (measured clockwise from north). 
A tidal shift can be entered in order to investigate the 
effect of tide on refraction. 
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Orthogonal computation is based on incremental progression. 
For each increment the water depth is estimated by fitting 
a first degree surface (hyperbolic paraboloid) to the 
relevant grid square. Bed slopes are estimated by 
performing a quadratic interpolation between the adjacent 
grid square surfaces. Wave celerities and orthogonal 
curvatures for the increment are hence computed according 
to Airy's classic wave theory. 
The numerical results may be plotted automatically. 
Selected integer time multiple values of wave position 
and direction are printed and corresponding wave front 
orientations on each orthogonal may be plotted on the 
refraction diagram. 
A2 - ENGINEERING DOCUMENTATION 
A2.l Narrative Description: For a description of the wave 
refraction problem the reader is referred to Section 1. 
For the application of the program to the solution of the 
wave refraction problems, the reader is referred to Sections 
5 and 7. 
A2.2 Method of Solution: For the method of solution of the 
wave refraction problem the reader is referred to Sections 
2, 3, 4 and 5. 
A2.3 Program Capabilities: 
(i) Range of wave periods 
The program has been developed to solve practical 
cases of ocean wave refraction. As a typical refraction 
analysis involves numerous calculations of the wave 
celerity (each time an increment is progressed) the writer 
has decided not to solve the implicit wave celerity 
equation (Eqtn. 2.3) for each increment, but rather to 
initially compute wave celerities for set depths, and 
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subsequently, during computation of orthoganal projections, 
to determine celerities by interpolation (see Section 
5. 5) • 
The advantage of the method is that because interpolation 
is far quicker than solving an implicit relationship by 
an iterative method, the total computer time used to 
calculate wave celerities shall be less in a normal 
application, where thousands of increments are computed. 
In the program the set depths considered are at half metre 
intervals from zero to 10 metres, and at one metre intervals 
from 10 metres to deep water. 
It is thus apparent that unless adapted, the program is 
not suitable for obtaining refraction diagrams for model 
studies, (unless the model is dimensionally scaled up to 
represent true ocean parameters). 
As the program stands the dimension of the array of depths 
is three hundred, which corresponds to a wave with a 
critical depth of about two hundred and eighty metres. 
This represents a nineteen second wave. 
The program would thus not be suitable for studying 
Tsunamis waves, which have a period of about 15 minutes, 
but could easily be modified by adapting the program to 
interpolate between larger depth intervals (e.g. instead of 
one metre intervals, take five metre intervals). 
If wave periods of up to a minute are to be investigated 
the dimension of the array of wave celerities can be 
increased to three thousand. A one minute period wave 
has a critical depth of two thousand eight hundred metres 
( see Eqtn. 4 . 2) . 
As it stands however, the program is capable of analysing 
any wave with a period in the normal range. 
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(ii) Size of grid 
The program reads, as data, the set of depth values 
at each grid node - as discussed in Section 3.1. This 
data is stored in a two dimensional matrix. 
The matrix has a general element h(x,y). The maximum 
permissible size of the matrix, as shown in the program 
listing dimensions, is 150 x 150 elements. This consti-
tutes a core space of 22~K. 
These limiting dimensions can be changed by editing the 
dimension statements in the main program and subroutines. 
This may be necessary for a particular study. 
There is no need for this matrix to be dimensioned as 
square. For example; if the study area is rectangular 
the dimensions could be altered to 200 x 100. 
As a general rule the limiting dimensions should be such 
that the total number of elements does not exceed lOK 
less than the available core space for the computer being 
used. 
(iii) Number of orthogonals 
The starting parameters, namely x,y, and direction 
values of the orthogonals, are read, and then stored in 
three vectors - one for x, one for y, and one for direction. 
Each vector has limiting dimension set at 100. This 
corresponds to a maximum number of orthogonals at 100. 
The figure was arbitrarily chosen as the maximum number 
of orthogonals needed for a single refraction diagram. 
If a particular study requires the analysis of more ortho-
gonals, the relevant dimension statements may be altered 
accordingly. 
(iv) Maximum length of plot 
The maximum length of time for which the actual plot 
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may be run is set at 40 minutes. (See card No. 47 of 
subroutine REFRAC.STPLOT If longer plots are 
required, this card may be changed accordingly. If the 
card is omitted, the computer shall assume a maximum 
plot of 20 minutes. 
(v) Position of orthogonal starting points 
For refraction calculations the bed slopes are 
computed from the adjacent grid squares' nodal depths. 
The orthogonal starting positions must thus have a 
minimum margin, from any boundary, of one grid square 
length. It should be noted that the grid origin for 
this program is not (O,O), but (1,1). 
For example; take a study area with the x axis boundary 
being two hundred metres long, and with a grid spacing of 
two metres. The permissible range of x values would thus 
be from x = 1 to x = 101. The corresponding range of 
permissible x values for orthogonal starting position is 
thus from x = 2, to x = 100. 
(vi) Termination of orthogonal progression 
The progression of orthogonals shall terminate either 
when the orthogonal reaches one metre of water, or when it 
reaches one grid spacing of any of the boundaries. 
(vii) Limitations of method of analysis 
The method of analysis used for calcualting refraction 
used by this program makes the following assumptions. 
(a) The direction of wave advance is perpendicular 
to the wave crest, that is, in the direction 
of the orthogonals. 
(b) The speed of a wave of given period at a 
particular location depends only on the depth 
at that location. 
(c) Changes in bottom topography are gradual enough 
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to be modelled by fitting a surface to the 
grid square nodes. 
(d) Waves are long crested, constant period, small 
amplitude and monochromatic. 
(e) Effects of current, winds and reflections are 
considered negligible. 
(f) Effects of earth curvature are negligible. 
(viii) General 
The writer has tested this program on a comprehensive 
set of examples, (see Section 6). Provided the limitations 
previously mentioned in this section are adhered to, there 
should be no malfunctions. 
A2.4 Program Options: Essentially the user has six options. 
These are; (i) orthogonal starting point generation; 
(ii) the use of compass bearings for wave directions; 
(iii) the use of a tidal shift for depth values; (iv) 
the option of having a plot drawn; (v) the sketching 
of wave front directions (drawn as a dash) at selected 
time positions along the orthogonal, given that option 
(iv) is selected; and (vi) the inclusion of printed time 
values where wave front directions are shown, given that 
option (v) is selected. 
(i) Orthogonal starting point generation (see Section 5.3) 
If the orthogo~al starting points are equally spaced 
along a section of a straight wave front, the set of ortho-
gonal starting points can be computed. 
would be: 
The requisite data 
(a) the starting point of one orthogonal; 
(b) the wave orthogonal starting direction; 
(c) the number of orthogonals; and 
(d) the initial spacing between the orthogonals. 
The specific orthogonal whose starting point is selected 
will be the one on the extreme left when looking in the 
direction of wave progression. 
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(ii) The use of compass bearings for wave directions 
(see Section 5.1) 
Generally the program uses cartesian angles for 
refraction calculations. The user may however, use compass 
bearings for input, which the computer then converts to 
cartesian angles - calculates - and then reconverts the 
calculated cartesian angles to compass bearings for printed 
output. 
If the user intends using compass bearings, the necessary 
additional input data is the compass bearing of the x-
axis. 
Cartesian angles are specified as being angles measured 
counter clockwise from the x-axis. Compass bearings are 
specified as being angles measured clockwise from the di-
rection of north. 
(iii) Tidal shift (see Section 5.4) 
The set of depths read as data shall be relative 
to a certain arbitrary datum, usually G.M.S.L. If a 
different tidal condition is to be considered, the tidal 
shift (in metres) taken as positive for increasing depth 
can be read. This shift shall be added to all depth values. 
(iv) Plot option 
The user can specify whether or not a plot is to 
be drawn. 
given. 
If not only the numerical results shall be 
(v) Sketching of wave front positions 
Refraction diagrams are drawn by joining specific 
consecutive positions of each orthogonal, by straight lines. 
These positions correspond with the printed positions of 
orthogonal progression, and are obtained by interpolation 
between the basic incremental progression values. (For 
explanation see Sections 5.7 and 5.8). 
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Any integer multiple of the plotted positions can be 
accompanied by the sketch of a wave front direction 
indication, given as a dash with centre on the orthogonal. 
(vi) The inclusion of printed time values on the orthogonal 
The wave front position indications described above 
may be accompanied by a print of the relevant time taken 
for the wave to travel from orthogonal starting point to 
that position. 
A2.5 Data Input: The requisite data can be categorised into 
12 sections. Each section must start on a new data card. 
The consecutive sections (in the order in which the data 
is to be inserted) are: 
i) orthogonal starting position type; 
ii) direction type; 
iii)* compass correction; 
iv) refraction parameters; 
v) plot option; 
vi)* starting parameters of leading orthogonal; 
vii)* starting parameters of each orthogonal; 
viii) depth data; 
ix)* plotting controls; 
x)* plot size; 
xi)* number of shore co-ordinates to be joined; and 
xii)* co-ordinates of consecutive shore points. 
NOTE: * Indicates sections which might be 
inserted in data depending on selected options. 
All other sections must be inserted regardless 
of options. 
The explanation of the individual sections is: 
i) Orthogonal starting position 
Computer symbol START. START is an alphanumeric 
word which represents option no. (i) as described in Section 
A2.4. START may assume one of two values, namely 'NORM' 
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or 'CALC'. When data is inserted the first letter must 
start in the first column of the data card. If START 
reads 'NORM', the starting positions of the wave orthogonals 
shall be read individually. If START reads 'CALC', the 
starting position of the orthogonals shall be calculated 
as discussed in Section A2.4, option no. (i). 
occupies one data card. 
(ii) Direction type 
START 
Computer symbol ORIEN. ORIEN is an alphanumeric 
word which represents option no. (ii) in Section A2.4. 
ORIEN may assume one of two values namely 'GRID' or 
'COMPAS'. When data is inserted the first letter must 
start in the first column of the data card. If ORIEN 
reads 'GRID', all directions are given as cartesian angles. 
If ORIEN reads 'COMPAS', then input and output angles are 
compass bearings. ORIEN occupies one data card. 
(iii) Compass correction 
Computer symbol GAMMA. GAMMA is real and represents 
compass bearing of the x-axis of the study area. GAMMA 
is measured in degrees clockwise from north. GAMMA 
occupies one data card, and is only inserted if the direction 
type, ORIEN,reads 'COMPAS'. If ORIEN reads 'GRID' this 
card must be omitted. GAMMA is read in open format.* 
(iv) Refraction parameters 
The refraction parameters are read on one card. 
This section consists of eight parameters, which have 
symbols; T, N, NX, NY, DEL, DIST, TIM and TIDE respectively. 
* When open format is used for reading data, the individual data 
may be expressed in F format or E format. 
Consecutive elements of data, on a card, may be separated by 
a comma, a set of blanks, or both. The last element of data 
on a card should not be followed by a comma, as a comma is assumed 
at the end of the card: 
' 
All 
(a) Tis real, and represents the wave period in 
seconds. 
(b) N is an integer which represents the number of 
wave orthogonals to be calculated. 
(c) NX is an integer which represents the number of 
X co-ordinates in the study area grid (as 
specified in Section 3.1). 
(d) NY is an integer which represents the number of 
Y co-ordinates in the study area trid. 
(e) DEL is real, and represents the length in metres 
of one grid square side. That is the grid 
spacing (see symbol 's' in Section 3.1). 
(f) DIST is real, and represents the increment size 
in metres for orthogonal progression in deep 
water. The basic increment is a constant time 
step, which is calculated by the computer from 
DIST and the deep water wave celerity. For 
practical examples DIST should be given a value 
of between one tenth and one half of the grid 
spacing, DEL. The time increment related to 
DIST is given by: (DIST/l.6T). 
(g) TIM is real, and represents the time increment 
in seconds between successive printed and plotted 
points along the orthogonal. Values of position 
and direction for the orthogonal are determined 
at each integer multiple of TIM, by linear inter-
' 
polation between the previous and successive values 
obtained from the basic increments of DIST (see 
also Section 5.8). It is thus necessary that the 
time increment TIM is greater than the correspond-
ing time increment related to DIST. The writer 
suggests that TIM is selected to be at least twice 
the corresponding time increment related to DIST. 
That is TIM> DIST/0.8T. If TIM is too large 
an orthogonal shall be plotted as a set of visible 
straight lines, rather than a curve. 
(h) TIDE is real, and represents the tidal shift in 
metres, which is to be added to each of the input 
depth values (see option no. (iii) of Section A2.4). 
Al2 
A positive value of TIDE represents an 
increased depth, i.e. a state of tide higher 
than the datum taken for measurement of water 
depths as given in the basic depth matrix. 
If no tidal shift is required this symbol should 
read 0.0. 
format. 
(v) Plot options 
This data card is read in open 
Computer symbol DES. DES is an alphanumeric word 
which represents option no. (iv) in Section A2.4. DES 
may assume one of two values, namely 'NP' or 'PLOT'. When 
data is inserted the first letter must start in the first 
column of the data card. If DES reads 'PLOT', the 
refraction diagram will be plotted. If DES reads 'NP', the 
numerical results alone shall be given. 
(vi) Starting parameters of the leading orthogonal 
This section of the data is read only if the start-
ing positions of the orthogonals are to be calculated, as 
specified in section (i). That is, the first data card 
START reads 'CALC'. If START reads 'NORM' section (vii) 
below shall apply, and this data shall be omitted. The 
leading orthogonal is defined as the orthogonal on the 
extreme left when looking in the direction of wave progression. 
This section includes four symbols, namely Xll, Yll, WDNll 
and DISTl. All symbols are read on the same data card. 
(a) Xll is real, and represents the X-value of the 
starting position of the leading orthogonal, 
measured relative to the grid system. 
~ 
(b) Yll is real, and represents the Y-value of the 
starting position of the leading orthogonal 
measured relative to the grid system. 
{c) WDNll is real and represents the starting 
direction of all the orthogonals. This para-
meter will be measured in degrees counter 
clockwise from the x-axis (cartesian angle) if 
Al3 
ORIEN is equal to 'GRID' (see section (ii)). 
Alternatively it will be measured in degrees 
measured clockwise from north if ORIEN is equal 
to 'COMPAS'. 
(d) DISTl is real, and represents the spacing 
between the orthogonals expressed as a number 
of grid spacings. That is, DISTl is the 
spacing in metres divided by DEL (specified in 
section (vi)). This data card is read in open 
format. 
(vii) Starting parameters of each orthogonal 
This section of the data is read only if the starting 
positions of the orthogonals are to be individually read, 
as specified in section (i). That is, the first data card, 
START, reads 'NORM'. If START reads 'CALC' this data is 
to be omitted. 
This section consists of a set of N data cards, corresponding 
to the starting parameters for each of the N orthogonals. 
Each data card shall consist of three symbols, namely 
XI (I), YI (I), and WDN (I); which represent the starting 
parameters of the Ith orthogonal. 
(a) XI (I) is real, and represents the X-value of 
the starting position of the Ith orthogonal, 
measured relative to the grid system. 
(b) YI (I) is real, and represents the Y-value of 
the starting position of the Ith orthogonal, 
measured relative to the grid system. 
(c) WDN (I) is real, and represents the starting 
direction of the Ith orthogonal. This symbol 
may be the cartesian angle or the compass 
bearing, as discussed in (vi) (c) above. These 
data cards are read in open format. 
Al4 
(viii) Depth data 
This section consists of NX times NY depth values 
which have a general symbol H (I,J). 
H(I,J) is real, and represents the depth at the point where 
Xis equal to I, and Y is equal to J. The method of 
reading is to keep X constant, while reading the correspond-
ing set of NY Y values, for that specific X, and 1hen 
completed to increase X by one and read the next corresponding 
set of Y values. This is repeated till NX sets of Y 
values have been read. 
There shall thus be NX sets of data, each with NY values 
therein. For example the fifteenth value in the sixth set, 
shall correspond to the depth at X = 6 and Y = 15. That 
is H(6,15). Each set of data will generally spread over 
a number of data cards. Each set must however, start on a 
new card, and not continue on the last card of the previous 
set. This data is read in open format. 
(ix) Plotting controls 
This section is read only if a plot is required. 
That is DES reads PLOT in section (v). This section 
consists of two symbols, namely NUM and INT. 
(a) NUM is an integer which represents what is 
to be shown on the orthogonal (see options 
(v) and (vi) in Section A2.4). NUM may be 
assigned a value of 1, 2 or 3. If NUM equals 
1, then the orthogonals alone are drawn. If 
NUM equals 2, then wave front direction are 
sketched at selected positions along orthogonal. 
If NUM equals 3, then the wave front direction 
sketches, described above, are accompanied by a 
print of the corresponding time of travel from 
the orthogonal starting position. 
(b) INT is an integer which represents the integer 
multiple of TIM values, (see section (iv) (g), 
AlS 
at which the wave front directions are sketched 
on the orthogonal. If NUM equals 1, i.e. no 
wave front sketches are to be drawn, this symbol 
should be given a value of 1. (The program 
shall in fact operate in this case if INT is 
given any arbitrary integer value.) This data 
is read in open format on one data card. 
(x) Plot size 
This section is read only if a plot is required. 
That is DES reads PLOT' in section (v). This section con-
sists of two symbols, namely A and FACT. 
are read in open format on one data card. 
Both symbols 
(a) A is real, and represents the length of the 
Y-axis in inches, to be plotted assuming no 
scale f a::tor is applied. ( See part ( b) 
below). When the scale factor has been applied, 
the Y-axis length must not exceed the width of 
the paper (30 inches). 
(b) FACT is real, and represents the scale factor to 
be applied to the plot. For example; if FACT 
is equal to 0.5, the Y-axis shall be half that 
length specified by A above. If no scaling is 
required FACT must read 1.0. 
(xi) Number of shore co-ordinates to be joined 
The shoreline is drawn by joining a set of points 
by straight lines. The number of consecutive points to 
be joined by straight lines is represented by the integer 
IA. If no shoreline is to be drawn this symbol must read 
2. This data is read on one card and is only read if DES 
reads 'PLOT' in section (v). 
(xii) Co-ordinates of consecutive shore points 
This section is read only if DES reads 'PLOT' in 
section (v). This section consists of IA data cards with 
Al6 
general symbols SHX (I), and SHY (I), corresponding to 
the Ith data card in the section. 
(a) SHX (I) is real, and represents the X-value of 
the Ith shoreline point, relative to the grid 
system. 
(b) SHY (I) is real, and represents the Y-value 
of the Ith shoreline point relative to the 
grid system. 
If no shoreline is to be drawn two data cards 
are to be inserted. Both cards shall give 
the SHX (I), and SHY (I) values as being 1.0. 
All data is read in open format. 
A summarised representation of the DATA input is shown 
in Figure A2. 
A2.6 Printed Output: The parameters of each orthogonal are 
printed at each integer multiple of TIM, as described in 
Section A2.5 (iv). If cartesian angles are used as 
described in Section A2.5 (i) the parameters printed are: 
XS, YS, THEDS, and TIMES respectively, where; 
( i) XS is the interpolated X co-ordinate value, 
(ii) YS is the interpolated y co-ordinate value, 
(iii) THEDS is the interpolated cartesian angle of the 
wave direction, and 
(iv) TIMES is the time taken for the orthogonal to travel 
to that position from the starting point. 
If compass bearings are used, the parameters printed are; 
XS, YS, THEDS, THEDCS, and TIMES respectively, where THEDCS 
is the interpolated compass bearing of the wave direction. 
Examples are shown in Section A2.9. 
A2.7 Other Outputs: The refraction diagram may be plotted by 
the computer, that is DES reads 'PLOT' as described in 






























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































The program uses the following standard CALCOMP subroutines 
for plotting; PLOTS, FACTOR, PLOT, AXIS, NUMBER and SYMBOL. 
The CALCOMP manual is included in Appendix H. The size of 
the plot is controlled by the stipulation of the length of 
the Y-axis in combination with a scaling factor. See 
Section A2.5 (x). 
The advantage of having the scale factor is that firstly, 
when initially running an example, an idea of the complex-
ity of the diagram can be obtained, without necessitating 
a long plot (the time of plot is approximately proportional 
to the scale factor). Secondly, a small plot may be 
required, e.g. for reproduction on an A4 size sheet. 
If the size of the plot is just stipulated by specifying 
a small Y-axis length, the symbols will become dispropor-
tionately large. If is preferable to specify a large 
Y-axis length (about 24 inches) and to specify the relevant 
scale factor. 
A4.2. 
For special operater messages see Section 
A2.8 Flow Charts: Macro-Flow-Charts of the MAIN program and 
the subroutines are presented in Figures A3 - A7. 
A2.9 Sample Runs: Various sample runs are included to illus-
trate the various features of the program. The study 
area used is False Bay, which is the same as that used 
in Section 6. 
The depth data has been written onto a data file, namely 
VISDAT .. The depth data was obtained from the Fisheries 
Development Corporation of South Africa. 
The shoreline data has been written into a program element, 
namely REFRAC.VISSHO. The shoreline data was obtained 
from a scaled plan of the area. 
determined. 
Eighty seven points were 
YES 
Input orthogonal starting type 
Input direction type 
Does ORIEN = 'GRID' ? 
NO 
Input compass correction 
Input refraction parameters 
Input plot option 
Does START= 'NORM' ? 
YES 
Input starting parameters 
of each orthogonal 
Does ORIEN = 'GRID' 
NO 
Convert compass bearings 
to cartesian angles 
Add tidal shift to all depths 
Call Subr. CWLH 
Call Subr. PROG 
STOP 
A20 
Call Sub. ALTER 
Figure A3 Macro-Flow-Chart for MAIN Program 
A21 
Entry from MAIN program 
Input starting parameters 
of leading orthogonal 
YES Does ORIEN = 'GRID' ? 
I 
:;o 
Convert compass bearing 
to cartesian angle 
Calculate starting posns. 
of remaining orthogonals 
.~ 
Return to MAIN program 
Figure A 4 Macro-Flow-Chart for subroutine ALTER 
Entry from MAIN program 
Let depth be 10,5 m 
Call Subr. SPEED 
Let depth in\ m 
Call Subr. SPEED 
Increase depth by\ m 
Is depth less than 10 m? 
NO 
Let depth be 10 m 
Call Subr. SPEED 
Increase depth by 1 m 
Is depth less than 
deep water 
NO 




Subroutine SPEED is an internal subroutine which performs a bi-
section method to solve the implicit wave celerity equation 
for a specific depth. Termination occurs when the range is 
-5 -s less than 10 m/sec (That is, max error is 0,5 x 10 m/sec) 
Figure A 5 Macro-Flow-Chart for subroutine CWLH 
A23 
Entry from r-~IN program 
Does DES = 'NP'? YES 
I 
NO 
Call Suhr. STPLOT 
l Consider next orthogonal -
Have all orthogonals YES 
Return to 
already been considered? MAIN 
program 
NO 
Does DES = 'NP'? YES 
I 
NO 
Plotter puts pen on 
orthogonal starting posn. 
The appropriate values 
of wave celerity,depth 
and dh/dx & dh/dy 
are calculated for the 
' new increment 
Is the centre of the new 
increment within one 
YES grid mesh spacing of 
any bounda'ry , or is it in 
less than one metre of water? 
NO 
The curvature and hence 
final increment posn., 
direction and time 
are computed 
Does an integer 
multiple of TI!~ NO_ 
correspond to • a posn. -




By interpolating between 
final increment parameters 
and starting parameters, 
the values of orthogonal 
position and direction 
corresponding to the 
integer multiple of TIM 
are determined 
I Does ORIEN = 'GRID'? NO I 
YES 
Print the values of the 
parameters 
Print the values of the 
parameters including the 
compass bearing 




Move the pen to the new 
position with the pen down 
Does the integer multiple of 
TIM correspond with a NO ' 
multiple of INT? 
Does NUM = l? YES 
I 
Sketch a dash representing 
the wave front dirn. 
Does NU.M = 2? YES --
NO ~ 
Print the corresponding time 
value of TIM next to the 
wave front dash 
Figure A6 Macro-Flow-Chart for subroutine PROG 
A26 
Entry from Subr. PROG 
Input plotting controls 
Input plot size I 
Input no. of shore co-ords 
I 




Operator instruction for 
40 min plot time (max) 
J 
Draw axes 
Draw shoreline I 
Return to Subr. PROG I 
Figure A 7 Macro-Flow-Chart for subroutine STPLOT 
A27 
The overall study area has an X-axis length of 60 kilometres 
and a Y-axis length of 66,75 kilometres. 
The grid mesh spacing is 750 metres, giving a corresponding 
number of X co-ordinates of 81, and number of Y co-ordinates 
of 90. The deep water step length for all examples was 
taken as three hundred and seventy five metres, and the time 
increment between printed and plotted values was 36 seconds. 
The wave period was 12 seconds. No tidal shift was applied 




Example 1 was run using cartesian angles, with eleven orthogonals 
at 45°, each being individually entered. A plot was drawn with 
wave front directions being shown every 144 seconds (4 x 36). 
These would thus represent every twelfth wave front. 
The plot size was such that the Y-axis was 8,9 inches long, with 
no scale factor being applied. 
The data used for this example is shown below, and the resultant 
plot is shown in Figure AS. Printed output for orthogonal 




12. ,11,81,9¢, 75¢. ,375. ,36. ,¢. 
PLOT 
2.,22.,45. 
4. , 2¢. , 4 5. 
6. ,18. ,45. 
8. ,16. ,45. 
1¢. , 14 . , 4 5 . 
12. ,12. ,45. 
14 . , 1¢. , 4 5. 
16. ,8. ,45. 
18. ,6. ,45. 



























I ,DO 1 I ,DO ? I .DO 3 \ . OD 
A29 
4 \ .oo 5 \ ,DO 6 \ ,DO 7 l ,DO 
~I -~.~~~~-.-,~~~~-.-,~~~~-.-,~~-~~-.-~~~~-.--~~~~,----~~---,~~~~~ 
l-00 11-00 2\-00 31,00 41-00 5\-00 61-00 7\.00 
X 
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e.9667 2 P.. 9 6 7 'tS.(·00 396000 
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10.867 JC.867 4S,OCO 50'-i,OO 
1 1. sea 31,SOC 'f 'i. 't 9 9 s<tc.oo 
<.. 12ol3J 32.!33 'l 11. 9 99 576.CO 
12-767 32.767 'l 'l. 9 99 l 12 • 00 
1 3 • 'f 00 33.'lOO .. s.uco 6'le.co 
( I 'l. 03} J'l.033 'lS.003 t8'l.OO 
I 'f. 6 6 7 3'l.6e,7 'l 5 • 0 18 120.00 
15.300 35.301 'IS• C 6 6 7S6•00 
( 15 • 9 3 I 3S. 9 3 'l 'lS.!33 79;_ •CD 
lbo557 36.S6'f 'f ~ ol 91 E. 2 b • C 0 
17-175 J7.186 'l ':, • lJ 7 'l 26'lo00 
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IE.368 J&.370 'l 'l • 5 S 3 'i36o00 
I e • 9 'l 7 3 F. 'I 'i 4 '-i5.C93 972.CD 
( 1_9.SC'I 39.S15 'l 6. '1.07 lOOA.O 
20.021 'l O. (18 2 'i8.2S9 IO 4 'l. 0 
2G.501 'lC.636 so.see 10&0.C 
i 20.923 
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'l I ol 7 3 r,3.211 I I I 6. 0 
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Fig. A9. Example 1. Printed output for typical 






This example is the same as example 1, except that compass bearings 
were used instead of cartesian angles. No plot was drawn. The 
data used for this example is shown below. Printed output for 





12. ,11,81,9¢,75¢. ,375. ,36. ,¢. 
NP 
2. ,22. ,45. 
4. , 2¢. , 4 5. 
6. ,18. ,45. 
8. ,16. ,45. 
1¢. , 14 . , 4 5. 
12. ,12. ,45. 
14.,1¢.,45. 
16. ,8. ,45. 
18. ,6. ,45. 
2¢. , 4. , 4 5. 
22. ,2. ,45. 
@ADD VISDAT. 
EXAMPLE 3 
This example is the same as example 1, except that the starting 




12. ,11,81,9¢, 75¢. ,375. ,36. ,¢. 
NP 
2. ,22. ,45. ,2.82843 
@ADD VISDAT 

















OfiTHOGONAL ,.. 0. 1 • 5 T Ar, T I P, G PT • : C 2.oc, :n.co 1 
X y l HE TA f[APlN(, TI I' E 
-------
7.c,000 22.000 '!S.OC'O 'i S. 0(, 0 0.00000 
7.6333 22.633 'lS.000 'l S. D c,o 36.000 
3.2667 23.267 'lS.000 'lS.OCO 12.000 
3.9000 23.900 'I':,• GOO 'iS.OCO 10(.00 
'I• 5 3 3 'I 2'1.533 'IS• DOU 'iS.OCO I 'i'i • OD 
5.J667 2S.167 'iS.GCC 'IS. 000 lb0.00 
s.euoo 25.800 'IS.OCO •1s.oco 216.00 
6 • '13 3-1 26.'133 'IS.CUD 'i S. C L,0 2s2.oo 
7.0667 27.067 'ls.uou 'i S • (1 U 0 2ee.oo 
7.7001 27.700 'IS.DOC '1S.Cl0 32'1.00 
8.333'1 2e.333 'i ':, • (; :::i 0 '-15.QCO 36C.OO 
8.9667 28.967 'IS.ODO 'IS.OLD 396.00 
9.6001 29.600 '!S.GCO 'i '::. C 00 4]2.00 
10.233 30.233 '!S.QCO 'IS.COO 468.00 
J0.867 J0.867 'lS.000 '15.000 SC'i.00 
I I• S DD 31.sDD 'l 'i. 9 99 'IS. OD I S'i0.00 
12.J33 32.I33 'l 'l. 9 9 9 'IS• DC I S76.00 
12-767 32.767 'l 'i • 9 9 9 'l 5. 00 I 612.00 
13. 'lOD JJ.'100 'IS.ODO '15.fJLO 6 'if!• 00 
I 'i • 0 3 3 J'l.033 'lS.003 'i 'I. 9 'i' 7 68'1.00 
J'i.667 )'i.667 'iS • 0 IE Y 'l. 9E 2 120.00 
JS.JOO JS.JOI '15.066 'I 'I. 9 J 'I 7S6.00 
15.931 JS.93'1 '15.JJJ 'l 'i. CJ lo 7 792.00 
16.S57 36. 56'1 'l 5. I 'Y 1 'l 'i. 8 C 9 Fza.oo 
17.175 37.186 'i 5. 0 7 'i 'i 'i. 9 2 6 86'1.00 
17.779 ]7.78& 'l 'i. 7 9 8 '15.2(,2 9[;0.00 
l&.368 JE.370 'i Y • 5 ti J Y 5. 'I 1 7 9]6.00 
I 8 • 9 'I 7 J e. 9 'I 'I '15.09] '1 'i. 9 J 7 977.00 
19. SO'! :: 9. S 1 5 'Io. 'l O 7 <tJ.S9J IOC8.0 
20.021 '<C.082 '!8.2S9 'I l • 7 '< I IO 'I 'I• D 
20.so1 'i0.636 so.sea 39.'112 I OP U • 0 
20.923 'l I .J 7 3 5 3. 2 I I Jt..7e9 I l I 6. 0 
21..289 'II. 6 8 6 S 5. 9 I iJ 3Li.Ct7 I 15 2. 0 
210600 112-169 se.SJ9 3 I • 'It I I I B b • 0 
21.872 'i2.63B 6 I .J I 2 :t. 6. 8 f: P, 122 'l. 0 
22.111 '13.('9'! 6).719 .7 6. 2 t- I 1260.0 
2 2 • 3 I (1 'l 3. 5 1 9 66.)77 23.623 1296.Q 
22.'l59 'l].892 69.962 20.c~(~ 1332.Q 
22-561 'l 'i. 2 0 S 7 'l. 'l I I IS• Se 9 JJ6bo0 
22.617 'i 'l. 'i 3 J 78.09C' I I. 9 I 0 I 'iO'i • 0 
Fig. AlO. Example 2. Printed output for typical 




This example is the same as example 1, except that no wave front 
positions are shown in the plot. The data for this example is 




12. ,11,81,9¢, 75¢. ,375. ,36. ,¢. 
PLOT 
2. ,22. ,45. 
4 • , 2¢. , 4 5 • 
6. ,18. ,45. 
8. ,16. ,45. 
1¢. , 14 . , 4 5. 
12. ,12. ,45. 
14 • , 1¢. , 4 5 . 
16. ,8. ,45. 
18. ,6. ,45. 
2¢. , 4. , 4 5. 







This example considers only one orthogonal, orthogonal No. 1 
in example 1. For this orthogonal the time values are given 
with the wave front directions. 
The plot size was such that the Y-axis length is 17.8 inches, 
but is scaled by a factor of one half, to bring the plot size 
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12. ,1,81,9¢, 75¢. ,375. ,36. ,¢. 
PLOT 







This example is an example of a reverse tracing procedure. 
The origin of the rays is at point (61,56) and eight rays are 
projected at ten degree angles from 200° till 270°. The plot 
is shown in Figure Al3, and the data is shown below. The 




12 . , 8 , 81 , 9 ¢ , 7 5¢. , 3 7 5 . , 3 6 . , ¢ . 
PLOT 
61. , 5 6 . , 2¢¢. 
61 • , 5 6 . , 21¢ . 
61. ,56. ,22¢. 
61. , 5 6. , 2 3¢. 
61. ,56. ,24¢. 
61. , 5 6 . , 2 5¢ . 
61. ,56. ,26¢. 
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Fig. Al2. Example 5. Plot for a typical orthogonal 
showing wave front directions, and time 
values, with a scale factor applied. 
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Fig. Al3. Example 6. Plot of reverse tracing procedure. 
ic3 0 
ORTHCGO!'iAL ~o. 6. STARTl°"G p T • : I 61.('0, S6.u0) 
X y TH l TA T Ir-- E 
6 I. 000 so.DOD 2so.oo o.ococ.o 
,60.72'-f 55.230 2 SC.'.'., .Z 36.0CO 
6Q.'lS2 5 'i. 'l S 2 2S0.95 12.000 
6Li.184 53.66S 2 5 I • J 'i I OP• GO 
59.916 52.e67 251.52 I 4 'l. 00 
59.64b 52o06'l 251.::8 1ec.co 
59.3eo Sl.260 2SI.S7 2 I l.. G 0 
59.J 12 SC.456 2s1.s2 z52.oo 
5e.e'i2 49.6SI 2 5 I. 4 'i zet .oo 
58.570 4 E. 6 'i 2 ZSl.39 32'-f.OO 
58.297 'i e • 0 3 I 251-33 360.(lQ 
5e.021 'i 7. 2 I 7 2s1.25 39c.OO 
5 7. 7 'i 3 4 6. 'i O I 2 SI • I 6 432.CO 
57.'l64 4S.Sl'3 251.tS 'i6b.OO 
57.184 44.763 2 5 I. I 6 504.00 
56.9(13 43.938 2SI.J8 S4G.GD 
S6o6.71 4 J. I I 0 2s1.20 S76.u0 
Sb.339 42.280 2 5 I • 2 C, 612.GO 
56.QC,6 4lo44(' 2 SI. 3 I 64E.CO 
'::5.774 4G.613 .7 SI. 3 6 6B'l.QO 
5S.493 39.776 7 SI. 4 I 120.co 
55 • 21 I )f.938 2 'o I • 'l 6 7S6.GO 
5'-f.930 JE.Q<;e 2 SI • : C 792.CO 
S'l.648 J7.2S7 2s1.so en,.cc 
5'-f.367 J6.41S 2s1.c.)o f64.GO 
54.oe"l JS.'::72 2 SI. 4 b 'tOG.GD 
53.802 3'l.7i8 251.47 'd6.(;0 
53.Sl9 33.f:64 2S I. 4 6 972.CO 
53.23S 33.039 2 SI • 'i 6 18C8.0 
52.951 32.19) 2:.., I • 'l 6 IO Y 'i. 0 
52.668 Jl.346 2S).46 1oeo.o 
52.JEJ 30.499 2 c; I. 4 S I I I 6. 0 
52.099 29.652 251 .44 I I 5 2. 0 
5 I• 8 I 'i 2&o80'l 25 I. 4 J I I 2 0. C 
51.529 27.9'::6 7:: I • •; 2 1224.0 
51.244 27.108 2:,1.'lJ 1760.Q 
50.959 26.259 2::l.'l9 1296.Q 
5Q.67S 25. 'i09 2Sl.S9 1332.0 
50.393 24.':,59 2 S 1 .e, I 1368.0 
SO. I 1 0 23.709 2::: I • 6 I IYCY.O 
y9.ezs 22.es9 2 SI • t- 0 I 4 'i O • 0 
Y9.545 22.cc9 ZSJ.60 1476.0 
'19.262 21.! 60 2::: I • c; 9 IS I 2. 0 
'l6o979 20.JIO 2 S 1. ':o 9 IS'i8.0 
Y8o696 19.Y60 2 ':o I • S 9 1St4.0 
"l 8 • 'i 1 'l 18. 6 I G 2SI.S9 162~.o 
'l 8. I 3 I 17.760 2 5 I • :: 9 I 6 ':,. 6. 0 
-'l7.6Y8 I 6. 9 I 0 2:,l o60 I 6 'r 2. C 
'l7.565 J6.G60 2 ':, I • h U 17.tF.O 
'i7.2P2 I :. • 2 1 I 2~1.to I 71. 'i. 0 
'l7.0CO 1 'i. 3 6 I 2:. 1 • t U I i· ~CJ. 0 
'l 6. 7 I 7 I 3 • :. I I 7 :) 1 • t-; r Ir: J 6. Q 
'l 6. 'i 3 4 I 7.t- 6 I ; ~) l • t r:._; ! e 7 2. a 
'l6ol 52 I 1 • >' I I ;- '.:. 1 • i: (J I" Ci-". 0 
'15. E, 69 ! 0. 9 6 I 2:. 1. 6 0 1 ""' 4. 0 
'l S. 5 Ii 6 IO.JI I z ':. l • t ,: lcl['J.C 
'l 5. 3 0 'I c,. 2 t, I 3 2 S l .. t. ~ L '; 1 6 0 0 
4S.021 E. 'l 1 1 'i 2 •.:, I • l, S L~J~2.0 
'14.738 7•SllS 2 ~' 1 • l I 2n.t ~.o 
'I 'I. '15 6 6. 7 I I 6 :i SI • I, I ; Ii'" • I: 
'14. I 7 3 S. il b I t, 2'· I. 1, I Llt<:.o 
'IJ.l,90 5.0117 2 r_, 1 • }.. I ,:.: 1 •.; 6 • rJ 
43.t,CE, '-: • i tJ j t' 2 SI • i, l i_2)/.0 
YJ.375 3 .JI I 9 ;_· ', l • I J ,L ~' t. s • [' 
'I 3. 0 'l J 2.4t,L(~ '2 ~~ I • G 1 . 31..: •. 0 
Fig. Al4. Example 6. Printed output for typical orthogonal, 
reverse tracing procedure. 
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A3 - SYSTEM DOCUMENTATION 
A3.l Computer Equipment: The program REFRAC was developed on 
a UNIVAC 1106 computer. This computer has a 36 bit word 
processor, and a code access speed of 1.5 µ seconds. 
A3.2 Peripheral Equipment: The following peripheral equipment 
was used in developing the program. 
(i) 2 line printers, namely the Univac 0768 drum 
printer, (900 lines/min), and the Univac 9300 




A Univac 9300 card reader, (600 cards/min). 
An Olivetti TE 318 tele-type interactive terminal. 
A Calcomp 760/953 off-line plotter, which has a 
30 inch drum, and uses plot-increments of 1/100 of 
an inch. Plot speed is 300 increments/sec. 
Any similar set of peripheral equipment compati.ble with 
Fortran V, including the CALCOMP standard subroutines, may 
be used to operate this program. 
A3.3 Source Program: The source listings of the MAIN program 
and the subroutines are shown in Figure Al5. 
A3.4 Variables and Subroutines: The variables used in the main 
program and the subroutines are defined in Figure Al6. 
The program consists of the following parts. 
(i) REFRAC.MAIN· 
The main program reads all data, except plotting 
instructions, and calls subroutines ALTER, CWLH and 
PROG. 
(ii) REFRAC.ALTER 
This subroutine is called by the main program if 
starting positions of orthogonals, in deep water, 
are to be calculated. 
(iii) REFRAC.CWLH 
This subroutine calculates and stores wave celerities 
for specific water depths from one metre to deep 
A40 
water, for interpolation in subroutine PROG. 
As the real relationship between depth and wave 
celerity is implicit, a bisection method is used. 
The bisection method is incorporated in an internal 
subroutine, subroutine SPEED. 
(iv) REFRAC.PROG 
This subroutine calculates the progression of each 
orthogonal by progressing from the given starting 
point in a set of circular increments. 
For each increment the curvature and travel time 
are computed, hence the final co-ordinates, direction, 
and time values are computed. 
The orthogonal calculation is discontinued in the 
event of the water depth being less than one metre, 
or the orthogonal position being within one grid 
length of any of the borders. 
The orthogonal parameters are printed at multiples 
of a selected time value, and, if desired, are 
plotted on an off-line drum plotter. 
This subroutine calls subroutine STPLOT. 
(v) REFRAC.STPLOT 
This subroutine is called by subroutine PROG if a 
plot is required. It initialises the plot, and 
draws the axes. This subroutine reads the plotting 
instruction data and shoreline data. 
The Calcomp library subroutines used are: PLOTS,FACTOR, 
PLTIME, PLOT, AXIS, NUMBER, and SYMBOL. 
Other library subroutines which are provided by the system 
are: COS, SIN, TANH, and COSH. 
A41 
A3.5 Data Structures: Data may be all on cards, or user may use 
data files, data elements, and data cards in any combination 
compatible with the computer being used. 
A3.6 Storage Requirements: The requisite core space for running 
the program on the Univac 1106 system is 33 363 words of 
which 27 2·0 words are for data bank. These core 
requirements apply for non segmental mapping. 
A3.7 Maintenance and Updates: Besides the development of 
the program no updates have taken place. 
SECTION A4 - OPERATING DOCUMENTATION 
A4.l Operator Instructions: The operation of the program 
shall be dependent on the specific system being used 
by the user. 
A4.2 Operating Messages: A special operating message is 
produced by the program if a plot is to be drawn. This 
message is on card number 47 of subroutine STPLOT and is 
a request for a maximum of 40 minutes plotting time (normal 
maximum time is 20 minutes). 
A4.3 Control Cards: The program is compiled, mapped and executed 
by using standard Univac Exec 8 control cards. 
A4.4 Error Recovery: The program must be restarted on error. 
A4.5 Run Time: The actual run time is dependent on the example 
considered, and is hard to predict without having previously 
done a similar example. As a basic indication the run 
time taken for example 1 in Section A2.9 was 38 seconds, 



























(o AND lC CALL THE SUAROUTl~ES• 
co,..~·o,-.. HI ISO,ISOI ,CIJOO> ,XI I 100) ,YI< 1001 
1,lfUFt2000) ,iD\(100) 
Co••••••ooo 
6 Co lHE flkST DATA CARO STIPULATES ~HETHER STARTING POSITIONS 
7 Co OF TH[ ORTHOGONALS A~E TO bE REAL INUIVIDUALLY, OR ARE 
8 Co GOING lC 8( COMPUTED ACCORClt-...G TO THE 'I.AVE DIRECTION ANO 
9 Co O~[ STARTl~G POl~T. 
10 Co IF lH[ STARTING POSITIONS APE TO cl INDIVIDUALLY ENTERED 
l l 
I 2 























Co THE SECOND CARD STIPULATES fH[TH[R THE UIPECTIONS READ AN[ 
Co CARTESIAN, MEASURED A"'TI-CLOCK~ISE FRCM THE HORIZCNTAL 
Co X-AXIS, DR CO~PA5 BEARINGS, ~EASURED CLOCK~ISE FRO~ NORTH. 
Co IF THEY ARE CARTESIAN THIS CARD SHOULD REiO 'GRID', 
Co If ~CT IT SHOULD READ 'COMPAS'• 
READ 160,0RIEN 
160 FORMAT<A'I) 
IFIOfil[N.[Q.'GRIO'I GO 10 S7 
coooooooooo 
C• THE NEXT DATA CARD IS READ ONLY IF CC~PASS BEARINGS ARE 
Co USED. THIS CARD READS THE CO,..PASS BEARING OF THE X-AXIS.• 
Co IF ALL Dl~ECTIONS ARE CARTESIAN THIS CARD MUST ~OT BE 
Co lt-...SERTE.D. 
F<[AD 100,GAl"'.~A 
5 7 CO t, l I !\ U E 
Cooooo,o,ooo,c, 
Co THE NE~T DATA CARD IS READ HERE. IT CONTAINS: 
Co 1- T -THE ~AVE PEFIOD IN SECCNDS - ~LAL. 
C * 2 - ~. - T H E N U I' 6 E R O F ti A V E C R T H O G O N A L S - I N T E G E R • 
C• J- NX -THE NU~BER OF X CCORJINATES I~ THE GRID - INTEGER. 
3'f Co 'f- t-...Y -THE NUVB[R OF Y CGCMDINATES IN THl GRID - INTEGER. 
3S Co 5- DEL -THE LENGTH CF EACH GhlC SIC[ IN ~ETRES - REAL• 
36 Co 6- DIST -THE LENGTH IN "ETRES Of EACH J!\CRE"ENT - REAL. 
























Co PRINTED POSITION, DIRECTION L Tll"'E VALUES - REAL. 
Co 8- TIDE -THE TJCAL SHIFT, IN "ETRES, ,HtCH 15 TO CE ADDEO 10 
Co ALL THE DEPTH VALUES - REAL. 




Co THE NEXT CARD STIPULATES IH[lHER A FLCJ IS TO EE CRA~N OR NOT• 
Co IF NO PLOT IS DE5Ir.LD, THE CAPO SHOULD READ '~P'. 
(,o IF A PLOT 15 DESl~EC, THE CA~D ShOULC READ 'PLOT'. 
Co (IF PLOT 15 O[Sl~ED SEE ADDITICNAL DATA RE~UIRE~ENTS 
(,o FOR PLOTTING STIPULATED IN SUPROUTl~E SlPLOT~) 
PEAD 111,0ES 
Ill ror,MAT(A2) 
!FISTART,EC.'l10R"'l GO TO II 
CALL ALTER(ORIE~,GAMMA,Nl 
GG TO 21 
II CONTINUE 
co,00000,00•0 
(,c, THE NEXT SET OF r~lA CARDS 15 READ O~LY IF THE STARTING 
Co POSITJO~ 0F [ACH ~RlHOGONAL IS FLAD JN:IVIOUALLY I SEE TH[ 
C• FIRST D~l- CA~G >• 
































c• AE NOi READ N (Ah05 - I'. eEING TH[ 1',0. or ~AVL O~THOGO,..ALS -
C• EACH OATA CARD /,ILL HAVE T•1[ X (, Y COLRDlr..ATL At-.D GRTHCGOIIIAL 
C• OIRECTICN 'VALUES PLSPECTJVELY AT THE START]"'C, PCSITION Of 
C• THE COk[SPONOJr,.,G ORTHOGONAL• 
DO I I: I .111 
READ IOU 9 l!ICll,Yltll,l'.0Nlll 
IF tORIEt..E.;.•GRID'l GO TO I 
69 ,oNtlJ:GAMMA-,DNII) 
70 CO,..TINUE 
























C• ~E NO~ READ IIIX DATA SETS, ~HICH HAVE THE D[PTrl COCRDl,...ATES 
C• OF THE GRID POINTS. 
C• EACH SET ~UST HAVE NY VALUES. 
C• HEr,.,CE, FOR EXA~PLE THE EIGTH VALUE IN THE FIFTH S(T 
C• ,ouLO BE THE DEPTH AT GRID POJr,.,T X=5, Y=&· 
C• EACH DATA SET CAN STRETCH OVLR ANY NU~B[H or CARDS, 
C• BUT MUST START ON A NEI'. CAhO. 
C• 6HLRE A POINT APPEARS ON LA~C IT CAiii er GIV[t-. A VALUE 
Co OF ZLRO CREAL), HOnl~ER FOR SLOP[ DETER~IIIIATJOr,., CLOSE TO 
C• THE SHO~ELl~E IT IS MORE ACCURATE TO INSERT A 0 PROPRIATE 
C• NEGATIVE VALUES FOR GRID POINTS ADJACENT TO THE SHORELINE. 
D021=1,lliX 
2 hEAD JOO, IHI I ,Jl ,J=J ,NYl 
IFIAPSITIOEJ.LT.I.E-!:.l GO TO 't'i 
DO '13 l=l 9NX 
00 'i3 J=l ,NY 
'13 ~IJ ,Jl=HII,Jl•TICE 









1 SUDROUTIN[ ALT[RCORJEN,GAfo'~A,N) 

















































C• READ. IT CAN BE USEC FOR OHTHOGO~ALS THAT ARE STILL IN DEEP 
C• AATER, I,[. AS REFRACTION HAS NOT YfT CCCU~R[D THE IAVE FRONT 
C• JS STRAIGHT AND ORTHOGONALS ARE THUS PARALLEL, 
Co AE NEED TH[ STARTING POINT OF O~E ORThOGONAL, THE ORTHOGONAL 
Co 15 TH[ CNE ON THE EXlREfo'E LEFT OF THE tiVt FHONT ~HEN 
Co LOO~JNG IN THE DJR[CTION Of THL lAV[ PRCGR[SSJON, 
COM~ON Hl!SG,lSO>,CCJOOl,XIIIOO>,YlCIOO) 
1,1BUF(2000) ,ADN( 100) 
C • • ,o, • • • • • • • 
C• H[R[ AE READ THE INITIAL X & y VALLlES or TH[ ORTHOGONAL, 
Co THE ~AVE DIRECTION AND TH[ DESIRED SPACING E[Tl(EN ADJACENT 
C• ORTHOGONALS, MEASURED ALONG THL ilAV[ FRONT, EXPRESSED AS 
C• NUfo'~[R or GRID LENGTHS. 
READ 100,Xl 1,Yll ,ADNJl,DISTJ 
100 fOPMAT() 
JfCORJEN,EC,'GRIC') GO TO l'I 
t.DNI l=GAfo'MA-t.DNI I 
l'I A~G=C~DNIJ-90,>•l,7'1SJ29E-2 
Xlll>=Xll 
Y l I I > = Y 1 I 
ADI\I I )=f,DNJ l 
CX=DISTl*COS(ANG) 
DY=D1ST1•S1NCANGI 
DO 11 1=2,N 
XI CI >=XI Cl-I l•DX 
Yl(Jl=YIII-J>•DY 




































































THIS SUEROUTINE CALCULATES A~D S10hf5 iAvE CELERITIES FON 
SPECIFIC DEPTHS UP TO DEEP ~~T[R, FOR l~T[RPOLATION LATER 
I~ T~[ PRCGRAM. DEPTHS CHOSE~ AR[ AT HALF ~FTRE INTERVALS 
TILL TEN ~[lHES AATEH CEPTH, A~D AT O~E ~[TRE INTERVALS 
fRO~ TE~ METRES TO DEEP ~AT[R. 
AS THE R[LATIC~SHIP f[TiLEN CEPTH AN[ iAVE CELERITY 15 







CC ='II C 




CI I> =I\ C 











IFIFA•FC.LT.O.l GO TO 17 
A=CP 
FA=fC 
GO TO 19 
17 B=CP 
19 CP=(A+C)/2• 
IFIA~SILl-AI.LT.1.[-Sl GO TO 21 























































































C• THIS SU~ROUTJN[ CALCULATES Thl P~OGRESSICN OF EACH ORTHOGONAL, 
C• BY r~cG~[SSING FhOM THE GIVEN STARTJ~G POINT IN A SET or 
C• ClkCULAR INCfiE~ENTS. 
Co FOR EACH INCR[~[NT THE CURVATURE ANC 1H[ TRAVEL TIME AR[ 
Co CO~PUTEC. HENCE THE FINAL COOR~INAlES, DIRECTION .AND TIME 
C• VALUES ARE COMPUTED. 
C• THE CfiTHOGONAL CALCULATION 15 DISCONTINUED IN 1HE EVENT OF 
C• TH[ AATER DEPTH ~EING LESS THAN ONE METRE, OR THE ORTHOGONAL 
C• POSITION BEING ftlTtilN ONE GRIDL[NGTH CF ANY OF THE eoRU(RS. 
C• THESE ARRAYS ARf PhlNTED, AND IF DESIRED ARE PLOTED. CSfE 
C• SUBROUTINE PPLOT.) 
(O~~ON HCJS0,150) ,CC300l ,XII ICO) ,YICIOO) 





IF CD[S.[Q. 't.P' I GO TO 1000 
CALL STPLOTCNX,NY,DELTAV,NUM,XAXLEN,INT> 
I 000 COi, TI NUE 
CCS=DS 
c---------------------------------------------------------------
C• THE FIRST LCOP STARTS HER[. CN EACH SUCCESSIVE TRAVEL A NEW 
Co )\AVE CRTHOGONAL IS CO~PUT[O. 
c----------------------------------------------------------------
00 9f, 11=1,N 
C• Tt: ORTHOGCNAL PROJECTICN 15 INITIATEC BY SETTING THE 
Co SlAfiTING VALUES. 










200 FO~~~l(IHI ,' ORTHOGONAL N0.',13, ', 
I • ' > • > 
STARTING PT.:C',F6•2,',',F6,2 
19'1 f"ORMATCIH ,/,7X,'X',12X,'Y',ICX,'T~[TA',BX,'TJME' 
1,1,1x,•-•,12x,•-•,1cx,•-----•,ex,•----'> 
193 FORMATIIH ,/,7X,'X',12X,'Y',IOX,'THETA',7X, 
I ' g E AR I 'JG ' , 7 X , ' T I "'E 1 , / , 7 X , ' - ' , I 2 X , ' - ' , I OX , 
2'-----',7X,'-------',7X,'----'> 




GO TC 1231 
1230 PRIP-;T 19'1 
P R I I, T I C O , X , Y , T H r D , T I I" E 










































































l l 1 
l 12 
113 
J 1 '+ 
1 1 S 
I l 6 
1q 
1 1 8 










( • TH£. 5 L C C ND L O Or ~' 1 1, w T S HF ~· l • 0 ~ [ ~ C H ': t' C C I ~ 5 I V L T I'/. V L L 1 ,, r 
C • ,. A \/ [ 0" 1 HOG C ·, A L I 5 r ~ 0 J f' C 1 f. 0 r Y / u I '.: l I •, C l C OR k f ~' r C ~. L, I "- r, 
C• TO A Tl~[ STEP H[~UIH[C ro~ THE AAVE TC lWAVEL A DJCTAI\C[ 
C• ~151 <SEE FOU~TH DATA CARS J~ ~Al~ FRCGP/.M) J~ DlfP ~AT[R. 
c---------------------------------------------------------------
9 COtdll\U[ 
r• THE AFPROPRIAT[ \/ILU[S OF DH/DX, nH/DY A~D iiv[ CELERITY 





IFIHJ.LT.I.) GO TO 99 
IF(XloLT.2oCR.XloGT.(NX-lll GO TO 99 
lFIYl.LT.2.CR.Yl.GT.CI\Y-1)1 GO TO 99 
I= X 1 








H2=H(i ,J-1 l•KJ+H( l,J>•K2+H(J+I ,J-1 )cKJ+H(J+J,Jl•K'+ 
H 3 = H ( I , J l • K I + H ( I , J + 1 I • I( ;_ + t' I I + I , J l * K 3 + H ( I + I , J + I I * K 'I 
H'l=H(I ,J•I l*Kl+Hli,J+2)•K2+H(J+l ,J•ll*KJ•H(!+l ,J+2)0K'l 
H5=H(J+J,Jl•Kl+H(i+l ,J+ll•K2+H(i+2,J)cl(J+H(l+2,J•ll*K'l 
IFIHJ.LT.I.) GO TO 99 























C• TH[ CURVATURE ANC Hf~CE Fl~AL POSITIO~ & DIRECTION FOR 






JFIABSIDTHETA).GT.J.E-2) GO TO 11 
CN=DS•DTHETA/2. 
CSl=CS 
(,C TO 12 
11 DSl=RoSJNCCTHLTAl/DEL 





D [ Y = D S I • S I I\ ( TH l l • C ',, o C C:, I T ti r l 
129 DT~DS/ACoQ[L 
130 C• ~LL Tl~[ VALUlS CORR[SPOI\DJNC, TO 11\TEG[R MULTIPL[S or 
131 C• 111-', 15E.f ro\.,r..TH DATA CAr..D IN ~/.It. PhOGRA,..,) /,fi[ PRINTED 














1'16 IFIIFT9.[(;.1FT> GO TO 9 
1'17 ZZ=MM 
1'18 rM=MM+l 





15'1 IFICRJ[N.['.J.'GRID'l GO TO 12'10 
155 TH[OCS=GAMwA-TH[08 
156 PRINT !OO,XE,YB,THED8,THEOCE,TIME8 
157 GO TO 12'11 
156 12'10 PRII\T 10C,X8,Y8,THED8,TJ~E8 










IFCMl-',...LT•l~l) GO TO !CC2 
MMM=O 
167 GO TO CIOD2,ll02,ll03l,I\UM 
lb8 1103 CALL NUl"EE.R(Xil,Yfl,O.!O,ll'°'Ee,t.NGLE,-1> 
169 1102 CALL SY~bCLIX8,Y8,0.;0,3,A~GLE,-1 > 
170 CALL PL01CX8,Y8,3l 
171 !CO2 COI\TlhU[ 
172 c----------------------------
173 C• THE SECO~D LOOP ENDS HEH[. 
17'i c----------------------------
175 GO TO 9 
176 C• Th( LAST VALUE OF lH( ORTHCGO~AL POSITION 15 PLOTTED. 
177 99 CO!\TII\UE 
178 IFIDES.EG•'~,P') GO TO 98 
179 X6=X/DELTAV 
160 Y6=Y/DELTAV 
181 CALL PLOT(X8,Y8,2) 
182 Rll•IJ+.l 
183 CALL IIIU,'1f[RIXe,Y8,Q.1,Ril,O•C,-ll 
18~ c---------------------------
1 8 5 C o T HE F I R S l L O OP [ ~. 0 S I' [ F E • 
186 c---------------------------
1e1 98 COhllNUE 
188 PRINT 'iOO 
)89 
190 
J 9 I 
192 
193 







I SU [1 R OU T I 1-. E S T r L O l I N X , N Y , D [. L T '- 11 , 1-. U,.. • X A X L E P', , I Iii T l 
2 C• Jr A PLOT IS R[GU)h[D I S[[ l"'AIN PROGRA!" l THIS SUBROUTINE 
3 C• INlllf•Ll~[S THE FLGT, AND ORA,'15 THE AXES. 
'f C• TH[ DATA PEAD IN THIS SUBROUTINE IS h[AC ArT[R ALL TH[ OTl·ER 
S C • D J. T A , A r, [; I"' A Y E l O I"' I T T E D I r A P L C l I S I; 0 1 I, E ,; U I R [. 0 • 
6 C0"'"'0t-. HIJSC,IS0l,Cl3001,XIIIOOl,YIIIOO> 
7 l,IE'UF(20001 
~ DJ~ENSION SHYIJOOl,SHY(300) 
9 c••••••ooo• 
10 c• H[fi[ i[ R[A[I iH[TH[R IE I\At,T TJ~[ f, On'THOGOIIIAL DJRN. VALUES 
II C• PFdt.llD, Al'.D Al V.HAT TJ!"[ SPA(INC, lt-,[Y f"UST BE. 
12 Co TH[ FIRST VARJAFLE CAN ASSU~l A VALUE OF I ,2 OR J. 
13 C• JF IT JS 1, THl Ch'THOGCNAL ALONE IS DRA\\ ..... 
l'f C• IF IT 15 2, iAV[ FRONT DIRECTIONS AF[ DfiAAN AT THE APPNOPHIATE 
IS Co 11"1[ INTERVALS• 
lb co IF IT IS 3, BOTH JAVE rRONT Dlfi[(TJO~S ~ND TJf"[ v•LUES ARE 
17 C• DRAIN A"D PRINTED 
18 c• TH[ SECOND VA~JABL[ JS TH[ INTEGER "'ULTJPL[ or THE TI!"'[ 
19 C• IN(fi[l"'ENT VALUE ( SEE TIM CN TH[ rou~TH DATA CARD IN 
20 C• TH( MAIN PROGRA~ ) fOR ~HICH OIR[CTIGN AND 11"'[ VALUES 
21 C• AR[ DhAI\N AND FRJ .... TED ON THE PLOT. 
22 C• B0Th VARIABLES APE ENTERED 0" ONE DATA CARD AS INTEGERS. 




27 C• HER[ Al REAC, ON ONE DATA CARD, THE L[I\GTH Of THE Y-AXIS 
28 C• II\ l~CHfS, AND THE SCALf rACTOR. BOTH ARE REAL. 




33 Co THE SHORELINE DATA IS READ HE~[. 
3'f C• THE f lRST CARO f.[PR[S(I\TS THE NO. OF SHOhE COORDINATES, 
3S C• SAY\, TO BE READ (Al\ INTEGER>- SUCCESSIVE POINTS TO BE 
36 Co JOINED BY STRAIGHT LINES. 
37 c• THE suesEQUENT N DATA CAFQS EACH HAVE THE GRID COCROJr-AT[S 
38 Co - X & Y RESPECTIVELY - OF THE COfiR(SPC\CJNG POINT. 
39 READ 100,IA 
'fO COS I=J,IA 
'fl RE.AO IGO,SHX(Jl ,SHY(!) 
'f2 SHXlll=SHX(J)/DELTAV 
'f3 S SHY( I >=SHY(! 1/DELTAV 
'f'f 100 FOR~ATI> 
'fS CALL PLOTSll[>.Ur,2000,bl 
'f6 CALL FACTORCFACTl 
~7 CALL PLTIME('H:11 
'f8 CALL PLOTc.s,.s,-3) 
'f9 YAXLEN=A 
50 XAXLEl\=Ao IR1'.X-J. I/ (RNY-1. I 
51 YAX=A+AX 
52 XAX=XAXL(N+AX 
53 CALL AXJSIAX,AX,IHY,I ,YAXLEl\,90.0,loO,DELTAV) 
5'f CALL AXIS(AX,Y~X,JH ,l,XAXLE',,O.c,1.r,,c,[LTAV) 
55 CALL AXJS(AX,AX,JHX,-J,XAYLl"-i,C.O,J.(',O[LTAV) 
Sb CALL AXIS(XAX.~X,IH ,-J,YtXLE~.~o.c,1.0,DELTAV) 
57 CALL PLGTCSHX( I l ,5HYl!l ,31 
58 D') 60 1=2,JA 
59 60 CALL PLOTCSHX(J > ,~HYCll,21 
60 R[TUR"i 
61 E ·, D 
















































Deep water wave celerity 
The instanteneous curvature of an orthogonal 
The spacing of the grid mesh in metres 
An alphanumeric word specifying whether a plot 
is to be drawn (see Section A2.5) 
The increment size (in grid mesh spacing units) 
The increment size in deep water (in grid mesh 
spacing units) 
The increment size in deep water (in metres) 
The factor by which a grid mesh spacing must 
be divided to give an inch unit for use on 
the plotter 
The incremental change in x 
The incremental change in y 
The incremental change in e 
The instantaneous rate of change of depth with 
respect to x 
The instantaneous rate of change of depth 
with respect toy 
The scale factor for the size of plot (see 
Section A2.5) 
The compass bearing of the X-axis (see Section 
A2. 5) 
he The critical depth in metres 
h(x-1,y) See Section 3.3 
h(x,y-1) See Section 3.3 
h(x,y) See Section 3.3 All depths in metres 
h(x,y+l) See Section 3.3 




The number of shore co-ordinates (see Section 
A2.5) 
Integer multiple of TIM at which wave fronts 
are to be drawn (see Section A2.5) 
Integer representing first subscript of an array 
Integer representing second subscript of an 
array 
See Section 3.3 
See Section 3.3 
See Section 3.3 
See Section 3.3 
Number of orthogonals 
A51 






























Number of x co-ordinates in study area 
Number of y co-ordinates in study area 
Specification of whether wave fronts are to 
be drawn (see Section A2.5) 
An alphanumeric word specifying whether direc-
tions are compass bearing or cartesian angles 
(see Section A2.5) 
Instantaneous radius of curvature of an ortho-
gonal 
An alphanumeric word specifying whether ortho-
gonal starting positions are to be generated 
(see Section A2.5) 
The x co-ordinate of a shoreline co-ordinate 
They co-ordinate of a shoreline co-ordinate 
The wave period in seconds 
The tidal shift in metres 
The time increment of orthogonal (travel) in 
seconds, between positions joined by straight 
lines in the plot, and positions at which 
printed parameters are given (in seconds) 
The instantaneous wave direction as a cartesian 
angle in radians 
The instantaneous wave direction as a cartesian 
angle in degrees 
The instantaneous wave direction as a compass 
bearing 
The inst~ntaneous time of travel of an orthogo-
nal, from the starting position (in seconds) 
Instantaneous co-ordinates of orthogonal 
Starting co-ordinates of orthogonal 
Length in inches of the X-axis in the plot 
Length in inches of the Y-axis in the plot 
* These symbols followed by 8, e.g. THED8, correspond to tne 
interpolated values which are printed and plotted (see 
Sections A2.6 and A2.7). 
Figure Al6 Major variables used in writer's program 
Bl 
APPENDIX B. 
Shoaling Wave Charts. 
The fol lowing charts have been con;pi led for determining w&ve Leif:.-:.,, 
lengths and celerities for a wave of period T, and deep water wave 
height H, travelling through shoaling water with a general undistur'te:i 
0 
depth of D. The charts are also applicable to waves wtich are sut2ec, tc 
refraction; but when refraction occurs the relative height (H/H ) r::~st 
C 
be modified by a refraction coefficient. 
The range of wave periods covered is from six seconds to sixteen 
seconds, which covers most waves encountered in practice. 
The values were obtained from the small amplitude wave theory and 
constant power transr::ission. 
B2 
~ 6 7 8 9 10 . 11 12 13 14 15 16 ~ m ) 
1 1,26 1, 35 1,43 1,52 1 ,60 1, 67 1, 74 1 ,81 1,88 1, 94 2,01 1 
2 1 ,09 1, 16 1 ,23 1 ,29 1, 36 1 ,42 1 ,48 1, 53 1 ,59 1,64 1 ,69 2 
3 1,01 1,07 1 , 13 1, 18 1,24 1 ,29 1, 34 1, 39 1 ,44 1,49 1,54 3 
4 0,97 1 ,02 1,06 1 , 11 1 , 16 1, 21 1,26 1 ,30 1, 35 1,39 1, 4 3 4 
5 0,94 0,98 1,02 1 ,07 1 , 11 1, 16 1 ,20 1 ,24 1,28 1, 32 1, 36 5 
6 0,93 0,96 0,99 1, 03 1,07 1 , 11 1, 15 1 , 19 1,23 1,27 1, 31 6 
7 0,92 0,94 0,97 1 ,O 1 1,04 1,08 1, 12 1 , 15 1, 19 1 ,23 1 ,26 7 
8 0,91 0,93 0,96 0,99 1,02 1 ,05 1,09 1, 12 1 , 16 1, 19 1 ,23 8 
9 0,91 0,92 0,94 0,97 1,00 1 ,03 1,06 1, 10 1,13 1 , 16 1 ,20 9 
10 0,91 0,92 0,93 0,96 0,98 1 ,01 1 ,04 1,08 1 , 11 1, 14 1, 17 10 I 
___J 
11 0,92 0,91 0,93 0,95 0,97 1,00 1 ,03 1,06 1,09 1, 12 1 , 15 11 ! I 
12 0,92 0,91 0,92 0,94 0,95 0,99 1,01 1,04 1 ,07 1 , 10 1, 13 12 
13 0,93 0,91 0,92 0,93 0,96 0,97 1 ,oo 1 ,03 1 ,05 1 ,08 1 , 11 13 
14 0,93 0,92 0,92 0,93 0,94 0,96 0,99 1 ,o 1 1 ,04 1,07 1 ,09 14 
15 0,94 0,92 0,91 0,92 0,94 0,96 0,98 1,00 1 ,03 1,05 1 ,08 15 i i 
16 0,94 0,92 0,91 0,92 0,93 0,95 0,97 0,99 1,02 1,04 1,06 16 
17 0,95 0,92 0,91 0,92 0,93 0,94 0,96 0,98 1 ,o 1 1 ,03 1 ,05 17 
' ; 
18 0,96 0,93 0,91 0,91 0,92 0,94 0,96 0,98 1 ,oo 1,02 1 ,04 18 I 
19 0,96 0,93 0,92 0,91 0,92 0,93 0,95 0,97 0,99 1,01 1 ,03 19 
20 0,97 0,94 0,92 0,91 0,92 0,93 0,94 0,96 0,98 1,00 1 ,02 20 ' 
I 
30 0,99 0,97 0,95 0,93 0,92 0,91 0,92 0,92 0,93 0,95 0,96 3J 
40 1,00 0,99 0,98 0,95 0,93 0,92 0,91 0,91 0,92 0,92 0,93 4D 
50 1,00 1,00 0,99 0,98 0,96 0,94 0,92 0,92 0,91 0,91 0,92 ::o 
60 1,00 1,00 1 ,oo 0,99 0,97 0,96 0,94 0,93 0,92 0,91 0,91 6C.1 
70 1,00 1,00 1,00 . 0,99 0,98 0,97 0,95 0,94 0,93 0,92 0,91 70 
80 1,00 1 ,oo 1 ,oo 1 ,oo 0,99 0,98 0,97 0,95 0,94 0,93 0,92 00 
90 1,00 1,00 1,00 1,00 1,00 O ,99 0,98 0,96 0,95 0,93 
I 
0,93 90 I 
100 1,00 1 ,oo 1,00 1 ,00 1 ,00 0,99 0,98 0,97 0,96 0,94 0,93 1GJ I 
120 1,00 1 ,oo 1,00 1 ,oo 1,00 1 ,oo 0,99 0,99 0,97 0,96 0,95 120 
I 140 1,00 1,00 1,00 1 ,oo 1,00 1,00 1 ,oo 0,99 0,99 0,98 0,96 ~40 
160 1,00 1 ,oo 1,00 1,00 1,00 1 ,00 1,00 1,00 0,99 0,99 0,98 16C· 
180 1,00 1,00 1 ,oo 1 ,00 1 ,00 1 ,00 1,00 1 ,oo 1 ,oo 0,99 0,99 ~ E(; 
200 1,00 1,00 1,00 1 ,00 1 ,00 1,00 1 ,00 1,00 1 ,00 1,00 0,99 2c;, 
~ 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 ~ T( s) ~ 
RELATIVE WAVE HEIGHT (H/Ho) 
B3 
~ m 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 ~ Dl Ill) 
1 3, 1 3, 1 3, 1 3, 1 3, 1 3, 1 3, 1 3, 1 3, 1 3, 1 3, 1 1 
2 4,3 4,3 4,3 4,4 4,4 4,4 4,4 4,4 4,4 4,4 4,4 2 
3 5, 1 5,2 5,3 5,3 5,3 5,3 5,3 5,3 5,4 5,4 5,4 3. 
4 5 ,8 5,9 6,0 6, 1 6, 1 6, 1 6, 1 6,2 6,2 6,2 6,2 4 
5 6,3 6,5 6,6 6,7 6,8 6,8 6,8 6,9 6,9 6,9 6,9 5 
6 6,8 7,0 7, 1 7,3 7,4 7,4 7,5 7,5 7,5 7,5 7,6 6 
7 7,2 7,5 7,7 7,8 7,9 8,0 8,0 8, 1 8, 1 8, 1 8, 1 7 
8 7,5 7,9 8, 1 8,3 8,4 8,5 8,5 8,6 8,6 8,6 8,7 8 
9 7,8 8,2 8,5 8,7 8,8 8,9 9,0 9, 1 9, 1 9, 1 9,2 9 
10 8, 1 8,5 8,9 9, 1 9,2 9,4 9,4 9,5 9,6 9,6 9,6 10 
11 8,3 8,8 9, 1 9,4 9,6 9,8 9,9 9,9 10,0 10,0 10, 1 11 
12 8,5 9, 1 9,5 9,8 10,0 10, 1 10,2 10 ,3 10,4 10,5 10,5 12 
13 8,6 9,3 9,7 10, 1 10,3 10,4 10,6 10, 7 10,8 i0,9 10,9 · 13 
14 8,7 9,5 10,0 10,4 10, 6 10 ,8 11 ,O 11 , 1 11,2 11,2 11 , 3 14 
15 8,8 9,7 10 ,2 10,6 10,9 11 , 1 11, 3 11,4 11 , 5 11 ,6 11,7 15 
16 8,9 9,8 10 ,4 10, 9 11 ,2 11 ,4 11, 6 11, 7 11 ,8 11, 9 12,0 16 
17 9,0 10,0 10.6 11 , 1 11 ,4 . 11, 7 11 , 9 12,0 12,2 12,3 12,3 17 
18 9,1 10, 1 10,7 11 , 3 11 , 7 12,0 12,2 12,3 12,5 12,6 12,7 18 
19 9, 1 10,2 11 ,o 11 , 5 11, 9 12,2 12,4 12,6 12,8 12,9 13,0 19 
20 9,2 10,3 11 , 1 11 , 7 12, 1 12,4 12,7 12,9 13 ,o 13,2 13,3 20 
30 9 ,3 · 10 ,8 12,0 13,0 13,7 14,3 14,8 15, 1 15,4 15,6 15 ,8 30 
40 9,4 10,9 12,3 13,6 14,6 15,5 16, 1 16,7 17, 1 17,4 17,7 4D 
50 9,4 10,9 12,4 13,9 15,1 16,2 17,1 17,8 18,4 18,8 19,2 50 
60 9,4 10,9 12,5 14,0 15,4 16,6 17,7 18,6 19,3 19,9 20,4 60 
70 9,4 10,9 12,5 14,0 15,5 16,9 18, 1 19, 1 20,0 20 ,8 21,4 70 
80 9,4 10,9 12,5 14,0 15,6 17,0 18,3 19,5 20,b 21,4 22,2 00 
90 9,4 10,9 12,5 14,0 15,6 17, 1 18, 5 19,8 20,9 22,0 22,8 90 
100 9,4 10,9 12,5 14,0 15,b 17, 1 18, b 20,0 21,2 22,3 23,3 100 
120 9,4 10 ,9 12,5 14,0 15,b 17,2 18,7 20,2 21,6 22,8 24,0 120 
140 9,4 10,9 12,5 14,0 15,b 17,2 18,7 20,2 21,7 23, 1 24,4 140 
1b0 9,4 10,9 12,5 14,0 15,b 17,2 18,7 20 ,3 21 ,8 23,3 24,7 160 
100 9,4 10,9 12,5 14,0 15,b 17,2 18,7 20 ,3 21,8 23,3 24,8 100 
200 9,4 10,9 12,5 14,0 15,b 17 ,2 18,7 20,3 21 ,8 23,4 24,9 200 
~ T( s) 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 - 14 15 16 ~ s 
Wh.\'E CElERlTY (ro/s) 
B4 
~ 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 % m ,( ) 
1 18 22 25 28 31 34 37 41 44 47 50 1 
2 26 30 35 39 44 48 53 57 62 66 70 2 
3 31 36 42 48 53 59 64 70 75 81 86 3 
4 35 41 48 54 61 67 74 00 86 93 99 4 
5 38 46 53 60 68 75 82 89 96 103 111 5 
6 41 49 57 66 74 82 89 97 105 113 121 6 
7 43 52 61 70 79 88 96 105 113 122 130 7 
8 45 55 65 74 84 93 102 111 121 130 139 8 
9 47 58 68 78 88 98 108 118 127 137 147 9 I 
10 48 60 71 82 92 103 113 124 134 144 154 10 
11 50 62 73 85 96 107 118 129 140 151 161 11 
12 51 63 76 88 100 111 123 134 146 157 168 12 
13 52 65 78 91 103 115 127 139 151 163 174 13 
14 52 66 00 93 106 119 131 144 156 168 181 14 
15 53 68 82 96 109 122 135 148 161 174 186 15 
16 54 69 83 98 112 126 139 152 166 179 192 16 
17 54 70 85 100 114 129 143 156 170 184 197 17 
18 54 71 86 102 117 131 146 160 174 189 203 18 
19 55 71 88 104 119 134 149 164 179 193 207 19 
20 55 72 89 105 121 137 152 168 183 197 212 20 
30 56 75 96 117 137 157 177 196 215 234 253 30 
40 56 76 99 122 146 170 194 217 239 262 284 40 
50 56 76 100 125 151 178 205 231 257 283 308 50 
60 56 76 100 126 154 183 212 242 270 299 327 60 
70 56 76 100 126 155 186 217 249 280 312 -343 70 
00 56 76 100 126 156 187 220 254 288 322 355 00 
90 56 76 100 126 156 188 222 257 293 329 365 90 
100 56 76 100 126 156 188 223 260 297 335 373 100 ------
120 56 76 100 126 156 189 224 262 302 343 384 120 
140 56 76 100 126 156 189 225 263 304 347 391 140 
I 160 56 76 100 126 156 189 225 264 305 349 395 160 
100 56 76 100 126 156 189 225 264 306 350 397 180 
200 56 76 100 126 156 189 225 264 306 351 398 200 
~ 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 ~ T( s) s 
WAVE LENGTH (m) 
Cl 
APPENDIX C 
Solution of equation (3.J) for surface fit through four closest nodal points. 
h ( x ,Y) = a + b. AX + c. 'A:! + d. AX. AY. ( C .1) 
When AX= 0 and zy = 0, h(x,y) = h(i,j). Thus equation (C.1) yields 
a = h(i,j). (C.2) 
Substitution of equation (C.2) in equation (C.l) yields 
h(x,y) = h(i,j) + b.AX + c.101 + d.Ax.101. (C.3) 
When AX= land 101 = 0, h(x,y) = h(i+l,j). Thus equation (C.3) yields 
b = h(i+l,j) - h(i,j). (c.4) 
Substitution of equation (C.4) in equation (C.3) yields 
h ( x ,Y) = h ( i, j ) + {h ( i + 1, j ) - h ( i , j )}. /\X + c • 101 + d. AX• 101. ( C. 5) 
When 101 =land AX= 0, h(x,y) = h(i,j+l). Thus equation (C.5) yields 
C = h(i,j+l) h(i,j). (C.6) 
Substitution of equation (C.6) in equation (C.5) yields 
h(x,y) = h(i,j) + {h(i+l,j) - h(i,j)}.AX + {h(i,j+l) 
h(i,j)}.AY + d.AX.AY· (c.7) 
When AX= land AY = 1, h(x,y) = h(i+l,j+l). Trms eq_;12-tion ( C. 7) yields 
h(i+l,j+l) = h(i,j) + {h(i+l,j) h(i,j)} 
+ {h(i,j+l) - h(i,j)} + d. (C.8) 
C2 
Hence 
d = h(i,j) - h(i+l,j) - h(i,j+l) + h(i+1,j+1) (c.9) 
Substitution of equation (c.9) in equation (c.7) yields 
Hence 
b(x,y) = h(i,j) + {h(i+l,j) - h(i,j)}.Ax + {h(i,j+l) - h(i,j)}.AY 
+ {h(i,j) - h(i+l,j) - h(i,j+l) + b(i+l,j+l)}.AX.AY. 
(C.10) 
h(x,y) = h(i,j).{l -Ax-AY-Ax.Ay} + h(i+l,j).{Ax-Ax.AY} 
+ h(i,j+l).{;\y-Ax.AY} + h(i+l,j+l).{Ax.AY}. (c.11) 
Dl 
APPENDIX D 
The determination of the rate of change of wave celerity 
with respect to depth (See equation 2.24). 
Now 
Now 










= ~ tanh [
2
~~] 2n 
~ d [2nh J = dh tanh cT . 2n 
tanh [
2
~~] h2 [2nh] = sec --cT 
( 2~~) 
2n 2nh (- ~) de = - + ctn cT T 
( 2~~ J = 




~~] = h 2 [2nh] sec --cT 
Substitution of (D.5) in (D.2) yields 
de gT 
(seeh



















de g_ 2 [2nh J ~ 2 [2~~] de dh = seeh cT - seeh C c2 dh 
(D. 1) 
( D. 2) 
( D. 3) 
(D. 4) 
(D. 5) 




9h sech 2 
c2 
1 + ~ 
c2 








Third degree interpolation of wave celerities, solution 
of equation 5.9 
The wave celerity in the area considered is approximated 
by the function where c is to be calculated for the range of 
ranging between O and 1. 
C (tih) = (E. 1) 
when tih = -1, C ( tih) = ck-1' (E. 2) 
when tih = o, c(tih) = ck, (E. 3) 
when tih = +l, C ( tih) = ck+l' (E. 4) 
when tih = +2, C ( tih) = ck+2· (E. 5) 
Considering equation (E.l) and condition (E.3); 
= 
ck. (E.6) 
Thus equation (E.l) can be re-written as; 
C ( tih) = (E. 7) 
Considering equation (E.7) and condition (E.2), 
= 
= (E. 8) 
Considering equation (E.7) and condition (E.4), 
2 3 ck + a 2 (+l) + a 3 (+l) + a 4 
(+l) 
Adding equations (E.8) and (E.9) yields; 
= 
= 
Substracting equation (E.8) from equation (E.9) yields; 
= 
Combining equations (E.7) and (E.10) yields; 
c(th) = 
Considering equation (E.12) and condition (E.5), 
Substracting (E.11) from (E.13) yields; 
-ck-1 + 3ck - 3ck+l + ck+2 
6 
Combining equations (E.14) and (E.13) yields; 
+ 8 
== 
-ck-1 + 3ck - 3ck+l + ck+2 
6 










Hence a 1 , a 2 , a 3 and a 4 , are given by equations (E.6), 

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































DO 10 1=1.1~1 
DO JC J=l.l'il 
X = I 
y = .J 
DJST=SQRT(IX-7J.>•<X-71.)+IY-7J.>•<Y-7J.Jl•3• 
JF(DJST.GE.200.l H(I ,J):JJ2.S 








IFiFA•F(f.LT.Q.l GO 10 17 
A=CP 
fA=-fCP 
GO TO 19 
17 P=CP 
19 CP=(A+8l/2. 
JflAPSIG-~>.Ll.J.[-3) GO 10 21 
GO TO 22 
21 H(),J)=(P 
JC CO'iTP,UE 






Extract from CALCOMP plotting manual describing CALCOMP 






CALIFOR.\"JA. COMPl'TER l'RODL'CTS, /,\'C. 
PLOT SUBROUTINE: 
:.\lost 6 raphlc llpplications require the generation of X-Y graphs to show the relation-
ship between two or more sets of data. Usually these graphs CAn be produced easily 
and quickly by a suitably programmed combination of the !lve supporting subroutines 
!:>CALE. AXIS, Llt\E, SY:\1BUL. and NU~tBr.R. These subroutines do not directly 
produce plotter commands; they only compute appropriate arguments that define pen 
positions, snd then call the PLOT subroutine, which generates the actual plotter 
<.·ommands. 
When unique plotting requirements cannot be satisfied by using the supporting subrou-
tines. the user can resort to the PLOT subroutine, which gives him direct control of 
pen movement (to any X, Y coordinates position), pen status (up or down), and genera-
tion of Search records. (See SEARCH RECORDS under OPERATING CONSIDERATIONS,) 
By calling the PLOT subroutine with a different entry name (PLOTS, FACTOR, 
WHERE. or NEWPEN), the user also has control of: plot output record length; output 
device opening and clo!.'ing; enlarging or reducing a plot; locating the pen's current 
position; and selecting any pen in a Model 618 or 718 multi-pen system. Each entry 
is described separately below. 
PLOT ENTRY 
The PLOT entry to the PLOT subroutine la used primarily to move the pen in a 
straight line to a new poeltlon, with the pen either up or down during the movement. 
lt converts the arguments to the appropriate sequence or plotter commands. and 
outpuLc; these to the attached device (tape, dtsc, drum, or plotter controller). Note 
that the PLOTS entry must be called before any other entries are called. 
Tht• calling sequence has three arguments: 
CALL PLOT (XPAGE, YPAGE, ±1PE1'.) 
XPAGE, are the X, Y coordinates. In Inches from the current reference point 
YPAGE (origin), of the position to which the pen Is to be moved, An origin 
(where both X, Y eq,..ial zero} may be establlshE:d anywhere on (or off) 
thE: plotting surface, as explained below for negative IPEN values. 
:t:IPEN ta a signed Integer which controls pen up/down status, origin definition. 
and t.'1e generation of Search ~cords. 
If !PEN "' 2, the pen ls down during movement, thus drawing a visible 
line. · 
U IPEN"' 3, the pen Is up during movement. 
lf lPEN "' -2 or -3, a new origin Is de!tned at the terminal position 
after the mov£:ment Is completed as lf JPEN were positive. The logical 
X, Y coordinates of the new pe n position are set equal to zero. so that 
that position Is the reference I int for succeeding pen movements. 1n 
addition, all o! the plotte r commands accumulated In the output ruffer 
area are traru.mltted to .: output dc\·tce. 
lJ the plotting system Is offline, -a Search record with the next sequen-
tial Search address ls also produced. (See SEARCH RECORDS under 
OPERATING CONSIDERATIONS.) 
If !PEN == 999, the effects arc the same as If 1PE1' "'-3, except that a 
Search record with Sear ch address 999 is WTitlen. and the output 
device ls closed. !PEN = 999 may be used only onc e tn a given pro-
gram, end must be the last plotting call in the progra.m . 
H2 
The en111ples In Figui·e 3 show the pen movements that result from a 11eriee of call• 
to the PLOT subroutine. The frlltlal call to PLOTS and an appropriate DJMENSJON 
statement for the PLOT ruffer area, as well as a call to FACTOR, are included, 
Opposite e11.ch call le shown tl\e ~rch-record address that would be produced for 
an ofnlnc plotting system. 
PLOTS f_..,,Rl' 
The PLOTS entr) Is u1sed tc, ,nitlall~e the PLOT subroutine. It must be called only 
once - befort an)· olher call t,) PLOT, SYMBOL, NUMBER, AXIS. or LINE la given. 
Tt,is er.try -'els up certain consbnts and the plot buffer area frorn -which th<, plotter 
comm11nrts arc written, and it opens L"ie plot output de,1ce by pe.rformlng st&ndard 
filf-uptning procedures through the computer's ~rating system. If the output de-
vi~e ls 11 tape unit, the Ctrsl Search record, with Search address No. 001, ta written 
out. Figure 3 Includes an example of the uee of PLOTS. 
This entry's calllnt sequence also has three arguments: 




is the name of a large area of storage assigned to accumulate the 
plc;tt.er commands produced by PLOT and to buffer the output. This 
area should be defined by a DIMENSION statement as an array. 
ls the number or locations reserved for the ruCfer area lBUF. Consult 
your computer-oriented supplement for the partlcular manner of de-
fining the size, which is speclfled In words for aome computers and In 
characters or bytes for others. Typically, the sbe should be large 
enough to produce plot records of at least several hundred commands. 
This argument's value should correspond to the array slu specified 
In the DIMENSION statement for IBUF. 
For users of 600-serles plotters driven by either a Mod.el 750 or 760 
Upe ur,it. the sign of NLOC 1s used to set In the program the logical 
~nr rement size to match the actual switch setting used on the plotter. 
-t-:'.LOC corres ponds to the small Increment slz.e, and -NLOC corre-
sponds to the l a rge increment size. 
is the logical output-device number, which ts assigned by the user. In 
some versions of PLOT this argument m!J,y not be applicable, depending 
on the characteristics of U1e operating system. Consult your computer-
orient~d supplement for detalls. 
FACTOR E1'1RY 
The FACTOR entry to the PLOT subroutine enables the user to enlarge or reduce 
the size of the entire plot by <.'.hanging the ratio of the desired plot slz.e to the normal 
plot size, A sample FACTOR statement Is shown ln Figure 3. 
CALL FACTOR (FACT) 
FACT Is the ratio of lhe desired plot size to the normal plot sire. For 
example, if FACT = 2.0, all subsequent pen movements will be twice 
their r.orrnal slze. When FACT Is reset to 1.0. all plotting returns to 
normal siz.e. During the deb.J.gging a! a plotting application program, 
comp1; t.er and plotting time can be saved by reducing the size of the 
enti~e µlut output. This is done by calling FACTOR with a value less 
than l.O . .1f1.er calling PLOTS. When deruggtng Is completed, this call 
statement can be removed. 
H3 
SYMHOL SUBROlITTNE 
The SY!\lBOL subroutine produces plot annotation at any angle a.nd in practically a.ny 
si1.c. Thne are two SYMBOL call formate: 1) the "standard" call, which can be used 
to drnw kxt such as tttles, captions. and . legends; and 2) the "special" call, which ts 
u~l""<l to uraw special centered symbols such as a box:, octagon, triangle, etc., for 
f,h>ttinr, data points. 
The standard characters that are drawn by SY!\1BOL include the letters A-Z, digits 
0-9, and certain special characters. See yrur <..-omputcr-orlented supplement to this 
rn&nual for other characters available Jr. your particular SYMBOL subroutine. 
Both forms of the SYMBOL calling sequence have six arguments. The "standard" call ls: 
CALL S\ i\lBOL (XP:\GF., YPAGE, HEIGHT, !BCD, ANGLE, +KCHAR) 
XPAGE. 
\'PAGE 
arc the <·ourdinates, In inches, of the lower left-hs.oo corner (before 
chRr-..:.cter rotation) of the first character to he pJ'.oduced. The pen is up 
whilt moving to this point . 
.'\nnota.tion may be continued from the position following that at which the 
last annotation ended. Continuation occurs when XPAGE and/or YPAGE 
equals 999.0, and may be applied to X or Y independently. (Calllng 
WHERE to obtain the current pen position and using RXPAGE, RYPAGE 
in another call to SYMBOL would not give the same results as using 999.) 
HElGHT ls the height, In inches, of the character to be plotted. For best results, 
it should be a multiple of seven times the plotter increment slze (e.g .. 
. 07, .14, ,21), rut other values are accept.able. The width of a character, 
including spacing. is normally the same as the height {~.g., a string of 10 
characters 0.14 inch high Is 1.4 inches wide). 
IBCD is tl:"le text. in internal computer representation {usually BCD or A-type 
format). to be m1ed as annotation. The character(s} must be left-justified 
and contiguous in: a single variable, an array, or ln a Ho\ltcrith. literal 
(if the ~-:>mpiler permits). Blanks in the te.>.."t do not catJ..~t:: any pen move-
ment untii the next non-blank ch" racter is start.ed. 
The text must he right-justified in lBCD if a single character is desired 
and NCHAR = 0. 
ANGLE is the angle, In degrees from the X-axis, at which the annotation is to be 
plotted. Jf ANGLE = 0. the character(s) will be plotted right side up and 
parallel to the X-AXIS. 
+NCHAR is the number of characters to be plotted from IBCD, If NCIL\R > O. the 
data must be l«cft-jus tified in the first element of lBCD. 
If };CH!dl "' (l. 0 n£' alphnmerlc cha.racter Is produced, using a single 
ch3 J<icter which if' ri~ht-justlfied In the first element of IBCD. 
Some exa'T1i,lel:! of us \ng the ' 1i-L1ndard'' call to SYMBOL are shown ir: Figure 4. 
The second form is the ·18µecl al" call, which produces only a single symbol based on 
the index value of n;TEQ-not on tht- BCD representation of a character. 
H4 
HS 








are U1e ~ame as desc ribed for the "standard" call. If the symbol to be 
produce<! Is one of the centered aymboll' (I.e., ti INTEQ ls less than 14), 
XPAGE, YPAGF: represent the geometric center of the character 
producr.d. 
, 
Is the helghl (and width), In lbChes, of the centered symbol to be drawn. 
Preferably, it should be a multiple of four times the plotter's increment 
size. 
Is the integer equ1'raleot of the desired symb.:>l. Valid Integers and lhelr 
sym t,ols are · listed in the Symbol Table of the applicable computer 
supplement, If INTEQ i~ 0 through 13, s. centered symbol ls produced. 
(See Figure 5.) 
Is negatl ve ao<l determines whether the pen ls up or down during the move 
to XPAGE, YPAGE. 
When -ICODE ls: 
-1, the pen is up during the move, after which a single symbol Is 
produced; 
-2, or less, the pen ls down during the move. after which a single 
symbol is produced. 
NUMBEF. SUBRO~'"E 
NU:,iBER converts a floating-point number to the ap;iropriate decimal equivalent so that 
L~e number may be plotted in the FOHTRAN F-type format. The NUMBER calling sequence 
has six arguments. 






are the same as thoee arguments described for SJbraitlne SYMBOL. The 
continuation feature, where XPAGE or · YPAGE equals 999., may also be 
used. 
FPN is the floating-point number that is to be converted and plotted. 
controls the precision or the conversion of the number FPN. If the Vlllue of 
t-DEC > 0, it specUies the number of digit!! to the right of the decimal point 
that are to be converted and plotted, after proper rounding. For examf le, 
assu..rne an lnternal value (perhaps In linary form) of -0.12~HSS78 x 10 • If 
~DtC were 2. the plotted number would be -123.46. 
If 1'DEC = 0, only the number'e Integer portion ~r,:J a decimal point are 
plotted, after rounding. 
If NDEC • -1, only the number's integer portion ls plotted, after rounding. 
{The above example would be plotted u -12.3 with no dectma] point.} 
If NDEC < -1, l~DECI -1 digit.a are truncated from the lateger portion, 
e.f te r rounding. 
The magnitude of NTJEC should not exceed 9. 




CALL SY .. B(ll (l.5 ,0 . 5 .. 14,),0.,-l ) 
CALL SY ... OOL 0.25,0.,.14,0,0. ,-2) 
CA LL SW!'OL l~ . 5 ,0 . 0,.14,5 ,0 . ,-21 
----------
C:: Co,nbift,r;~ SY1,180t. >NI lliUMS[R ~ Ora•int a S.penaijlt 
CALL S'l-1.l!IOL (X,Y , .14,lOHVALU( OF X,0.,10) 
CALI, SYl,IBOl (999.,Y+.J ,.07,2"2 ,0.,21 
CALL SYl,IBOL (999.,Y,.14,211-= ,0.,2) 
c.,•. L h!Jl.!8£1': (999.,999.,.14,VALU(,0. ,ll 
V R L ·u E O F X 2 = 1 2. 1 2 3· 
001(11 = 0.315,45 
AkGLE " I 
c~ .. L '>YV80L !X ,Y • . l,]H A~C.l .t -.c , ANGLE .n 
10 c;.LL 1'1N&P 1999.,999.,.l.ANGlE,AlfGLE ,-l) 
0 
0) 
..5'f'\ 11 .;;;,.~ 
c/ W ., 
' .....J ,. / '-:y l.!> ~ ",/ 0 z ~(j 
1--~NGLE=O 
08 l =3l~N~-9~ 
<:')~ z q, 
/'"" c:;, ('' . 
.., ? r '.:-. 
'l/ rn v/ 




Sample Uses of SYMBOL aod NUMBER 
• 
""" ''"" ---
Prn it do .... , \ ---





'.\lost grllphs require axis lines anrl scales to indiC'atr· the orientation and \'ll\ues of the plott.ed data 
P"ints, Th<' most C'01nn1on type of scaled axi5 is easily produt·Nl by the AXIS subrocllne, which draws 
any length line at any angle, divides it into one-Inch segments, annol.3tes the divisions with appropriah: 
~l·.th· values, anrl lahels U,e axis with a eentered tltk. Whr:n both the X and the Y axes arc needed, 
,\XIS is called separately for caeh one . 
There are eight arguments in the calling sequence: 
C:\l.L :\XIS (Xl':)GE, YP:\GE, JBCD. :!.l\Cll.-\H, i\XU: JI;. :\~GLE, FIRST\·, DELTA\') 
XP,\GE. 






are th<' coordinatt",s. in inches. of the axis line's starting point. The t-ntirl' !in<: and 
trrmi:1al c:nds should ht• at lcai;t onc·-h:ilf inch from any side to allow spa<'e for the 
S('alt' annotation and axis title. l 'sually, both the .X and the\' axes are joined at the· 
origin of the graph. where XP:\GEand\'P,\GEcqual zero; b..1t other starting points can 
he used if d esi red. When using the LI~£ subroutine to plot data on an axis, at least one 
of the coordina tes must be O; i.e., for an X-axis. XPAGE = 0. and for a Y-axis, 
YPAGE = 0. 
is the title. whi ch is centered and pl:ic·ed parallel to the ax.is line. This parameter rnay 
be an alphameric array, or it may be a Hollerith literal If the FORTRA~ compiler 
being u~ed permits it. The (·haracters have a fixed height of 0.14 inch (about seven 
c·ha rac·ters per inc:h). 
specifies the number of characters in the axis title. and determines hy Its sign which 
sidr of the line the s cale (lick) marks and labeling information shall be placed. Since 
the :ixis line may be drawn at any angle. the line itself is used as ·a refert>nce. 
lf the sign is positive, all annotation appears on the poslti\'e (counterc!ockwi!>e) side of 
the axis. whit'h condition is normally desired for_ the Y-axis. 
U the sign is negati\'€, all annotation appears on the negative (clockwise) side of the 
axis, whi <.:h cond1tion is n,)rmally desired for the X-axis. 
is the length of the axis l ine. in inches. 
is the angle, inpositi\·eo rne gat i\'edegrees ,at which the axis is to be drawn. Normally, 
this: ,·ah .. e is zero for the X-axi s and 90.0 for the Y-axis. 
is the starling value (either minimum or maximum) which will appear at the first tick 
mar:.. on the axis. This value may be computed by the SCALE subroutine and stored at 
;:uh!>cripted location ,\RR:\ Y (~PTS•INC+l), or may be d·etermined by th<: user and 
stored :i.nywhere. 
This nL1111her and eac:h scale value along the axis is always drawn with two decimal 
pl:i('es. SinC'C the digit size is 0.105 inch (about 10 characters per inch), and sinl'e a 
scale value aripears en;ry inch, no more than six digits· and a sign should appear to the 
left of the dec i !:1al point. 
Df~LT,\ \' rcpre;-ents !he numbt'r of dat.a units per inch c,f a.xis. This value {increment or deC'r.:-
ment). which is added to FIRST\. for each succeeding one-inch division along the .1xis. 
may be comµu ted by SC.:.-\LE and stored beyond FIHST\' at ,\RRAY (1'PTS•n-;c .. 1!',.'C· 
1), or may be determined by the user and stored anywhere. 
ln order tou!Seastanda1·d formatoftwo dPl'imal places. the size of DELT.-\\' is adjusted 
to l t>ss than 100. hut not less than 0.01. r\s a result. the decimal point may he shifted 
left or right in the scale \'alues as drawn. and the axis title is then followed by "•ion." 
where n is the µower-of-ten adjustment factor. (See X-axis example in Figure 6.) 
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DSPARH:Etrr OF CIVIL ENGINEF:RHJG 
Ut,I_IVERSIJY EXAMINATION: JUNE 1 1975 
COURSE CE 508 - SKELEI'AL STRUCTURES 
Time allowed: 4 hours Notes a_ e allowed 
Part A: For each of the five structures shown below determine the degree of 
static and of effective kiner::::atic in'.ieten:inateness, select tr:e c:,st 
suitable method of analysis, give the order of all the releva,,: C'!tricss 
required for solution by the chosen method. State cltarly .,·J-:t:.t 
assQ~ptions are made. 
[ 40 marks] 
Part B: Campi le the matrices for any two of these structures; one ana Lysed by 
the FORCE method and one analysed by the DISPLACEKENI' method. Do not 
attempt to complete all the arithmetic processes, but give sufficient 
detail to show cltarly the principles and operations involved. 
[ 60 war ks] 
f------------------ --- ---------------------- ------- --- - ----
1 • Jettv with vertical and horizontal Loads applied to the top surfa:e in 
the xy plane. The pi le rows are at 3 m spacing along the jetty. 
-t-_J-~ -t _________ 1?_m ----------i_l_s t 
CD Qi) 
400 slatj= - r--~-- -------;{--· -- #----
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18000 :MN 
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\ {EA = 4000 :r,:::r; 
, EI = 90 :r,:_:, m 






CE 508 EX.A~, JU!~ 1q75 2. 
2. AD~~. r:wnolithic concrete beam-slab deck and incliricd cohw.ns, with 
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~k ____________ 70_m ________ r~-- 3) n --~ 35 m 
deck EA == 140 000 I>TI'l; EI == 40 000 }'.]{ r/ 
Columns: EA = 36 000 MN; EI = 3 000 MN m2 
--------------- -----------
20 r: 
Tower, consisting of a single vertical tubular column fixed at the base 
and stayed at right angles on four levels ,,.,-i th steel wire guy ropes, .. -hich 
are sufficiently pretensioned not to go slack. Loading is applied at the 
top only. 










. t--- 12 L'.l__ _ _ f 0) 12 ID -+-
12 r:: I 12 m + ---- --t- - -- -- - --·------
co lu.mn EA 1 )00 Ki,; EI == 7 1':l.' r/ ( ?00 ¢) 
-wire rope: EA = 36 :r-::i each: (15 n1=i ~-) 
/4 ....... . 
3. 
4. Bui u_lin_R, tied steel portnl... frame with two side briys. Wind, dead and 
imposed roof loading. 
© 
Ci) ® 5 r::. 
6 C 
~~-::- ~ ,,_ ·-,--;:-:.-~ - -~;::--::_-:...- C- .=:J ',--:>:::.-- t-::-:--
-~?__ !!; ___ + ___ 12 r: ___ +-- 9 m ___ l3 m+ 
Rafters: EA = 1000 1''.1i; 
Co l...urnns: EA= 1200 
Tie rod: EA = 60 It,N (20 ~). 
2 
EI = 20 i,:; m 
2 
r: EI = 9 i,::::; 
yt_, 
5. Roof, ball-jointed, double-layer, three-way grid on four columns fixed at 
their bases, all. of tubular steel. construction, with vertical... and horizcnlal 
loading applied to the top joints. 
6J) @ 0 
~f 6~m }-6 m--t ~6 m f_§_rn_+ 
top layer 
inclined 





8 m ~/- \\\\ 
~ 
t .. §_c t- 6_~ t-6 m_t_6 _~ t: 
8 m ELSv ---
y 
r-->- X 
L __ ._, 
z 
EA = 600 .. ~-.,,......_,' (200 r-_:i ¢) 
EA = 900 :r,:;' ( 300 ~ ¢~ 
EA = 1200 :r,:;' ( 4DO ]T,.:J ¢ 2 
EA = )JOO :r,::; ' ( 500 C'.:l ~) ; EI = 100 ~{ m 
l)l'ill' FR$ _!TL QJ:._G_\?__E_T_QHN. 
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PaOB~BILITY AND STATISTICS FGR ENGINEERS 
EXTERNA~ EX~MINE~ 
INTERNAL EXAM!NER 
PROFESSO~ D.~. SCHULTZ 
MR. A.M. HURWITZ 
TIME 
ANS~ER ANY SIX OF THE FOLLOWING NINE QUESTIONS, 
3 HOURS 
1. (a) Briefly expL>.i!'"1 the !Tieaning of each of 't.he following terms 
{ar.d sive an ex&n2le in each case): 
"sample space"; "element of a sample space"; "event"; 
"null evE:nt 11 • 
{b) Prove: P(El J ~2> = P{El) + P(E2) - P(El n E2) where P 
denotes "?robability", and 21 , E2 are arbitrary events defined 
on a Sa~?le space S. 
(c) 8 short stories are to be arr~~g0d.in a book. If the ar~~nse-
rr.en~ is t.o be uo:12 in a rar,dcn fa:~:1.:i_o;1, v:hc 0 t is the probability 
that (i) neither t~e longest nor the shortest story will be placed 
first, (ii) the lo!lgest is placed last ;)Ut the shorb.--.st is not 
placed first? 
2. (a) W~ite down the probability functions of the hypergcornetric, 
!.:>i!"1C:ni~.!. and Poissc,n distrioutio::1s, a;1d in each case briefly 
desc:cib~ the sit'.·.:.t:i..on{s) in ,,:hich they arc used (i.e. the con-
aitions under W!:1.ich they are valid c,nd applicable). 
(b) Suppose t~at St of the asprin tablets p~essed by a certain 
type of ~achi~e are chipp2d. The tablets are boxed 12 per box. 
What percent of ~h~ boxes wou!d you estimate: 
(i) to be free of chipped ta~lets 
(ii} to have ev2ct!y x chipped t~blcts. 
(c) A bag of grass seeds is know~ to contain 1~ weed seeds. A 
sarr.ple of 100 s2cds is dra\/n rar. 1.:cr.1ly from the bag. Find the 
probabilities of. 0,1,2,3 w22d s~eds being in the sample. 
3. (a) What is an "e,perating c~2.::-~cteri~tic curve" - how is it derive::? 
What is the ''J...ver29c 0..:tgoing Qu~lity"? Driefly cxplc.in its 
significance. 
2 I . .......... . 
V:,ivcrsitv Ex,:::"ir:,~d.:ion OctoL;~r 1975 
p rDb..:.bi 1 i'ty __ :~~~-~Lt·2·t·:Ti~t-1-cs: f c.r-}~]i~1T1:_~~-~:~ 
3. continued ••..•••..••.• 
(b) In a quality c0ntrol schenc, sup?ose that it is desired to 
reject with ce:rtaincy all iots wiLh •~ore t~an 7~ defectives, and 
to accept all l0cs with exactly 7~ or less defectives. 
w~at would the su~ple scheme anJ operating characteristic curve 
be in this case? 
{c) Under the sa8~ling schl·me n = 2 and c = 1 (c = allowable 
nurr:b~r of defect:.,,cs), and gi..vcn the probabilities: 
P(x = ol e = 0, l) = 0,81 
P{x = O! 0 = 0 I 2) - 0,6; 
P(x - 018 = 0 I 3) = 0 It, 9 
P(x = 018 = 0 I 4) = 0,3· 
P{x = 018 = 0 I 5) = 0 I 2 i 
P(x = 110 = 0 I 1) = 0,13 
P(x = 118 = 0,2} = 0,32 
P{x = 116 = 0 I 3) = o, 42 
P(x = 118 = 0 I~) = O, 4 8 
P(x = 118 = 0 I 5) = o, 50 
sketch the operu.ting characteristic curve with respect to the sche:--c. 
4. (a) Find the rn,-:,c.n ,:!1d varL111cc of the bino:-i1ia.l distribution ,.:·; ing 
the r..o:-nent seneraUr.g f\1nction. 
{b) Suppose that a point, e, is picked at r.:mdom insicr; the unit 
circle in the (x,y)-pld~e. 
What is the sample space in this situation? 
!f~t r l:e tlie clistdr.c2 frorr: the ';)Glnt e to the o::.·ntre of the _drcle~ 
What is the cumulative distribution function of r? Wnat is the 
probability density function .~nd the sample space of r? 
(c) Let x 1 be a nur.ber tal:en at random 0:1 the interval (0,1) 
and x 2 :i nu:rti)cr taken at rc._::.dom on the interval (x 1
, l). Sho'..: 
that the distribution of x
2 
has probability density function 
f{x2 ) = -log (1-x2 ) 
0 < X < 1 
2 
= O else>W!:cre 
(Hint: Use conditicnal distributions.) 
3/ . ..... . 
U11iv0rs:tv Ex~:t:in.:ition Octob2:::- 1975 -·---· ______ ,. ____ --- -·-------------- -----
!>:cot,.)o~l i :.v J~:c1 St:::tisU.cs for- :-'nqinP(~rs 
_____________ :..J..._ _______ ----------------·---· ------ ------- ·---·------
5. (a) A random variable is said to have the ~ormQl Distribution 
N(u,o 2 ) if its probability density function is 




e 1 o -co< X < co 
Show that lJ is the mean of the distribution. 
(b} Wnat. is the "Standard Korr:icl Distrib1.:tion", and what is its 
~se? How do w2 approximate a binomial distribution to a normal? 
(c) It is J~no·.,m that the probability of dealing a bridge hand wit 1 
at least one ace is approxi~ately 0,7. If a person plays 100 
hanes of bridge, what is t~e approximate probability that the 
number of hands he w~l! receive containing at least one ace will 
be betwe~n 60 ar.d 80 inclusive? 
6. {a) \·m2t is a "s·.:.atistic 11 ? a "p,J:cameter"? If we are considering 
~ population whose distribution has a pararaeter a, what do we 
mean by an "unbiased estimator" for 8? 
(b) Show how to c0nst~uct a lOO(l-n)% ·co~fidence interval for 
the difference o~ ~2~1s from two normal populations with equal 
but unknown variances. 
(c) Suppose that random samples of 25 are taken from two l2rye 
lots of bulbs, and the stdndard deviations of the bulb lives 
were found to be: SA= /"10 
SB = /12 




the ratio of the population 
, 
) 
7. {a) What do we mean by the "Power• of a stc1tistical test? 
(b) If, in a left-sided statistical test of H
0
: lJ ~ µ
0 
against 
H1 : ~ = JJ 1 < µ0 , we let 
a= Probability of a type I error 
B = probabi:ity of a type II erro~ 
Show, with the aid of a sketch, what the power function value is 
at lJ. 
0 
4 / •••••••••••• 
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7. continued 
(c) The standard deviation of muzzle velocities of a random sample 
of nine rou:ids of ammunition was found to be s == 93,2 ft. per 
second. If the "standilrd" value of o for the muzzle velocity 
of this type o:f arL'Tluni tion is 70 ft. per second is the value of s 
significantly large at the 5% level of significance? 
8. (a) In "Goodness of Fit" tests the Chi-squared statistic 
(f. -n 8.) 2 
l. 1 
ne 1 
is used. 'xplain the theory under-
lying this stutistical test. 
(b) Eow·is the x2 statistic of part (a} used to test independence 
of factor:-s in a 2x2 "contingency table" when the probabilities 
of the two factors are unknown? 
(c) Pieces of Vulcanite were examined according to porosity and 
dimc~sional defects, and the results are shown in the following 
table: 
With Defective DirnPnsions 







Test the hypothesis th~t the ~wo criteria of classification are 
independent at the 5% level. 
9. (a) Breifly explain, with the aid of a sketch, the concept of 
fitting a straight line to a set of data points, (x.,y1 ) 
i == 1. .. n, by the IT1eth;:,f of least quare:;. If we ~sswne that 
the straight li~e has an equation o · the form E(y!x) = a+Bx, 
write down the least squares f.0n~ul c for estimating a and a. 
(b) Write down the formula giving the sample correlation coeffi-
cient r. 
If the population correlation coefficient ls p, how would you 
test the hypothesis Ho: p = 0 against the alternative 
hypothesis H1 : pi O? 
(c) The data show~ below was obt~ined in an experiment to study 
the relationship be;tween the a1nm~r: :_ of beta-enthyroidine x 
(in milligrams) in 2n aqueous solution and colorimeter reading 
of turbidity y of the solction. 
s / .......... . 
··;:'r:;;t,,· Exi',rr:::-.2'.:i.on Oct:.l·,cr 1075 -- ___________ ...... _____ ---- ---·--·-------------·----
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{i} Deter~ine the regYcssion line of y on x. 
(ii) Estimate the variance, o 2 , of y. 
-----------------------------
_C_E__.5_2_,5.__ __ C_o_r_,_ r._. _t_n_l._ F>, r: :l n ~ , .. r.1 :: ~ 
All '1.11"stionr. r,Y h• .'1ttl'.':'ril:,'cl 
-h.....,-~~---- ...... -~-··-···,~-·-- .......... -,. ~---
Sea wnter denGity = 1025 k ,.. ;.,3 (, l., 
Sea wnter weight -- 10 k''/ 3 n [j 
1. A s .... eit, of 10 :;ccond rl'..'riod with n deer .:nt~r \:::.·,e hcir)1t of 3 ci 
approaches u bc.:1ch ..... i th the w.-,_ ve crcr;ts r~1·2.. t le l. to ti:c r,ho1·e. 
Trncc the Pl'OC~·c:~:, of th:i:, Hnvc in (~10:--. l:l;-.i_~ 1:c-.t,;;· throuc;]1 to tL~ 
breaker point ir.cluclLif; the fol.lo,.',~F; cr,.kul:,Lio.,G :-
Bed s tope 
1 in 50 
:n) the .. .::i.·.-c lc·;,i:.;th ,nd ,.,nve c0l01·ity in d,·cr 1·-:i~<-r 
(b) the w.::i.tc:c depLh nt '>-:11:ich the l'i.·,0 lHs~:k, Lo oc rcff, ,;tc-r~ by t>,·~ } ,·, , .. ,:e 
0 f th C f, C n. b Cd • 
( C ) the w !J. ·; C t C . C th C' i: J. \ .' :~ V C C ~ L 1 • L L J :- c) :.. • ',: : > J.. (: : : ~ 1 i ; ; : : t I O r; :: . ; ,L ' •••• - L 
between d.~0 80 r.1 r.:1d ci,:.10 1,, nr,cl :.,t 1 Li :;_,.L,.~··:1·.lc :. . .- ~-.. , c,1 d ,·10 1, 
and d:::1 rn. 
(d) the depth of water in which the waYo brcu::G, tJ1c tyre of hrc:c,1-u· 
and the wave height at breaking. Ignore the effect of wnvc cct up 
or down. 
(e) sketch the effect of i:ave r,et up ,,_-,,d <lo\:;, :inclwl:ing r..,1 cGtir:,;,to of 
dcptho. 
(f) esticate the wave heights in the eurf zone. 
(g) catcutate the energy fl.ow in W/rn in water deptho of 10 m, 5 r.', n;,d 
2 m. 
2. A cytindricr:.l. pipe is kdd on tL0 r;c:-i b·..:d c.c,:o:·c a h:,:c·~.,y;;,· r:;tLn, ,:c 
in 10 rn of ":ater, the pipe dia::,otu· bcL1g 1 n 11:1d t:1c l ~::~c or : ::c 
pipe is pr,ra l. to i to the toe al. ,:ave crests. If the locn l. ,-:nze l ~;;',;h ic 
50 m, estir.r,te the Have period, nnd find the pe . ..-..k i:-nc:1ib,,>B o. ti;c 
vetocity &::d a.ccel.e:.:at5.0;1 force coi.'.f0:1c::1,tG p0r r::,)tl'e tc11rth of rlr,'• 
Estimate the peak rcsuttn~t !orco in the inchore d1rect10n, and the 
timing of this in reiation to the passage of a .,,.ave crest 
Es2m CD n1,2 CM =2,5 
H • Sc • l" :x ;1 ;:. ii, n t ion c r: '.) 2 5 
Feb.1976 
3.(a). A otorm at oca gcnorntcs wnvoo wi~h a period range o! 6 to 12 
eecondo. The recu l.tine Gwo l. l. trnve to townrdo a harbour '•00 },;_r., 
nwny. Entirnntc the time rnquircd for tho tangent wnvco to cover 
the in tervcnin g dio tone e, nnr,um:i ng deep wn ter throu r,hou t. A tr:o 
eotirnnte how rnuch tntcr the shortcut wnvco wilt begin to arrive. 
(b). A refraction dincrnm io conctructcd for a bny nnd the orncing 
between n rnrticutnr pnir of adjncent orthogonatG doubl.co in 
travel.ting from deep wat~r to the 10 m depth, the wnve period 
being 7 Gccondo. Eatimatc the pcrcentngo chnngo in wnvo hci£ht 
ocurring between thene zones on the nGsurnption that no breaking 
vaveo are present between the zones. 
(c).Suggest eomo of the rcquircmcntG you woutd incorporate into 
a specification for armour bl.eek~. 
4. The overtenf p0.sc ohowa the ptnn vi0r1s of three sopnrate connta 1. 
structures on which obtique waves irnpingn. In ench caGc indicate 
areas where you conGidcr deposition or erosion wi\t occur, nnd 
a tso estimate the 1;hape of the breaker Hno once s tnb \e con di tiona 
are es tab l.iohcld 
5. There is a continuous dissipation of energy duo to tidnt novo~enta 
of water over tho Nu:th3 curfnco, nnd in .so;~~ :h1Gtnnccs ucoiu \ 
power is abntrnctcd f.,·01'.l the cea in tida t powc:i.~ t,cheGcs. 
Suggest what cftcct th:ln r;ay lrnv" 0,1 the dJnn~.1ic:s of tho e.:wth-rroon 
system over ~0~y t0ng periods of ti~e. 
2 
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offshore breakwater 
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COURSE CE 506 - PRO PERT I ES OF CONCRr:rE 
Time at'towed: 3 hours 5th June, 1976 
Part A consists of fifteen multiple-choice questions. Each 
question is followed by five suggested answers; select the 
one which is best in each case and circle one of (a), (b), 
·(c), (d) or (e) for each question. This portion of the 
examination paper r.iust NOT be removed from the Examination 
Room and must be handed in for marking. 
Part~ consists of five questions. Answer alt questions. 
PART A - Multiple-Choice Section (All questions of equal value) 
Question A 1: 
Question A2: 
Question A3: 
In controlling the quality of concrete produced for a project, 
a test is needed which: 
(a) gives the true stren~th of the caterial; 
(b) gives, for variations in testir0 proceiures, the le2.st 
varia' ion in results; 
(c) cives lhe true stren~th of tte specicen; 
(d) t:ivcs a cl.u;_rly c.efined cstress p:1ttern; 
(e) is easy to carry out. 
In design of concrete mixes according to CP 110 Concrete 






the design strength f ; 
cu 
tpe cfesign strength f pl1Js 1,65 tir;:;es the standard 
deviation 'o'. cu 
the design strength f phis the stanriard deviation.' 0 1 ; 
cu 
the design strength f plus the coefficient of variation 
IV I j cu 
(e) the dcsic;n 0lrensth f pl,;s 1,65 tir~es the coefficient of 
variation 'v'. cu 
The most importa~t aspect of s2~pling from a pre-mixed concrete 
truck is to: 
(a) protect the sa~ple from ·,ind and sun; 
(b) obtain a representative sample in order to carry out 
further tests; 
(c) ensure that the concrete is properly mixed; 
(d) check the ,,orkRbi ti ty and '3lu.rr:ip; 
(e) obtain a sufficient quantity of concrete to carry out 
further tests. 
/Question A4: .... 





For a "'ntcr/cPrnent ratio of 0,6 by weieht the use of roun::l.ed 
river gravel, in pl;,ce of r:rusl1ed ac:;grccate of cubic s1~1npc !ind 
rough texture wi 1,1,: 
(a) show 1,ittl,e difference in compressive strength but 
increase flexural strength; 
(b) increase compressive strength by about 101c and at.so 
increase fl,exural, strength; 
(c) decrease compressive strength by about 10f but increase 
flexural, strength; 
(d) increase compressive strength slightly but 1,ower fl,er~ral 
strength; 
(e) decrease slightly, both compressive and flex~ral strengths. 
The Unit Water I>'.cthod of i•:ix Design, described in lectures, 
suceests tliat the grading of the co1:1bined acgregate be r:.ade 
finer than the recomncnded grading when: 
( a) the 1,:aximucI1 c1ggregate size is larger; 
(b) the rr:;aximu.,._"'.1 at;grcc;ate size is smaller; 
(c) the coarse aggregate is crushed material; 
(d) the cement content is higher; 
( e) the ce:nent content is lower. 
An incrca in the proportion of aggregate caterial in the 
sieve ranc:e 2,00 rmn to 9,5 n::m (iJo. 8 to 3/811 ) will tend to: 
(a) r, ~:e tLe concrete }1:;.r:3h ,:nd liRble to honeycoI11b; 
(b) E':Ke tLe finisl:abi li ty of the concrete tett, 0 r; 
(c) i~prove the economy of the mix; 
(d) increase che amount of water required; 
(e) reduce the amount of ~ater required. 
The addition of an air entraining agent to a concrete mix 
usually leads to: 
(a) a more economical mix; 
(b) a stronger concrete; 
(c) a decrease in the required sand percentage; 
(d) a decrease i·i cer::.ent content; 
( e) a denser concrete tecause of ic.proved ,,.-ortabi li ty. 
/Question A8: 






Jn the Unit \.;ate:-r ;·:,;1Lod of !•:ix Dc:;it:::n, described in lectu1·,,s, 
the csti1G1tcd wat,;r co11tr,11t for a 1"1rt1r'ul:ir sl,irnp is fixed 1)y: 
(a) the maximum size of the aggre&ate; 
(b) the grading of the aggregate; 
(c) the shape of the aggregate; 
(d) (a) and ( b) above; 
(e) (a) and (c) above. 
Capillary water in hydrated cement paste is: 
(a) water held in areas of restricted adsorption of the gel 
structure; 
(b) water occupying space beyond the ranse of surface force~ 
of Hie so lid phase of the gel struct . re. 
(c) water existing in cavities and channels up to 100 tices 
5-reater than the size of gel pores; 
(ct) both (b) and (c) above; 
(e) v>'at(:r chernically cc}:·.tined such that it is part of the 
solid matter in tr1e }rnrdened paste. 
Pla.stic shrinkage of concrete is caused by: 
(a) re:.·,Jval of c,1pi lLory ;_,ni gel pore ·,.;;~tl0 r; 
(b) the absc,rbtion of r0,i xirg hater l:,y p.;rol;s or dry a,:::c:r, c,t.,2; 
(c) sedicentation and settling of solids in the concrete r'x; 
(d) bleeding of free water to the top surface of the co~rrcte 
where it is often lost by evaporation or dr;;j n;.,t~e; 
(e) all of (b), (c) and (ct) above. 
The secant ela.stic modulus of concrete is increased by: 
( a) i ncreascd water: cc,0,ent ratio and j ncreased paste content; 
(b) constant water: ceu;ent ratio and increased paste content; 
(c) incr,ased water:cement ratio and decreased water content; 
(d) constant water:cement ratio and air entrainment; 
(e) decreased water: ceoent ratio c1n:i GecreFL.;ed r~ste content; 
Decreasing the water/cement ratio influences the ultrasonic 
pulse velocity because: 
(a) poor cocpaction leads to voids; 
(b) a decrease in the density causes the pulse velocity to 
increase; 
(c) an increase in strength (due to a low2ring of the water 
cement ratio) causes the pulse velocity to increase; 
(d) an increase in the dcnsi ty causes the pi.1lse velocity to 
increase; 
(e) an excess of paste causes the pulse velocity to decrease. 
/Question A14: .... 
CE 506 - F.XAJ'._1__1-31§_ 4. 
Question A14: 
Question A15: 
Rnpid HardeninG I'ort l;,rd c1,::.,_,r1t c:,n t.e 1;:.ru1ufactured by: 
( a) more finely grinding the Port land cerr.ent; 





(c) intergrinding some high alumina cement with the Portland 
cement; 
(d) both (a) and (b) above; 
(e) all of (a), (b) A.nd (c) A.bove. 
Excessive bleeding of concrete can be corrected by: 
(a) adding more cen,ent; 
( b) Addjng crusher dust or other fine 1r:c1terial; 
(c) by air entrain~ent; 
(d) both of (a) and (b) nbove; 
(e) all of (a), ( b) and (c) 2bove 
[Total 20 marks] 





(a) A laboratory trial mix of concrete with jO kc of water, 
50 kg of cement, 130 kg of sand and 1 HO kt; o' :stone cave 
(b) 
a 28-day strength which was too low, a "lump. f 110 mm and 
real l!lortar excess of 8~. It is decided that a reduction in 
water/cement ratio to 0,56 will probably correct the strength 
requirement. What mix wouM you suggest for a second trial 
to give a slump of 60 mm and a real mortar excess of ?fr 
given that the densities of the water, cement, sand and 
stone are 1000, 3150, 2600 and 2750 kg/m3 respectively. 
The coi:1pressi ve strength of the second trial mix after 
28 days' storage at 18°C is 33 E..Pa. Using Plowrr.an's rr.ethod, 
deter~ine how long it would take to reach the same strength 
at 25°c. What will be the compressive strength after 
3 days at 25°C? 
[20 1~.&rks] 
Consider an average structural grade concrete made with 20 rr:ri 
rivE:r gravel aggregate (irregula.r gravel), normal Portl-snd ce:.::ent, 
water/cement ratio (by weight) 0,60 aggregate/cement ratio 6,0, 
and slump of 75 mm. 
(i) Calculn.te the effect on strength of addir,g water so 2.s to 
increase t~e slump to 150 ~~. 
(ii) Ecw docs U-iis stren:;U, cr,r.c;e cc,r::;::,c1re with that 1:xp0ctc-d 
to result frc,m changing from gr:-,.vel to crusr1ed cc:,"rse 
agire~Hte but maintaining the acgre~Hte/ce~ent ratio &t 
6,0 aml. slun:p at r/5 c::1? 
( iii) If a t_:ruded river gr,1vel Ki th r,r-,_xii:cum size GO r::s ·,.;·as l).>sd 
in place of the 20 rr.n; gravel, coriu:,ent on the exr,_,,_::'~,·d 
water demand, water/c ~ent ratio and resulting co~prcssive 
: 0 trene' h of the concr, te. 
Clearly state the assumptions made in each case. 
( i) 
[ 15 sarks] 
Explain briefly how the rrogressive hydration of cement 
may lead to self-desiccation of concrete. 
(ii) Calculate the gel/spcice ratio for a concrete with a 
water/cement ratio of 0,60 at an aEe of 14 days at which 
time 60 per cent of the ce~ent had hydrated. Comment on 
the expected compressive strength corresponding to this 
gel/space ratio. 
( iii) 100 g of cer:ient and 20 g of ... ·ater are placed in one see. led. 
container and 100 g of cesent and 60 g of water are pt.aced 
in another sealed container. Calculate in both instances 
the ~aximum degree of hydration possible, the volume of 
gel for-rr;ed, the weight of che::iically co[:jbine::i water ar.d 
the weight of free water in tte capillary pares. 
[ 20 CE.rks] 




"',{hen concrete :,pcciE/·n::J nrr:: l::dr_•,1 :,xinlty i11 cr)1:11 1re,,,;10n th,~y 
nl',;:1y,1 fail in tension". Rril'.fly di:;,:,i,;,; this sl11tement and co 
on to discuss the effect of specim0n size c1n 1i shripe, and also 
the effectiveness of capping materials on the kpprirent ultimate 
cor::prcSfJi vc strength of concrete test sp,·:cin-.r:ns. 
[ 10 rr.arks J 
A considerable number of di!fererit types of test procedures 
ha·;e teen devised to !Leasure "workabi li. ty" of concrete. Discuss 
the reasons for the multiplicity of rr:ctLods used. List ways in 
which the workati li ty of concrete cr1n be increased ;;i thout 
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